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Summary 
Every year more than 700,000 people die from colorectal cancer (CRC) making it the 4th most 

often cancer-related cause of death. Albeit advanced diagnostics and increasingly 

sophisticated treatment options, the incidence of CRC increases steadily and overall prognosis 

remains poor. In recent years, nutrition has once again attracted attention as a supportive 

systemic cancer treatment since tumors are highly sensitive to their nutrient environment. The 

two major interventions that have been shown to be beneficial during tumor development are 

diets with the vast majority of calories being derived from fats, as well as different regimes of 

dietary restriction (DR) through protein limitation.  

I investigated the effects of high fat (HF) dieting and strict DR on the development of stem 

cell-derived intestinal tumors in a Drosophila melanogaster model expressing a constitutively 

active human isoform of the EGFR pathway component RAF. Feeding a HF diet neither 

increased nor reduced tumor load but resulted in wasting of muscle and lean body mass in 

tumor bearing flies. This pathologic phenotype can also be observed in up to 80% of patients 

with advanced CRC. Cachexia-like wasting is likely due to tumor-induced insulin resistance 

which is potentiated by HF-induced insulin resistance. Subjection to DR, on the other hand, 

resulted in the reduction of tumor mass and reinstated gut functionality. Nevertheless, tumor 

bearing flies subjected to DR experienced severe wasting and died prematurely. I 

subsequently applied an alternating feeding regime of recurrent protein limitation to exploit 

the benefits of protein limitation on tumor growth while circumventing tissue wasting. Indeed, 

the recurrent diet was able to mimic lifelong protein restriction in terms of tumor development 

and gut functionality, while it restored the lifespan of tumor bearing flies to the level of 

healthy control flies. Transcriptomic alterations induced by DR remained modified throughout 

phases of refeeding thus allowing the recurrent diet to mimic lifelong DR. Furthermore, 

refeeding specifically induced a genetic subset which seems to confer additional health- and 

lifespan promoting benefits.  

An alternating recurrent diet combining phases of strict DR with phases of refeeding 

effectively mimics lifelong DR and drastically reduces tumor growth in the fruit fly. In the 

future it will be vital to explore the ideal time span lengths of DR and refeeding, in order to 

establish an optimized recurrent feeding regime with high patient compliance that is 

applicable as supportive cancer treatment in humans.  
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Zusammenfassung 
Mit mehr als 700,000 Todesfällen jährlich ist Darmkrebs die vierthäufigste Krebs-assoziierte 

Todesursache. Trotz sich stetig verbessernder Diagnose- und Behandlungsmöglichkeiten 

steigt die Anzahl der Betroffenen beständig an, während sich die Überlebensrate kaum erhöht. 

In den letzten Jahrzehnten ist Ernährung wieder verstärkt als ergänzende Krebstherapie in den 

Fokus der wissenschaftlichen Forschung gerückt, da Tumorwachstum stark von den 

verfügbaren Nährstoffen abhängt. Hierbei zeigen Diäten mit einem hohen Fettanteil (HF), 

sowie Diäten mit geringem Proteingehalt (DR) den stärksten Einfluss auf die 

Tumorentwicklung. 

Ich habe die Effekte von HF und strikter DR auf die Tumorentwicklung, induziert durch die 

Expression von humanem, konstitutiv aktivem RAF in den intestinalen Stammzellen, in dem 

Modelorganismus Drosophila melanogaster untersucht. Eine HF Diät beeinflusste das 

Wachstum der Tumore nicht, induzierte jedoch einen Kachexie-ähnlichen Schwund von Fett- 

und Muskelgewebe. Dieser Gewebeabbau bedingt sich vermutlich durch eine Tumor-

induzierte Insulinresistenz, die zusätzlich durch eine Fett-induzierte Insulinresistenz 

potenziert wird. DR hingegen reduzierte die Tumormasse drastisch und normalisierte zudem 

die Verdauungstätigkeit. Dennoch verstarben auch DR-gefütterte Fliegen vorzeitig, da sie 

Fett- und Muskelschwund erlitten. Ich etablierte daher eine Diät mit wiederkehrender DR, um 

das Tumorwachstum zu vermindern und dem Gewebeschwund entgegenzuwirken. 

Tatsächlich konnte ich zeigen, dass wiederkehrende DR die gleichen Effekte auf das 

Tumorwachstum zeigt wie kontinuierliche DR. Gleichzeitig zeigten Tumorfliegen durch 

wiederkehrende DR die gleiche Lebensspanne wie gesunde Kontrollfliegen. Analysen der 

Transkriptome der Därme zeigten, dass nicht nur DR-bedingte Änderungen über 

Zufütterungsphasen hinweg aufrechterhalten blieben, sondern auch, dass die erneute 

Zufütterung zusätzliche Gesundheits- und Lebensspannen-fördernde Änderungen induziert. 

Eine Diät mit abwechselnden Phasen aus DR und Zufütterung kann wirksam die Effekte einer 

lebenslangen DR imitieren und vermindert das Tumorwachstum in der Fruchtfliege. In 

Zukunft wird es von vorrangiger Bedeutung sein, herauszufinden, wie die DR- und 

Zufütterungsphasen optimal zusammen wirken, um einen möglich starken Wachstum-

limitierenden Effekt mit der größtmögliche Compliance zu vereinen, und so eine 

unterstützende Krebstherapie für den Menschen zu verwirklichen.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1.  Colorectal cancer 

1.1.1. Colorectal cancer development and progression 

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most often diagnosed type of cancer in men and women 

worldwide with a total of 1.4 million new cases and 700.000 deaths in 2012 alone (1). The 

incidence of CRC steadily increases and has almost doubled within the last 22 years from 

783,000 in 1990 to 1,361,000 in 2012 (2). The increase is expected to reach 2.2 million new 

cases and 1.1 million deaths annually by 2030 (1). The global distribution of CRC incidences 

largely varies with economically developed countries exhibiting a higher number of 

diagnosed cases but a lower relative mortality than developing countries (3). Educating the 

population in regard of preventive measures, as well as the increased effort to diagnose CRC 

at an early stage alongside with advanced treatment options clearly contributes to this trend. 

However, the incidence of CRC correlates with industrialization and the subsequent increase 

of the Human Development Index (HDI). This development is linked to adopting a Western 

lifestyle which entails the increased exposure to CRC risk factors such as obesity and 

diabetes, physical inactivity, as well as tobacco and alcohol abuse (4–7). 

CRC is classified using two different stage identification systems. The most widely used 

system categorizes CRC development into five stages ranging from stage 0 to stage IV with 

multiple subclasses each (8) (Fig. 1.1). A stage 0 polyp is a benign cluster of abnormal cells 

that is located inside the colon wall and does not invade any other layers of the colon. If not 

resected these abnormal cells can further develop and invade the colon lumen as well as the 

submucosa and the intestinal muscle layer (stage I). An adenoma, an epithelial derived tumor, 

is considered stage II once it has invaded the serosa, the outer boundary of the colon, and 

stage III as soon as the tumorous mass has spread to lymph nodes adjacent to the intestinal 

tissue. In a stage IV carcinoma, cells have undergone epithelial-mesenchymal-transition 

(EMT), a mechanism by which adhesion molecules are downregulated in order to facilitate 

the disruption of tissue integrity and the migration of cancerous cells into distant tissues  

(9, 10). The relocation from the primary tumor side to distant organs is provided via lymph 

and blood vessels.  
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On the other hand, the TNM-classification system identifies tumors in a similar manner but is 

more sophisticated and identifies more than 20 tumor subclasses (11). While T categorizes the 

primary tumor cell mass in regard of extend and tissue invasion, N gives an insight into 

regional lymph node involvement and M classifies metastatic spread of the tumor to distant 

organs (12). 

 

 

Fig. 1.1: Identification of colorectal cancer stages according to the National Institute of Health. While stage 
0 displays a benign, spatially defined polyp, stages I to IV describe increasingly invasive tumors. In stage IV 
metastases form in distant body sites by intravasation of tumor cells into the blood and lymph vessels (13).  

 

1.1.2. Treatment options in colorectal cancer 

CRC is frequently detected in rather late stages (III or IV) since early stages often are 

perceived asymptomatic or presented symptoms are inconclusive or misinterpreted (14). The 

prognosis for CRC patients strongly depends on the stage a tumor has reached upon diagnosis 

and 5-year survival rates drastically decline in dependence of tumor stage (Tab. 1.1). Clearly 

the treatment success has multiple dependencies aside from the diagnosed tumor stage alone. 

Important factors are the individual patient´s life history, overall health, nutritional status as 

well as the patient´s individual genetic cancer signature and aggressiveness.  
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Tab. 1.1: Relative 5-year survival rates for patients diagnosed at different stages of CRC (15).  

Stage at 
diagnosis 

Number of 
cases 

5-year relative 
survival (%) 

I 26,727 93.2 
II 72,784 77 
III 72,806 47.7 

IV 28,377 6.6 
This is a cohort study of 308,734 patients in England diagnosed with CRC in 1996-2002. Stage 0 is not 
represented due to a lack of detection. 

 

While small polyps can be removed directly during colonoscopy, the most common treatment 

upon diagnosis of larger tumors is the surgical resection of the aberrant tissue including some 

surrounding healthy tissue and nearby lymph nodes. Radiation and chemotherapy are 

treatments that are additionally applied before, during or after resection and in cases where 

resection is not possible. Radiation therapy uses high-intensity X-rays to target malignant 

tissue in a spatially restricted setting (16). Chemotherapy on the other hand entails the 

intravenous or oral administration of drugs that specifically addresses cell growth and 

division. Tumor growth can be limited by the disruption of different cell proliferation 

associated processes like inhibiting DNA replication or protein biosynthesis (17). Since 

reagents inhibiting cell growth naturally also affect healthy proliferating cells like stem cells 

or progenitor cells, the side effects of chemotherapy are usually strong and highly diverse, 

ranging from hair loss to heavy vomiting and neuropathy (18). The sequencing of tumor 

tissue has facilitated the identification of the mutational signature of individual CRC tumors. 

Knowing the mutational landscape that enables tumor growth in a specific patient 

complements treatment options by facilitating the application of personalized medicine 

including targeted chemotherapy and immunotherapy. Targeted chemotherapy uses tyrosine 

kinase inhibitors to specifically block signaling from mutated signaling components that 

promote tumor development (19). Targeted immunotherapy eliminates cancer cells by using 

monoclonal antibodies to either block growth promoting signaling in cancer cells, to flag 

cancer cells in order for the immune system to recognize and eradicate them, or by delivering 

drugs specifically to cancer cells (20). Despite the fast paced advances in cancer therapy 

tumors recur in about 40-60% of patients after curative surgery (21) with 20-30% recurrence 

in patients with CRC stage II and 50-80% recurrence in patients with CRC stage III (22).  
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1.1.3. Initiation of colorectal cancer 

Different intestinal cell types have been proposed to serve as the cancer cells of origin in 

colorectal tumorigenesis (23–25) but intestinal stem cells (ISCs) remain the most common 

initiators of CRC (26, 27). The proliferative potential of ISCs fosters the progressive 

aggregation of mutations and therefore the degeneration of healthy cells to tumor stem cells. 

Proliferating tissue accumulates mutations in a stepwise manner with carcinogenesis 

proceeding with little regard to the order of the acquired mutations. A multitude of somatic 

mutations accumulates in proliferating tissues over time with about half of these mutations 

being already present before tumor initiation takes place (28). These passenger mutations 

provide no growth advantage and have no obvious impact on tumor development. Tumor 

initiation only takes place upon the introduction of driver mutations which provide growth 

advantages and induce neoplasia. Although approximately 100 mutations have been identified 

to serve as possible drivers in CRC, it has been hypothesized that a subset of six to seven 

combined driver mutations is necessary to induce solid intestinal tumors (29, 30). It is 

noteworthy, that recent in silico studies revised this estimation and suggest that as little as 

three driver mutations are sufficient to initiate tumorigenesis (31). However, tumors usually 

contain a plethora of mutations with or without growth promoting properties and are therefore 

vastly heterogeneous on the genetic level with complexity increasing throughout 

carcinogenesis.  

In order for a tissue to overcome its physiological function and not only become 

overproliferative but to attain cancerous properties, a multiplicity of conditions has to be met. 

A key factor in tumorigenesis is the ability to acquire self-sufficiency in proliferative 

signaling. This autonomous cell growth can be achieved by either cells providing the growth 

signals themselves or by altering their responsiveness to autocrine signaling, e.g. by 

increasing the expression or efficiency of growth factor receptors, or by facilitating ligand-

independent signaling (32–34). To maintain proliferative potential, cancer cells also need to 

enable replicative immortality by promoting telomerase activity (35). Telomeres are repetitive 

sequences protecting the DNA from end-to-end fusions which would eventually result in 

cellular clearance via apoptosis. In healthy cells, telomeres shorten with every division, 

thereby limiting a cells proliferative capability. Checkpoints in a cell and in the cellular niche 

environment keep track of a cells physiological functionality, thereby limiting growth and 

clearing cells with an altered physiological signature (36). So while tumor cells acquire 
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potentially endless replication potential, they also must overcome sensitivity to growth 

inhibitors, acquire resistance to apoptosis, and evade the immune system. Once a solid tumor 

has formed, the excessive tissue induces angiogenesis to provide oxygen and nutrients 

directly to the primary tumor side (37).  

Mechanisms of carcinogenesis 

The initial step for a cell to lose its physiological function and enter into an uncontrolled 

proliferative state depends on the acquisition of growth promoting mutations. 

Three genetic modes of action have been identified to initiate tumor formation by inducing 

r alone or in combination (Fig. 1.2). The CpG island methylator 

phenotype (CIMP) is characterized by an overall hypomethylation of cytosine bases combined 

with locally defined hypermethylation of tumor suppressor promoters, most i

, the human homolog of bacterial mismatch repair gene mutL, and is often associated 

BRAF) mutations (38, 39).  

: Overview of mechanisms resulting in genomic instability in colorectal cancer. 
: Kristen rat sarcoma viral oncogene homolog, BRAF: B-rat fibrosarcoma

: mutL homolog1, MSH2: mutS homolog2. Modified from 

occurs with microsatellite instability (MSI) which is another mechanism that 

CRC and prevails in about 12-28% of sporadic CRCs (41)

mutations that inactivate the DNA mismatch repair mechanism, thus

overcome sensitivity to growth 

optosis, and evade the immune system. Once a solid tumor 

has formed, the excessive tissue induces angiogenesis to provide oxygen and nutrients 

ose its physiological function and enter into an uncontrolled 
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Three genetic modes of action have been identified to initiate tumor formation by inducing 
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with locally defined hypermethylation of tumor suppressor promoters, most importantly 
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: Overview of mechanisms resulting in genomic instability in colorectal cancer. APC: adenomatous 
rat fibrosarcoma proto-oncogene, 

homolog2. Modified from (40). 

occurs with microsatellite instability (MSI) which is another mechanism that 

(41). MSI is induced by 

thus leading to multiple 
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genetic alterations that foster CRC progression (42). MSI tumors usually display a low 

frequency of otherwise common CRC mutations in adenomatous poliposis coli (APC) and 

Kristen rat sarcoma (KRAS) but exhibit high frequencies of BRAF mutations (43). 

Chromosomal instability (CIN) is the third and most frequently occurring mechanism of CRC 

carcinogenesis and can be observed in about 85% of all sporadic colorectal tumors (43). CIN 

tumors are characterized by changes in chromosome number and structure, like aneuploidy 

and loss of heterozygosity, which can result from impaired chromosomal segregation or 

malfunctioning DNA repair mechanisms, respectively. Tumors that develop due to CIN 

usually exhibit an inhibitory mutation of the tumorsuppressor gene APC followed by an 

activating mutation in KRAS and subsequent mutations of either tumor suppressors like tumor 

protein 53 (TP53) or oncogenes like mothers against decapentaplegic homolog 2 (SMAD2) 

(29). 

 

1.1.5. EGFR signaling in colorectal cancer 

The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is a transmembrane receptor tyrosine kinase 

(RTK) and part of the protein family of ErbB cell membrane receptors. In mammals there are 

four receptors in this family which are HER 1 (EGFR) to HER 4. The receptor consists of an 

extracellular cysteine-rich ligand-binding motif, one alpha-helical membrane-spanning region 

and an intracellular tyrosine kinase domain (44, 45). Binding of a ligand to the extracellular 

binding domain leads to homo- or heterodimerization of the receptor and trans-

autophosphorylation of the cytoplasmic tyrosine kinase domains (Fig. 1.3). The subsequent 

intracellular signal transduction addresses two main pathways which are the mitogen-

activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway and the phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase 

(PI3K)/protein kinase B (AKT) pathway (46). Both of which are associated with tissue 

proliferation, differentiation, migration, and angiogenesis (46, 47).  

EGFR signaling plays a multitudinous role in tumorigenesis by providing cells with 

independence of growth signals. All levels of the EGFR signaling cascade can potentially 

contribute to tumor formation through different modes of action including increased copy 

number, protein overexpression and hyperactivating gene mutations. EGFR pathway 

components most frequently mutated in CRC are EGFR, KRAS, BRAF, PI3KCA (encoding 
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Fig. 1.3: Signaling via the EGFR pathway. 
transphosphorylation of the intracellular tyrosine kinase 
transduction. Phosphorylation of Rat sarcoma (Ras) occurs 
and son of sevenless (SOS). The phosphorylation proceeds from Ras to mitogen
(MAPK)/extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) kinase (MEK) to MAPK. In parallel, ligand binding to 
EGFR induces the translocation 
phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-triphosphate (PIP
reverted to phosphatidylinositol-
tensin homology (PTEN). Both pathways initiate pathways associated with prolifera
survival (45).  

 

Tumors containing these mutations do respond poorly to EGFR targeted therapy since the 

signaling path is misregulated downstream of the receptor. Mutations of 

of CRCs and are most often a valine
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1.2) (45, 48). Activating mutations usually occur early during 

KRAS gene and are found in 30-40% of all CRCs (45)

the EGFR pathway. Binding of a ligand to the EGF receptor results in 
transphosphorylation of the intracellular tyrosine kinase domains and subsequent intracellular signal 
transduction. Phosphorylation of Rat sarcoma (Ras) occurs via growth factor receptor
and son of sevenless (SOS). The phosphorylation proceeds from Ras to mitogen

regulated kinase (ERK) kinase (MEK) to MAPK. In parallel, ligand binding to 
EGFR induces the translocation of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) to the cell membrane where it produces 

triphosphate (PIP3). PIP3 phosphorylates protein kinase B (AKT) but can itself be 
-4,5-biphosphate (PIP2) through a negative feedback loop 

tensin homology (PTEN). Both pathways initiate pathways associated with prolifera

Tumors containing these mutations do respond poorly to EGFR targeted therapy since the 

signaling path is misregulated downstream of the receptor. Mutations of 

of CRCs and are most often a valine-to-glutamic acid amino acid substitution called V600E 

Activating mutations usually occur early during 

(45). 

 

Binding of a ligand to the EGF receptor results in 
and subsequent intracellular signal 

growth factor receptor-bound protein 2 (Grb2) 
and son of sevenless (SOS). The phosphorylation proceeds from Ras to mitogen-activated protein kinase 

regulated kinase (ERK) kinase (MEK) to MAPK. In parallel, ligand binding to 
to the cell membrane where it produces 

. PIP3 phosphorylates protein kinase B (AKT) but can itself be 
through a negative feedback loop via phosphatase with 

tensin homology (PTEN). Both pathways initiate pathways associated with proliferation, metastasis and cell 

Tumors containing these mutations do respond poorly to EGFR targeted therapy since the 

signaling path is misregulated downstream of the receptor. Mutations of BRAF arise in 5-22% 

glutamic acid amino acid substitution called V600E 
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Tab. 1.2: Alterations of EGFR pathway components in CRC 

CRC: colorectal cancer; LOH: loss of heterozygosity; * 
amplification (3-5) 

 

Given its manifold involvement in tumorigenesis, several approaches have been made to 

interfere with EGFR signaling targeting both the extracellular ligand

as the cytoplasmic tyrosine kinase domain. Currently, Cetuximab 

are the only two US Food and Drug Administration (
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monoclonal antibodies (mAB

binding to the receptor, thus restraining downstream signal transduction. Furthermore,

mABs induce receptor internalization and lead to a long

(53). Beside mAB therapy, tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKI) are used to specifically target cells 

with activated EGFR signaling. TKIs bind either reversibly or irreversibly to the intracellular 

tyrosine kinase domain of EGFR and prohibit 
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and BRAF are mutually exclusive and seem to be similar in their 

(50).  
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tyrosine kinase domain of EGFR and prohibit downstream signaling 
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low % for high amplification (> 10), high % for low 

Given its manifold involvement in tumorigenesis, several approaches have been made to 

binding domain as well 

and Panitumumab (52) 

approved antibody therapeutic 

drugs and frequently used as cancer treatment in CRCs with wildtype KRAS. Both are 

against EGFR that competitively inhibit ligand 

binding to the receptor, thus restraining downstream signal transduction. Furthermore, the 

lasting downregulation of EGFR 

. Beside mAB therapy, tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKI) are used to specifically target cells 

with activated EGFR signaling. TKIs bind either reversibly or irreversibly to the intracellular 

downstream signaling (54, 55). However, 
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EGFR mABs are largely ineffective if downstream targets, like KRAS, BRAF or PI3KCA are 

also mutated (56, 57). 

 

1.2.  Nutrition-mediated growth in cancer 

1.2.1. Cancer metabolism 

As early as 1931 Otto Warburg proposed an altered mode of carbohydrate metabolism for 

cancer cells (58). Since then, intensive research has elucidated a number of metabolic traits 

specific to hyperproliferative and cancer cells that cover all levels of metabolic interactions. 

These traits include the increased acquisition and altered usage of available resources, 

allocation of intermediate metabolites to specific pathways as well as tissue transformation 

due to altered cell fate determination (59). The altered cellular metabolism is deemed 

indispensable for cancer cells and therefore is considered a hallmark of cancer (35, 59). 

Proliferating cells display a high demand of macromolecules in order to synthesize cellular 

components and give rise to daughter cells. Glucose serves as a principal macronutrient 

required for these biosyntheses. Healthy cells metabolize glucose to pyruvate which is then 

transported into the mitochondria where it is subjected to oxidative phosphorylation in order 

to yield ATP as an energy resource (Fig. 1.4). Under anaerobic conditions cells ferment 

pyruvate and subsequently secrete lactate. This anaerobic glycolysis is far less efficient and 

yields about 18 times less ATP than mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation (35). Cancer 

cells mainly process glucose into lactate even under aerobic conditions and feed only about 

5% of available pyruvate into mitochondria for ATP generation via oxidative phosphorylation 

(60). To compensate for the lower ATP levels generated through this aerobic glycolysis 

cancer cells increase glucose uptake by up to 30 times (61) while upregulating glucose 

transporters and glycolysis pathway components (62). It has been proposed that the switch to 

aerobic glycolysis is beneficial to cancer cells in a bipartite manner. Firstly, it has been 

shown, that glucose consumption levels are highly diverse throughout tumor tissues (63). 

Subpopulations of cancer cells consume glucose and secrete lactate whereas other 

subpopulations mainly metabolize lactate by feeding it into the citrate cycle (64). Secondly, it 

has been suggested that the altered glucose mechanism observed in cancer cells allows the 
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cells to feed glycolytic intermediates into other anabolic pathways, thereby sustaining 

biosynthesis of macromolecules that are required for cell proliferation (65). 

 

 

Fig. 1.4: Glycolysis in differentiated tissue or proliferative tissue and tumors. In the presence of oxygen 
differentiated cells metabolize glucose to pyruvate which is then taken up by mitochondria and undergoes 
oxidative phosphorylation in order to generate ATP. Under oxygen restricted conditions, differentiated cells 
ferment pyruvate and generate ATP by anaerobic glycolysis. Anaerobic glycolysis is about 18 times less 
efficient than oxidative phosphorylation. Proliferative tissues and tumor cells act independently of the oxygen 
status by feeding only about 5% of availably pyruvate into oxidative phosphorylation while mainly generating 
ATP via fermentation. This aerobic glycolysis yields about 9 times less ATP than oxidative phosphorylation. 
ATP: adenosine triphosphate (66). 

 

Fast proliferating tumors soon experience heterogeneous nutrient scarcity and need to 

reallocate available nutrients to support further tissue growth. A well-studied phenomenon on 

resource acquisition is angiogenesis, which describes the tumor-induced de novo formation of 

new blood vessels that deliver oxygen and nutrients directly to the primary tumor site. 

Tumors that do not induce vascularization are restricted in their expansion and remain in a 

static phase until angiogenesis is induced (37, 67). Aside from inducing vascularization, 

cancer cells acquire mutations that facilitate the uptake of macromolecules directly from the 

extracellular space. While growth factors are needed in healthy cells to internalize nutrients 

via transporters, cancer cells are able to internalize extracellular macromolecules via 
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macropinocytosis (68). Furthermore, cells bearing KRAS mutations have been observed to 

engulf wildtype adjacent cells through entosis, thereby accessing formerly unobtainable 

macromolecules (69). 

In contrast to local nutrient shortage, prolonged systemic nutrient scarcity cannot be 

completely compensated. Cells are able to survive nutrient depletion for extended periods of 

time through autophagy, a mechanism of degrading intracellular macromolecules. While 

healthy cells mainly use autophagy to eliminate dysfunctional mitochondria, there seems to be 

a more vital role of autophagy in tumor cells which greatly contributes to tumor survival (70) 

at the expense of healthy tissue. 

 

1.2.2. Dietary interventions as cancer treatment 

Recurrence is high in CRC and greatly depends on the tumor stage at the time of 

diagnosis (22). Especially the activation of the EGFR pathway has proven to be associated 

with poor prognosis and elevated recurrence risk (71, 72). At the same time, treatment 

resistances arise in up to 90% of CRC patients (73). While resistance to general 

chemotherapeutics can be acquired by increasing the efflux of drugs or limiting the drug 

uptake and metabolism (74), resistance to targeted therapies is mediated by genomic 

alterations including changes in copy number, activating mutations of downstream targets and 

mutations allowing bypassing of a specific pathway (73, 75).  

In recent years, nutrition has attracted attention as a sustentative, non-targeted cancer 

treatment since CRC is highly sensitive to nutritional cues (76–79). Nutrition influences 

cancer outcome in a bipartite way; on the one hand, nutrition directly influences cell viability 

and tumor growth. On the other hand, harsh nutritional interventions threaten organismal 

health and might foster cancer-induced tissue wasting. Until today, the exact modes of action 

conferred by nutritional interventions and how to take advantage of the potential benefits 

remains poorly understood. Nevertheless, researchers have tried to exploit the altered 

carbohydrate metabolism of cancer cells (58) to reduce growth of cancer cells while 

sustaining organismal health. Indeed, cancer cell growth was shown be limited by applying a 

normocaloric diet that very strictly limits carbohydrate supply while providing 80-90% of 

calories via fats (80–83). In contrast, high fat (HF) intake is also clearly associated with 

diabetes and obesity, which in turn are linked to promoting CRC (84–86). Interestingly, recent 
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studies not only emphasize the growth-promoting effect of HF dieting via the activation of the 

insulin signaling pathway, but also state that HF promotes tumor growth by increasing the 

stemness of cancer stem cells (CSC) (25, 87).  

Limiting dietary regimes are the treatment most consistently associated with prolonged 

lifespan, improved overall health and reduced tumor growth (88–91). Caloric restriction (CR) 

is the reduction of the overall caloric intake by diluting food or limiting access to the food 

source. While CR has proven to prolong health- and lifespan, it depends on a variety of 

factors including hydration, nutrient supply, sex and genetic background (92, 93). 

Furthermore, it is uncertain whether the beneficial effects of caloric restriction are mediated 

by the overall reduction of caloric intake or by the reduction of one particular macronutrient.  

Dietary restriction (DR), on the other hand, is described by the sole reduction in available 

protein while not altering other macronutrients. It has been discussed that DR is accountable 

for the health benefits observed in CR. However, it is not clear to what extent.  

Studies identified DR to play a superordinate role in lifespan extension in model organisms 

like Drosophila melanogaster and mice (94–97). Furthermore, DR reduces growth in multiple 

tumor models including cell culture and human xenografts (98–101). Insulin and target of 

rapamycin (TOR) signaling are the main integrators of nutritional cues (102–104). Under DR 

conditions, low insulin signaling is conferring a state of growth arrest and stress resistance via 

the transcription factor FOXO. At the same time FOXO increases sensitivity to insulin 

signaling by increasing the expression of the insulin receptor itself (105). Furthermore, upon 

amino acid scarcity TOR dephosphorylates and activates 4E-BP, a translational repressor, 

thus inhibiting growth. Additionally, TOR is regulated by PI3K/AKT signaling, which acts 

downstream of the insulin signaling pathway and systemically confers altered nutritional 

input (106, 107). Despite its benefits on tumor growth and overall health, DR presents a pitfall 

during CRC progression by restricting energy resources and thereby potentially fostering 

tissue wasting. Tumor growth is a vastly energy consuming process and in patients often 

results in massive weight loss that is further exacerbated by loss of appetite and anorexia. This 

organismal wasting, termed cachexia, occurs in up to 80% of cancer patients (108) and is 

characterized by extensive loss of adipose and muscle tissue (109). Interestingly, studies show 

that cachexia is not only characterized by the lack of meeting energy demands but is mediated 

independently of the nutritional intake by impaired insulin signaling (110, 111). Therefore, 

DR might on the one hand foster cachexia by limiting macromolecule supply while on the 

other hand, DR might counteract cachexia by reinstating insulin sensitivity (112–114). 
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1.3.  Drosophila melanogaster as a research model  

1.3.1. Drosophila in disease-associated research 

Drosophila melanogaster has been used as a research model for more than 100 years. The 

short life cycle (Fig. 1.5 A) and the large amount of offspring fostered the early research of 

elucidating basic cellular mechanisms, developmental processes, and general genetics. 

Multiple genetic tools have been established over the past 30 years which are quickly 

advancing in complexity and ingenuity since the Drosophila whole genome sequencing in 

2000 (115). One of these tools is the Gal4-UAS system which is derived from the yeast 

transcription factor Gal4 and its optimized binding site, the upstream activation sequence 

(UAS) (116). The bipartite system requires one parental Drosophila driver line carrying a 

tissue or cell type specific promoter or enhancer fused to the Gal4 sequence. The other 

parental line contains the gene of interest fused to the UAS. The filial generation will then 

contain both constructs ubiquitously. Upon promoter/enhancer activity, Gal4 is expressed in a 

spatially confined manner and binds to the UAS in these specific cells, thereby activating 

transcription of the target genes (Fig. 1.5 B). Another level of specificity is achieved by 

temporal control through the temporal and regional gene expression targeting (TARGET) 

system (117). The ubiquitously expressed Gal80ts, which is co-expressed by the driver line, 

binds to Gal4 at low temperatures (19 °C), thus preventing Gal4 from binding to UAS and 

activating target gene transcription. Switching to a higher temperature (29 °C) releases Gal4 

from Gal80ts (117). The Gal4-UAS TARGET system thereby provides a method to express a 

gene of interest in a strictly controlled spatiotemporal manner.  

Within the past decades Drosophila has become of special interest in clinically relevant, 

human disease-associated research. Genetic models are less time intensive to produce in the 

fly (as opposed to mammalian models) while still providing a whole animal system (as 

opposed to cell culture). About 62% of human disease-associated genes have homologs in the 

fruit fly, many of which are highly conserved genes involved in metabolism, development and 

tumorigenesis (118). Natural tumors occasionally arise during aging of the fruit fly (119, 

120). However, cancer phenotypes can easily be induced in Drosophila by manipulating 

highly conserved pathways that regulate cell proliferation and tissue maintenance. It has been 

proposed that the hallmarks of cancer (35, 121) can each be addressed in Drosophila (122). 

Indeed, Drosophila has been established as a model for various types of cancer including 
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Fig. 1.5: Life cycle of Drosophila melanogaster
(A) The Drosophila life cycle is temperature
are placed in the medium where the 1
and reach 3rd instar stage three days after egg deposition. The 3
weight. Adult flies eclose from the pupae after 3.5 to 4.5 days
comprises a Gal4 driver line with Gal4 fused to a tissue specific enhancer or promoter and a UAS responder line 
carrying the UAS fused to the gene of interest. The F1 generation expresses both constructs, thereby expres
the gene of interest in a tissue-specific manner

 

1.3.2. EGFR signaling in 

The Drosophila Egfr is involved in a plethora of developmental processes including 

oogenesis (129), imaginal disc and eye development 

(132). It is the sole member of the ErbB family of cell membrane receptors in the fruit fly and 

shares great functional and structural similarities with its mammalian counterpart HER1 

(133). The receptor can be activated by the four extracellular 

Keren with largely redundant and overlap

homologs Spitz, Keren and Gurken are produced as inactive, transmembrane precursors that 

undergo cleavage by intermembrane proteases of the Rhomboid family before being released 

and binding to Egfr (136).  
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brain, lung and colorectal malignancies (123–125). Furthermore, multiple studies successfully 

as a high throughput model organism to identify the potential of 

chemotherapeutic drugs and investigate new treatment options (124, 126)

Drosophila melanogaster at 25 °C and schematic Gal4
life cycle is temperature-dependent and takes approximately 10-12 days at 25 °C. The eggs 

are placed in the medium where the 1st instar larvae hatch after one day. The larvae undergo two
instar stage three days after egg deposition. The 3rd instar larvae pupate upon reaching a critical 

weight. Adult flies eclose from the pupae after 3.5 to 4.5 days (127). (B) The two-compon
a Gal4 driver line with Gal4 fused to a tissue specific enhancer or promoter and a UAS responder line 

carrying the UAS fused to the gene of interest. The F1 generation expresses both constructs, thereby expres
specific manner (128). 
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Fig. 1.6: Egfr signaling pathway in 
activating ligand (Spitz, Keren, Vein or Gurken) and trans
kinase domain recruits Drk which in turn interacts with 
phosphorylates Raf, MEK and MAPK. The transcription factor Pointed (Pnt) activates transcription whereas Yan 
inhibits transcription and is released upon MAPK activity. Kekkon inhibits signaling by binding to th
monomer, Argos inhibits signaling by scavenging receptor ligands and Sprouty inhibits signaling on multiple 
levels downstream of the receptor. Egfr: epidermal growth factor receptor; Ras: rat 
receptor kinase; Sos: son of sevenless; Raf: rat fibro
kinase/extracellular signal-regulated kinase kinase; MAPK: mitogen
GDP: guanosine diphosphate; DTP: guanosin

 

Vein is the only activating ligand that is directly secreted. Spitz is considered the primary 

systemic activator with the highest signal strength (alongside with Keren) 

and Vein exhibit tissue specific involvement 

directly secreted upon high levels of Egfr signaling 

loop by blocking receptor dimerization and prohibiting activating ligands from binding to 

Egfr (139, 140). The transmembrane protein Kekkon suppresses downstream signaling by 

binding to Egfr and inhibiting its dime
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ignaling pathway in Drosophila melanogaster. The Egfr dimerizes upon binding of an 
activating ligand (Spitz, Keren, Vein or Gurken) and trans-autophosphorylates. The phosphorylated tyrosine 
kinase domain recruits Drk which in turn interacts with Sos to activate Ras. The signaling cascade successively 
phosphorylates Raf, MEK and MAPK. The transcription factor Pointed (Pnt) activates transcription whereas Yan 
inhibits transcription and is released upon MAPK activity. Kekkon inhibits signaling by binding to th
monomer, Argos inhibits signaling by scavenging receptor ligands and Sprouty inhibits signaling on multiple 
levels downstream of the receptor. Egfr: epidermal growth factor receptor; Ras: rat sarcoma

of sevenless; Raf: rat fibrosarcoma; MEK: mitogen
regulated kinase kinase; MAPK: mitogen-activated prot

diphosphate; DTP: guanosine triphosphate; p: phosphate. 
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1.3.3. The intestine of Drosophila

The Drosophila intestine shares great structural and functional similarities with the 

mammalian intestine (Fig. 

the origin of the tissue. The foregut and hindgut are of ectodermal origin, whereas the midgut 

is of endodermal origin. The midgut is an epithelial monolayer surrounded by visceral muscle 

and lined with an inner protective 

in Drosophila (143), and serves as the first line of defense against microorganisms.

 

Fig. 1.7: Comparison of Drosophila
composed of intestinal stem cells (ISC), pluri
enteroendocrine cells (EE). The monolayer is protected by a chitinous peritrophic matrix towards the lumen and 
surrounded by visceral muscle towards the body cavity.
providing Paneth cells. ISCs divide into pluripotent transit amplifying cells which then give rise to all other cell 
types including secretory Goblet and EE cells as well as absorptive EC
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be inhibited downstream of the receptor by the receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor Sprouty, 

which is proposed to have multiple intersections with the Egfr signaling pathway 

binding of an activating ligand, Egfr dimerizes and trans-autophosphorylates its intracellular 

tyrosine kinase domain. The phosphorylation recruits Drk which interacts with Sos t

promotes guanosine triphosphate (GTP) binding and phosphorylation of Ras. The 

phosphorylation proceeds via Raf and MEK to MAPK and finally regulates target gene 

Pointed (Pnt) and Yan. Dephosphorylated Yan blocks Pnt target gene 

sites and suppresses target gene expression. Yan is released upon Egfr signaling 

exposing Pnt binding sites and facilitating Pnt-mediated target gene expression.

Drosophila 

intestine shares great structural and functional similarities with the 

Fig. 1.7). The digestive tract can be divided into thr

the origin of the tissue. The foregut and hindgut are of ectodermal origin, whereas the midgut 

is of endodermal origin. The midgut is an epithelial monolayer surrounded by visceral muscle 

and lined with an inner protective mucus layer in mammals or a chitinous peritrophic matrix 

d serves as the first line of defense against microorganisms.

Drosophila and mammalian intestinal tract. (A) The 
sed of intestinal stem cells (ISC), pluripotent enteroblasts (EB), absorptive enterocytes (EC) and secretor 

enteroendocrine cells (EE). The monolayer is protected by a chitinous peritrophic matrix towards the lumen and 
surrounded by visceral muscle towards the body cavity. (B) Mammalian crypts contain ISCs and niche factor 
providing Paneth cells. ISCs divide into pluripotent transit amplifying cells which then give rise to all other cell 
types including secretory Goblet and EE cells as well as absorptive EC (144). 
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Intestinal stem cells (ISCs) are engaged in continuous epithelial renewal in mammals and fruit 

flies. Drosophila ISCs usually divide asymmetrically, giving rise to one ISC and one 

pluripotent enteroblast (EB) which further differentiates into either an enterocyte (EC), the 

main absorptive cell type, or an enteroendocrine cell (EE), the only hormone-secreting cell 

type in the intestine of Drosophila (145, 146) (Fig. 1.7 A). The mammalian digestive 

epithelium is made up of crypts that harbor ISCs (Fig. 1.7 B). Similarly to Drosophila, the 

ISCs self-renew and generate progenitor cells called transient amplifying cells, which further 

divide and differentiate into ECs and secretory cells as they proceed towards the upper crypt 

and villus region. 

The Drosophila midgut can be divided into five major regions, R1 to R5 (Fig. 1.8 A) which 

can be further subcategorized by multiple features allowing for varying levels of complexity 

in subclassification (Fig. 1.8 B) (147, 148). Ingested food is temporarily stored in the crop 

before it passes the sphincter-like proventriculus and enters the anterior midgut. The anterior 

midgut (R1 and R2) is mildly alkaline and initiates digestion by secreting digestive enzymes. 

The middle midgut (R3) functionally resembles the stomach with an acidic milieu (149), 

providing an optimal pH for proteolysis while enabling lipid and metal uptake as well as 

eliminating microorganisms (148). The posterior midgut (R4 and R5) is again mildly alkaline 

and facilitates nutrient uptake until it reaches the hindgut where water resorption and finally 

excretion of nutritional waste take place (147).  

Tissue maintenance is a tightly regulated process that facilitates cellular turnover and tissue 

regeneration in a controlled manner. The intestinal turnover is highly depending on multiple 

extrinsic factors like overall health status and nutritional intake. For Drosophila complete 

homeostatic intestinal turnover is estimated to take between four days and three weeks (151–

153). While the majority of ISCs divide asymmetrically during homeostasis, giving rise to 

one self-renewed ISC and one EB daughter cell, stochastic events frequently result in 

symmetric division with one ISC giving rise to either two ISCs or two EBs. However, the 

overall number of ISCs remains unchanged leaving the ISC pool in a state of neutral drift 

(154, 155). The ISC environment contains numerous factors that contribute to niche formation 

with signals being provided by healthy differentiated cells, dying ECs, visceral muscles and 

tracheae. Egfr signaling (Fig. 1.6) is a major player in homeostatic tissue renewal (132) in 

Drosophila. 
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Fig. 1.8: Representation of the intestinal tract of 
compartmentalization schemes
ectodermal origin, the midgut originates from the endoderm. Malpighian tubules are renal
derived ectodermally (148, 150).
histological or genetic level (147)
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involved in stress response, development or apoptosis, like the Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) 

pathway, the Bone morphogenic protein (BMP) pathway and the Hippo pathway, directly or 

indirectly facilitate regeneration in Drosophila (156).  

 

1.3.4. Nutritional sensing in Drosophila  

The fat body of the fruit fly is the main storage organ for carbohydrates, proteins and lipids, 

and consists of loosely connected cells that are in direct contact with the hemolymph. Its large 

surface area provides maximal exchange between the adipocytes and the hemolymph.  

Upon ingestion, macronutrients are digested in the Drosophila midgut and nutrients are 

released into the hemolymph wherefrom they are taken up by the fat body. The fat body stores 

lipids and carbohydrates in the form of calorically dense triglycerides (164), which are 

proteolytically degraded upon nutrient scarcity and released back into the hemolymph to 

sustain homeostasis of distant organs. When nutrients are abundant, the fat body releases 

humoral factors that promote growth by activating insulin signaling. Amino acids have been 

shown to initiate this tissue crosstalk in a Tor signaling dependent manner (165), whereas  the 

leptin-like peptide Upd2 (166) and the Drosophila insulin-like peptide 6 (Dilp6) (167) are 

released from the fat body in response to high levels of circulating carbohydrates and lipids 

(Fig. 1.9). At least eight Drosophila insulin-like peptides (Dilps) can be found in the fruit fly. 

The diversity of spatio-temporal expression patterns suggests different physiological 

functions including growth, development and adult tissue homeostasis (164, 168, 169).  

Dilps 2, 3, and 5 are produced by a cluster of 12-16 insulin producing cells (IPCs) located in 

the pars intercerebralis (170, 171) and are released upon Upd2 and Dilp6 signaling from the 

fat body (Fig. 1.9). Interestingly, Dilps not only mediate systemic growth responses but are 

also produced to integrate local nutritional cues. The intestine of Drosophila is a very plastic 

organ that grows and shortens upon nutritional abundance. Dilp3 has been shown to be 

expressed in the visceral muscle of the Drosophila midgut (172) where it interacts with ISCs 

to promote asymmetric as well as symmetric division in order to restore gut length upon 

refeeding (173). 
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Fig. 1.9: Tissue cross-talk between brain an
2 (Upd2) and Drosophila insulin
the release of Dilp2, 3, and 5 from the insulin producing cells (IPCs)
hemolymph. PV = proventriculus. 

 

The Drosophila insulin receptor (IR), like its mammalian counterpart, is a receptor tyrosine 
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Fig. 1.10: Nutritional sensing and growth regulation in 
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kinase (MAPK) signaling pathway 
cellular responses. Target of rapamycin (TOR) dependent cell proliferation can be acti
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depicted intermediates. For detailed pathway descriptions see text. ILP: insulin
Ras: rat sarcoma; Sos: son of sevenless; Drk: downstream of receptor kinase (Grb2: growth factor receptor 
bound protein 2, mammalian homolog); Raf:
ERK: extracellular signal regulated kinase;
bisphosphate; PIP3: phosphatidylino
posphatidylinositol-3-kinase; PDK:
2: tuberous sclerosis 1-2; TOR: target of rapamycin; S6K: S6 kinase.
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translational brake and upregulates the IR to increase Dilp sensitivity 

ates Tuberous sclerosis 1-2 (Tcs1-2), thereby releasing its inhibition 

signaling pathway is a key regulator of protein biosynt

regulates transcription by repressing the translational inhibitor 4E

by facilitating ribosome biogenesis via S6 kinase (S6K). Besides its indirect activatio

e insulin signaling pathway, Tor can be directly activated by amino acids which are 

imported by the Slimfast transporter (184).  

: Nutritional sensing and growth regulation in Drosophila melanogaster
e peptides (ILPs) bind to the insulin receptor (IR) and activate the mitogen

kinase (MAPK) signaling pathway via Rat sarcoma (Ras) as well as the PI3K signaling pathway to induce 
cellular responses. Target of rapamycin (TOR) dependent cell proliferation can be acti
signaling or directly by amino acids imported through Slimfast. Dashed lines indicate interactions with non 
depicted intermediates. For detailed pathway descriptions see text. ILP: insulin-like peptide; IR: insulin receptor; 

; Sos: son of sevenless; Drk: downstream of receptor kinase (Grb2: growth factor receptor 
tein 2, mammalian homolog); Raf: rat fibrosarcoma; MEK: mitogen-activated ERK

ERK: extracellular signal regulated kinase; IRS: insulin receptor substrate; PIP2: 
phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-trisphosphate; PTEN: phosphatase and tensin homolog; PI3K: 
kinase; PDK: phosphoinositide-dependent protein kinase; FOXO
2; TOR: target of rapamycin; S6K: S6 kinase. Modified from (164)

sensitivity (105, 181, 182). 

2), thereby releasing its inhibition 

signaling pathway is a key regulator of protein biosynthesis and cell 

regulates transcription by repressing the translational inhibitor 4E-BP and 

). Besides its indirect activation 

can be directly activated by amino acids which are 

 

Drosophila melanogaster. When nutrients are 
he insulin receptor (IR) and activate the mitogen-activated protein 

(Ras) as well as the PI3K signaling pathway to induce 
cellular responses. Target of rapamycin (TOR) dependent cell proliferation can be activated by either PI3K 
signaling or directly by amino acids imported through Slimfast. Dashed lines indicate interactions with non 

like peptide; IR: insulin receptor; 
; Sos: son of sevenless; Drk: downstream of receptor kinase (Grb2: growth factor receptor 

activated ERK-activating kinase; 
in receptor substrate; PIP2: phosphatidylinositol-4,5-

trisphosphate; PTEN: phosphatase and tensin homolog; PI3K: 
dependent protein kinase; FOXO: forkhead box O; TSC1-

(164). 
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1.4.  Aims of the study 

Colorectal cancer remains a great burden in modern medicine with patients suffering from late 

stage detection, limited treatment options and high rates of cancer recurrence. In recent years 

nutrition has come into focus as a potential sustentative treatment prospect. It has been 

demonstrated that both high fat dieting and protein limited dietary restriction can provide 

benefits to individuals suffering from intestinal cancers. However, the results of these studies 

are largely inconsistent and partially contradictory. I induced epithelial overproliferation in 

the intestine by driving the expression of constitutively active human RAF (RAF gain-of-

function, further on called RAFgof) in ISCs in a temporally controlled manner. Upon induction, 

intestinal overproliferation was initiated, resulting in a tumor phenotype. I used the tumor 

bearing flies to address the following research questions: 

1) To what extend are nutritional interventions capable of influencing the development of 

RAF-driven stem cell-derived intestinal tumors in Drosophila melanogaster? 

 i) How does a high fat diet influence tumor development? 

 ii) How does dietary restriction influence tumor development? 

 iii) Does dietary restriction foster wasting? 

In 2017 Romey-Glüsing et al. (185) found that the application of a recurrent feeding regime, 

consisting of alternating phases of subjection to dietary restriction and feeding on fully 

nutritious medium, was able to mimic the effects of lifelong dietary restriction and resulted in 

a similar extension of lifespan of Drosophila melanogaster. I subjected fruit flies with the 

RAF-driven stem cell-derived intestinal tumor phenotype to a recurrent dietary restriction 

regime to answer these questions: 

2) Is it possible to mimic the effects of lifelong dietary restriction on tumor progression by 

applying a recurrent protein restrictive regime? 

 i) How does recurrent dietary restriction influence intestinal tumor development? 

 ii) Which metabolic mechanisms enable the recurrent dietary restriction to mimic  

      lifelong dietary restriction? 
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2. Material & Methods 

2.1.  Fly husbandry 

Fly lines were raised on a cornmeal based standard medium at room temperature (RT) and 

weekly transferred to fresh medium. Virgin females were crossed to mated males of the 

desired phenotype and incubated at the respective temperature and a 12 h dark/light cycle. 

Crossings with esgReDDM flies were kept at 18 °C. All other crossings were kept at 20 °C. 

Temperature sensitive genotypes were induced by shifting flies to 29 °C. The F1 generations 

were shifted to 29 °C 5-7 days post eclosion to induce the expression of UAS-dependent 

genes. Only mated female flies were used in assays. 

 

Table 2.1: Used Drosophila melanogaster fly strains. 

Name Genotype Origin 

EGT;Luc2 
+; p{Esg-Gal4}, p{UAS-GFP}, p{tubulin-Gal80ts}; p{UAS-
Luciferase at attp2} 

Michelle Markstein 
(126) 

esgReDDM 
+; esg-Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP/CyO; tubulin-Gal80ts/TM6, 
UAS-H2B::RFP 

Maria Dominguez 
(153) 

UAS-RAFgof y,w,p{UAS-RAFgof,w+); +; + Michelle Markstein 
(126) 

w1118   
 

w[1118]  Bloomington (5905) 

 

 

2.2.  Fly food 

All assays were conducted on low-melt fly food (126) containing 1.5% agar-agar, 2% bacto 

yeast extract and 7% corn syrup (NM). The medium was boiled and supplemented with 1% 

propionic acid (10% in ddH2O) and 3% nipagin (10% in 70% EtOH) to prevent microbial 

growth. For the high fat diet (HF) 10% cocoa butter was added, for dietary restriction (DR) 

the amount of bacto yeast was reduced to 0.1%.  

A standard cornmeal based medium was used for all stock flies and crossings.  

 Cornmeal Medium (for 500 ml) 

 31.25 g brewer´s yeast 

 31.25 g cornmeal 
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        5 g agar-agar 

      10 g  D-glucose, monohydrate 

      15 g molasses 

      15 g  sugar beet syrup 

Mix well and add 500 ml cold ddH2O. Bring to a boil and simmer for 15 min, autoclave and let 

cool to 60 °C. Add 1% propionic acid (10% in ddH2O) and 3% nipagin (10% in 70% EtOH). 

Pour medium into Drosophila culturing vials and air-dry. Store at 4 °C. 

 

2.3.  Microscopy 

Microscopy was performed on dissected whole intestines and sections of vibratome-cut 

midguts. The Axio Imager.Z1 (Zeiss) was used for image capturing. Images were further 

analyzed using AxioVision (version SE64 Rel. 4.9) and ImageJ (version 1.49v) (186) 

software. 

 

2.4.  Luciferase assay 

The Luciferase assay was performed as previously described (187) with minor modifications. 

After induction at 29 °C 3 adult flies per replicate were collected in 150 µl Glo Lysis Buffer 

(Promega, #E2661) and homogenized using a bead mill homogenizer for 2 min at 3.25 m/s. 

The homogenate was transferred to new reaction tubes and centrifuged for 3 min at 12.000 xg 

to pellet debris. Subsequently, the clear supernatant was transferred to fresh tubes and stored 

at -20 °C until further processing. For Luciferase measurement samples were thawed on ice 

and 50 µl were transferred to a white 96-well plate with flat, white bottom with at least one 

empty well between treatments. The samples were mixed with the same amount of substrate 

provided by the One Glo Luciferase Assay System (Promega, #E6110) right before signal 

detection. Luciferase signal was detected using a Tecan plate reader (Tecan, Infinite M200 

Pro). A defined control was used on every plate to normalize treatments across plates. 
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2.5.  Gut length 

Whole intestines of flies induced at 29 °C for 3 days were dissected and mounted onto 

microscope slides. DIC pictures were taken using a fluorescence microscope (Zeiss, Axio 

Imager.Z1). The lengths of the guts were measured from the endodermal part of the cardia, 

R0, to the midgut-hindgut junction of the R5 region (147). Measurements were assessed using 

ImageJ (version 1.49v) (186). 

 

2.6.  Vibratome sectioning 

Flies were dissected on day 3 or 10 after induction at 29 °C. After removing the head, 

vaginal/anal plate, wings and legs flies were fixed in 4% PFA (in S2) for at least 12 h. Flies 

were embedded in 7% agarose by bringing the agarose to a boil until no turbidity remained 

and pouring it into flexible molds. The fixed flies were directly embedded and adjusted in the 

agarose. Up to 4 flies were embedded into one mold. After hardening the agarose blocks were 

again fixed for at least 12 h and subsequently sectioned into 100 µm thick slices using a 

vibratome (with frequency = 80 Hz and amplitude = 0.5 mm). The sections were stained with 

phalloidin by applying a 1:1000 dilution (in PBS, for recipe see appendix) for 10 min and 3 

times 5 min washing with PBS. The sections were mounted onto microscope slides and 

microscopic analyses were performed. The overall gut volume, the cell mass and the lumen 

volume were measured using ImageJ (version 1.49v)(186). The lumen to gut ratio was 

calculated subsequently. 

 

2.7.  Fecal output measurements 

Fecal output was analyzed as previously described (188) with minor adjustments. Aslope fly 

vials were filled with NM supplemented with Brilliant Blue FCF food dye (E133, Ruth 

GmbH & Co.KG). Groups of three flies were collected in each vial and trapped in between 

the medium, a microscope cover slip and the vial´s Styrofoam plug (Fig. 2.1). The flies were 

then incubated for 48 hours at 29 °C. The cover slips with the defecation spots were scanned, 

cropped to the appropriate size (Inkscape 0.92.1-64x-1) and analyzed using T.U.R.D. software 

(188) with Offset = 15, Min size = 50, Max size = 1000 and default settings (if not stated 
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otherwise). Fecal spot counts were visually inspected for accuracy of analysis. The individual 

fecal spot sizes and quantities were assessed and used to calculate the total fecal output per fly 

per 24 h.  

 

 

Fig. 2.1: Setup of fecal spot measurement. Flies are trapped in between medium, a microscope cover slip and a 
Styrofoam plug. The defecation spots on the cover slip are measured using T.U.R.D. software (188). 

 

2.8.  Transit time assay 

The wells of 24-well plates were each loaded with a 16–25 mm2 chunk of NM supplemented 

with Brilliant Blue FCF food dye (E133, Ruth GmbH & Co.KG). Individual flies, induced at 

29 °C, were added to the wells and monitored every 15 min for 3 h. The appearance of the 

first dyed fecal spot determined the time from food ingestion to egestion per individual fly, 

which is referred to as transit time.  

 

2.9.  Gut integrity 

Age matched fly populations of 20 individuals per replicate were incubated at 29 °C while 

feeding on NM supplemented with Brilliant Blue FCF food dye (E133, Ruth GmbH & 

Co.KG). The medium was changed every other day. Individuals with impaired gut integrity 

displayed leaking of the food dye into the body cavity resulting in blue colored flies. The 

number of the Smurf- and non-Smurf individuals (189, 190) was determined daily. Smurf 
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phenotype was not categorized but analyzed as a binary output. Smurf as well as dead flies 

were removed from the population. 

 

2.10. Bacterial DNA profiling 

Flies for 16S data analyses were co-cultivated in modified cell culture flasks. Flies with a 

tumor phenotype and control flies were maintained in separate culture flasks joined by gauze, 

thereby providing an interface for bacterial exchange and homogenous access to bacteria prior 

to the experiment. Control and RAFgof expressing flies were then separated for induction at 

29 °C and split into vials with the respective food source. Food was exchanged according to 

the alternating food phases without changing the culturing flask, thereby making sure not to 

dilute microbial abundance through multiple passages into new vials. After days 3, 6 and 10, 

the midguts of 5 individuals per replicate were dissected, transferred to sterile S2 medium and 

homogenized for 2 min at 3.25 m/sec using a bead mill homogenizer (OMNI International, 

OMNI Bead Ruptor 24). DNA was extracted with the DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen, 

#69504) following the manufacturer´s protocol for Pretreatment for Gram-Positive Bacteria, 

followed by the protocol for Purification of Total DNA from Animal Tissues. DNA was 

eluded in 100 µl sterile AE buffer and stored at -20 °C until sequencing. The bacterial 

variable regions 1 and 2 of 16S rRNA genes were amplified as described by Rausch et al. 

(191). The amplificates were sequenced using the Illumina MiSeq with 2x300 bp paired-end 

sequencing. After assembling the reads using SeqPrep, Chimera were identified with 

ChimeraSlayer (192) and manual verification, Chimera were removed from the data set after 

manual verification. The sequences were further analyzed using QIIME 1.9.0 (193). 

 

2.11. Dechorionation and recolonization 

The parental generation of the desired F1 flies was allowed to lay eggs on a 10% apple juice 

agar plate glazed with a yeast/water solution. The parental generation was transferred to fresh 

medium and dead individuals were removed from the agar plate. The eggs were 

dechorionated by incubation in a 6% NaClO solution for 5 min directly on the agar plate. 

Eggs were loosened from the plate by gentle stroking with a sterile Drigalski spatula. 

Subsequently, the dechorionated eggs were washed with 99% EtOH for 2 min and sterile 
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ddH2O three times for 5 min. The eggs were then transferred to a sterile food vial containing 

the standard cornmeal-based fly food.  

Cuturing of Lactobacillus plantarumWJL, Lactobacillus brevisEW, Acetobacter pomorum, 

Commensalibacter intestiniA911T and Enterococcus faecalis (all received as a kind gift from 

Carlos Ribeiro) was performed exactly as previously detailed by Ribeiro et al. (194). The 

bacteria were then adjusted to their respective inoculation density in 50 µl PBS. For the 

recolonization each fly vial was provided with 50 µl of bacterial suspension. The steps 

including all culture media, incubation times and inoculation densities can be found in Ribeiro 

et al. (194) and online at www.protocols.io/view/growing-drosophila-gut-bacteria-hheb33e.  

 

2.12. Survival 

Age matched fly populations of 20 or 30 flies per replicate were transferred into modified cell 

culturing flasks and incubated at 29 °C while being submitted to the respective food regime. 

Dead, alive and escaped flies were counted every 2nd day, dead flies were removed from the 

population. Fresh food was provided at least every 4th day. Populations were monitored until 

all flies had deceased.  

 

2.13. Body composition 

Flies were incubated at 29 °C for the stated number of days before groups of 5 flies per 

replicate were collected into 2 ml screw cap tubes. Fly weight was assessed using a 

microbalance (ABS 80-4, Kern & Sohn GmbH). Subsequently, 1 ml of 0.1% Triton-X 100 in 

PBS was added and the flies were homogenized using in a bead mill homogenizer (OMNI 

International, OMNI Bead Ruptor 24) with three zirconium beads per tube. The homogenate 

was centrifuged for 3 min at 12.000 xg to pellet fly debris. The clear supernatant was 

transferred to new tubes and stored at -20 °C until further processing. The supernatant was 

used in the coupled colorimetric assay (CCA) for body fat assessment and the bicichoninic 

acid assay (BCA) for body protein assessment. CCA was conducted as previously described 

(195). In a nutshell, the fly homogenate was heated to 70 °C for 5 min to inactivate enzymatic 

activity. Per replicate 50 µl homogenate were transferred to a 96-well plate with at least one 
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empty well between treatments and 200 µl triglycerides (Thermo Fisher Scientific, TR22421), 

pre-warmed to 37 °C, was added into each well. Absorbance at 540 nm was measured before 

adding triglycerides and after 30 min incubation at 37 °C using a standard plate reader 

(LEDetect 96, Labexim Products). The protein assessment was conducted using the PierceTM 

BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, #23227) as directed by the manufacturer’s 

protocol. In brief, 25 µl of the fly homogenate were transferred into a 96-well plate leaving at 

least one well empty between treatments. 200 µl of the working reagent (provided within the 

assay kit) were added into each well. The absorbance at 540 nm was measured after 30 min 

incubation at 37 °C using a standard plate reader (LEDetect 96, Labexim Products).  

 

2.14. Metabolic rate assay 

The basic metabolic rate was calculated using the method described by Yatsenko et al. (196) 

with minor adjustments. A chamber was set up with multiple fly respirometers. Each 

respirometer was composed of a microcapillary air tightly attached to a 1 ml micropipette tip. 

Inside the tip, slightly moistened soda lime was placed between two Styrofoam plugs. Groups 

of 3 flies were placed on top of the second Styrofoam plug in each respirometer. The 

respirometers were then sealed with plasticine and placed in a glass chamber filled with water. 

Two respirometers without flies were added as an atmospheric control. The CO2 produced by 

the flies was absorbed by the soda lime. The subsequent low-pressure resulted in the ascend 

of water inside the respirometers´ microcapillaries. Brilliant Blue FCF food dye (E133, Ruth 

GmbH & Co.KG) was used to enhance visibility of the water columns. The basic metabolic 

rate was quantified by measuring the ascension of the water column over two hours, which is 

proportional to the CO2 produced by the flies in the respirometer during this time.  

The CO2 production was calculated using the following formula: 

 

(𝜋 ∗ 𝑅2) ∗ (∆𝑑 −  ∆𝑐) ∗ 1000

𝑛 ∗ ℎ
 

R: radius of microcapillary 
Δd: upper water level of sample 
Δc: mean upper water level of negative controls 
n: number of flies in respirometer 
h: duration of assay in hours 
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2.15. Activity monitoring 

Fly activity was measured using the Locomotor Activity Monitor (TriKinetics, LAM25) as 

previously described (197) with slight modifications. Individual flies, induced at 29 °C for 3 

days, were placed in the LAM glass tubes filled with the respective medium (either NM, HF 

or DR). The tubes were then sealed with a Styrofoam plug and mounted into the LAM 

system. The LAM was set up in an undisturbed climate chamber at 29 °C with a  

12 h light : 12 h dark rhythm. The flies were monitored for four days with the LAM light 

beam assessing the activity of the flies by detecting the number of beam crosses. The data of 

the first experimental day was discarded to exclude altered activity patterns due to fly 

handling. The data was preprocessed using the DAMFileScan software (DAMFileScan 110 

Libs) prior to downstream analyses.  

 

2.16. Feeding behavior  

The ingestion rate of flies was measured using the FLIC system as previously described (198) 

with minor modifications. The FLIC system was assembled with 12 individual food arenas 

per unit, each arena providing access to the same 5% glucose solution. Single flies were 

placed into each arena and monitored for 2 hours. In summary, each arena consists of a food 

reservoir surrounded by a signal pad. Flies have to stand on the signal pad to reach the food 

source, thereby closing an electric circuit. Subsequently, the electric current is recorded for 

every individual fly, giving an exact representation of the fly´s contact with the food source. 

The data was preprocessed using the DAMFileScan software (DAMFileScan 110 Libs) prior 

to downstream analyses.  

 

2.17. RNA isolation 

 For RNA isolation 15 midguts per treatment were dissected in S2 medium, immediately 

transferred to a 2 ml screw cap tube containing 1 ml RNA Magic (Bio-Budget, #56-1000-100) 

and homogenized for 2 min at 3.25 m/sec using a bead mill homogenizer with 3 zirconium 

beads per tube. The homogenate was incubated for 5 min at RT and stored at -20 °C until 

further processing. Samples were thawed on ice for subsequent RNA isolation. 200 µl 
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chloroform were added into each tube. Tubes were inverted (not vortexed) several times to 

provide homogenous mixing and incubated for 5 min at RT prior to 15 min centrifugation at 

12.000 xg and 4 °C. The upper aqueous phase was transferred into a new tube (about 500 µl) 

and 500 µl 99% EtOH were added. The samples were centrifuged for 45 min at 17.000 xg and 

4 °C after vigorously inverting the tubes for 30 sec. The supernatant was carefully removed 

and the RNA containing pellet was washed by adding 200 µl 99% EtOH and centrifuging for 

5 min at 12.000 xg and 4 °C. The supernatant was completely removed and the pellet was air-

dried for 3 min. The pellet was subsequently resuspended in 13 ml RNase-free ddH2O. RNA 

was quantified using the Qubit 4 Fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 

 

2.18. Transcriptomic profiling 

Flies for RNA profiling were co-cultivated in modified cell culture flasks joined by gauze 

prior to experimental dispatching. Upon tumor induction flies were kept in separate cell 

culture flasks with food being exchanged according to the feeding regime. 15 guts per 

replicate were dissected at day 13 after tumor induction. Subsequently, RNA was isolated as 

described in chapter 2.17. With TopHat (version 2.1.1) (199) quality filtered reads were 

mapped to the Drosophila melanogaster reference BDGP6. Subsequently, the Python script 

HTSeq (version 0.10.0) (200) was used to calculate read counts per transcript based on the 

gene annotation BDFP6.92. The significance of differentially expressed genes was calculated 

in `R´ using DeSeq2 (version 1.21.16). Euclidean distances between samples were calculated 

using the `R´ function “dist” and used in multidimensional scaling by the `R´  function 

“cmdscale”. Heatmaps were generated with the `R´ function “heatmaps.2”. Hierarchical 

clustering was used in dendrograms of heatmaps. Networks were generated using the String 

database (201) for protein-protein interactions (interaction score > 0.4). Venn diagrams were 

created using an `R´ script from Jan Taubenheim (unpublished), which is based on DeSeq2 

and uses DeSeq matrices as input to calculate vector dis-/similarities. Diagrams were 

customized with eulerAPE on eulerr.co (202). 
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2.19. Bodipy staining 

Intestines of flies were dissected and fixed in 4% PFA (in S2) for 1 h. After washing with 

0.1% Triton-X 100 in PBS 3 times for 10 min, BodipyTM 493/503 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

#D3922) staining solution in a 1:1000 dilution (in 0.1% Triton-X 100 in PBS) was applied. 

The samples were incubated in the dark for 30 min at RT to avoid photobleaching of the 

fluorophore. The samples were washed 3 times with PBS for 5 min each and subsequently 

mounted onto microscope slides. 

 

2.20. Statistics 

Data were tested for normality using Shapiro-Wilks test and for homogeneity of variance 

using Levene test. Depending on the outcome unpaired t-test or Welch´s t-test was chosen for 

parametric data, or Wilcoxon rank-sum test was performed for non-parametric data and 

datasets with low sample sizes. False discovery rate was used to correct for multiple testing. 

Data were either represented as boxplots or as means ± standard error of the mean (SEM, 

represented by error bars in linegraphs). P-values below 0.05 were considered statistically 

significant. All statistics were performed using RStudio (version 1.1.453).  
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3. Results 

3.1.  Verification of the HF and DR model in healthy flies 

Drosophila melanogaster is highly sensitive to nutritional interventions and has extensively 

been researched with studies highlighting the importance of the nature and origin of macro- 

and micronutrients in unison. I therefore investigated the effects of a balanced diet (NM), a 

10% cocoa butter-based high fat diet (HF) and 0.1% protein limited dietary restriction (DR) 

for three consecutive days on metabolic parameters to validate the used nutritional model. An 

analysis of the flies´ body compositions revealed a slight reduction in wet weight upon 

feeding on HF and a more severe reduction by about 25% after subjection to DR (Fig. 3.1 A). 

Proportional body fat, as measured by µg triacylglyceride per µg fly, was not significantly 

altered throughout upon either feeding regime (Fig. 3.1 B). However, changes became 

obvious upon staining the lipid droplets inside the intestinal cells with Bodipy. While HF fed 

flies displayed an increase in intracellular lipids (Fig. 3.1 E’’), DR subjected flies stored less 

fat than NM fed controls (Fig. 3.1 E’’’ and E’, respectively). The protein content of the flies 

was not altered by HF dieting but did significantly decrease upon subjection to DR (Fig. 3.1 

C). Interestingly, the protein to fat ratio remained at a constant level of about 1.2 for all three 

tested food regimes (Fig. 3.1 D). 

I further investigated the impact of HF dieting and DR subjection on physical activity by 

monitoring the circadian rhythm in a Locomotor Activity Monitor (LAM) (197) with a 12 h 

dark/light rhythm gated at 08:00 and 20:00 o´clock. Flies feeding on NM exhibited a typical 

circadian rhythm with one distinct morning activity peak and one evening activity peak, while 

minimal activity was detected throughout the rest of the day (Fig. 3.2 B). HF fed flies showed 

a smoothed activity pattern with higher activity throughout the day and reduced activity 

during peak times. Therefore, the total activity over 24 h was not altered in HF fed flies in 

comparison to NM fed flies (Fig. 3.2 A) albeit the shifted rhythmicity of HD fed flies. In 

contrast to that, the total activity over 24 h of DR subjected flies was significantly increased 

(Fig. 3.2 A) with activities being augmented during peak time as well as throughout the day 

(Fig. 3.2 B). 
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Fig. 3.1: Analysis of body composition of flies after submission to HF or DR. 
(B) body fat content and (C) protein content of flies was determined 3 days after subjection to NM, HF or DR 
(n = 7-10). (D) The fat to protein ratio was subsequently calculated (n = 7
droplets in the midguts of flies 3 days after subjection to NM, HF or DR (n = 7
Genotype: EGT;Luc2 > w1118, NM = normal medium, HF = high fat medium
TAG = triacylglyceride. ns = not significant, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent 
partner for comparison. 
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Analysis of body composition of flies after submission to HF or DR. (A) The individual weight
(B) body fat content and (C) protein content of flies was determined 3 days after subjection to NM, HF or DR 

The fat to protein ratio was subsequently calculated (n = 7-10). (E) Bodipy was used to stain lipid 
droplets in the midguts of flies 3 days after subjection to NM, HF or DR (n = 7

, NM = normal medium, HF = high fat medium, DR = dietary restriction medium, 
TAG = triacylglyceride. ns = not significant, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent 

  

 

(A) The individual weight, 
(B) body fat content and (C) protein content of flies was determined 3 days after subjection to NM, HF or DR  

Bodipy was used to stain lipid 
droplets in the midguts of flies 3 days after subjection to NM, HF or DR (n = 7-10).   

, DR = dietary restriction medium, 
TAG = triacylglyceride. ns = not significant, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent 
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Fig. 3.2: Activity and circadian 
HF or DR and monitored for 3
rhythm recorded (n = 5-11). Genotype: 
DR = dietary restriction medium. ns = not significant, * p < 0.05. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for 
comparison. 

 

DR is defined as a reduction in nutritional available protein, which directly influences 

nutrient-mediated cell proliferation. Therefore, I tested a range of protein concentrations 

(provided via yeast) on intestinal overproliferation to validate 

Drosophila model induces proliferation by ectopically expressing 

cells (ISCs) and enteroblasts (EBs) 

of the overproliferation. Control flies showed an equal amount of 

0.1% and 2% of yeast and a significantly higher proliferation when fed with 5

yeast. In flies with overproliferating ISCs and EBs an increase of the nutritional yeast content 

was directly reflected by an increase in proliferation w

and one from 5% to 7.5% yeast content (

ISCs and EBs exhibited a higher level of intestinal proliferation in regard to every tested yeast 

concentration with about a

3.3). 
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: Activity and circadian rhythm of flies after submission to HF or DR. Flies were subjected to NM, 
3 consecutive days. (A) The total activity was calculated and (B) 

11). Genotype: EGT;Luc2 > w1118, NM = normal medium,
DR = dietary restriction medium. ns = not significant, * p < 0.05. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for 

DR is defined as a reduction in nutritional available protein, which directly influences 

roliferation. Therefore, I tested a range of protein concentrations 

yeast) on intestinal overproliferation to validate the DR regime. The used 

model induces proliferation by ectopically expressing RAF

SCs) and enteroblasts (EBs) with co-expressed Luciferase enabling the quantification 

of the overproliferation. Control flies showed an equal amount of proliferation when fed with 

% of yeast and a significantly higher proliferation when fed with 5

yeast. In flies with overproliferating ISCs and EBs an increase of the nutritional yeast content 

was directly reflected by an increase in proliferation with one steep increase from 0.1

% yeast content (Fig. 3.3). The flies ectopically expressing 

ISCs and EBs exhibited a higher level of intestinal proliferation in regard to every tested yeast 

concentration with about a 5- to 9-fold increase from 0.1% to 7.5% yeast, respectively (

 

Flies were subjected to NM, 
consecutive days. (A) The total activity was calculated and (B) the circadian 

l medium, HF = high fat medium, 
DR = dietary restriction medium. ns = not significant, * p < 0.05. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for 

DR is defined as a reduction in nutritional available protein, which directly influences 

roliferation. Therefore, I tested a range of protein concentrations 

DR regime. The used 

RAFgof in intestinal stem 

enabling the quantification 

proliferation when fed with 

% of yeast and a significantly higher proliferation when fed with 5% and 7.5% 

yeast. In flies with overproliferating ISCs and EBs an increase of the nutritional yeast content 

ith one steep increase from 0.1% to 2% 

). The flies ectopically expressing RAFgof in 

ISCs and EBs exhibited a higher level of intestinal proliferation in regard to every tested yeast 

% yeast, respectively (Fig. 
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Fig. 3.3: Luciferase signal of esg
subjection to different yeast concentrations. 
cell proliferation was measured 
for control and tumor bearing flies (n =
0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison.

 

3.2. The effects of HF and DR on the development 

3.2.1. Gut morphology upon 

Previous studies have established a gain

to induce overproliferation of intestinal cells when expressed in 

progenitor cells (ISCs and EBs which are marked by the expression of

ReDDM cell lineage tracing system 

induced by RAFgof expression in these intestinal progenitor cells. The system makes use of 

two fluorescent proteins with dissimilar half

esg-Gal4 driver leads to the accumulation of GFP in the cytoplasm and RFP in the nucleus of 

ISCs and EBs. During differentiation GFP fades over time and RFP remains in the 

differentiated intestinal cells for up to 3 weeks 

enables tracing of cell ancestry but also reports 

stem cell properties.  
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signal of esg+ cells in control flies and flies with intestinal overproliferation after 
subjection to different yeast concentrations. The effect of nutritional yeast content on midgut intestinal stem 
cell proliferation was measured via esg+ cells ectopically expressing Luciferase. The proliferation was assessed 

flies (n = 8). ctrl = EGT;Luc2 > w1118, ns = not significant, * p 
Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison. 

The effects of HF and DR on the development of intestinal tumors

orphology upon RAFgof induction in ISCs and EB 

Previous studies have established a gain-of-function isoform of the human

to induce overproliferation of intestinal cells when expressed in 

progenitor cells (ISCs and EBs which are marked by the expression of

ReDDM cell lineage tracing system (153) to visualize the progress of the overproliferation 

expression in these intestinal progenitor cells. The system makes use of 

two fluorescent proteins with dissimilar half-lives. Upon temperature sensitive induction, the 

he accumulation of GFP in the cytoplasm and RFP in the nucleus of 

ISCs and EBs. During differentiation GFP fades over time and RFP remains in the 

differentiated intestinal cells for up to 3 weeks (203). The ReDDM system thereby not only 

enables tracing of cell ancestry but also reports on the cells´ ability to differentiate or maintain 

 

cells in control flies and flies with intestinal overproliferation after 
tional yeast content on midgut intestinal stem 

. The proliferation was assessed 
ns = not significant, * p < 0.05, *** p < 

intestinal tumors 

human RAF gene (RAFgof) 

to induce overproliferation of intestinal cells when expressed in Drosophila intestinal 

progenitor cells (ISCs and EBs which are marked by the expression of esg) (126). I used the 

alize the progress of the overproliferation 

expression in these intestinal progenitor cells. The system makes use of 

lives. Upon temperature sensitive induction, the 

he accumulation of GFP in the cytoplasm and RFP in the nucleus of 

ISCs and EBs. During differentiation GFP fades over time and RFP remains in the 

. The ReDDM system thereby not only 

on the cells´ ability to differentiate or maintain 
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Fig. 3.4: Lineage tracing in the R2 midgut region of control flies and flies expressing 
EBs. Control flies and flies expressing 
days 3, 7 and 10 (depicted region: 
nuclear RFP as well as cytoplasmatic GFP. During d
differentiated cells retain only RFP. Note the formation of large individual cells in HF and DR subjected flies 
(yellow arrowheads) as well as the oversized nuclei in DR subjected
w1118), ISC: intestinal stem cell
restriction medium; GFP: green fluorescent protein, green; RFP: red fluorescent, red protein; DAPI: nuclei, blue.

 

I used the ReDDM reporter system to monitor the development of 

overproliferation in ISCs and EBs in 

homeostatic proliferation was visible as interspersed ISCs and EBs in midguts of control flies 

(Fig. 3.4 A-A’’), overproliferation was obvious in flies expressing 

3.4 B-B’’). The accumulation of progenitor cells was observed in all feeding regimes (NM, 

HF and DR), at all time points and
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Lineage tracing in the R2 midgut region of control flies and flies expressing 
es expressing RAFgof were shifted to 29 °C to induce overproliferation

depicted region: R2, scale bar 50 µm). The ReDDM system (153) identifies ISCs and EBs with 
nuclear RFP as well as cytoplasmatic GFP. During differentiation the short lived GFP fades, therefore, 
differentiated cells retain only RFP. Note the formation of large individual cells in HF and DR subjected flies 
(yellow arrowheads) as well as the oversized nuclei in DR subjected flies (arrow). ctrl= co

intestinal stem cell; EB: enteroblast; NM: normal medium; HF: high fat medium
; GFP: green fluorescent protein, green; RFP: red fluorescent, red protein; DAPI: nuclei, blue.

porter system to monitor the development of 

overproliferation in ISCs and EBs in 3 different regions of the intestine. While basic 

homeostatic proliferation was visible as interspersed ISCs and EBs in midguts of control flies 

A’’), overproliferation was obvious in flies expressing RAF

B’’). The accumulation of progenitor cells was observed in all feeding regimes (NM, 

HF and DR), at all time points and across all examined intestinal regions (

 

Lineage tracing in the R2 midgut region of control flies and flies expressing RAFgof in ISCs and 
overproliferation and dissected on 

identifies ISCs and EBs with 
ifferentiation the short lived GFP fades, therefore, 

differentiated cells retain only RFP. Note the formation of large individual cells in HF and DR subjected flies 
ctrl= control (esgReDDM > 

high fat medium; DR: dietary 
; GFP: green fluorescent protein, green; RFP: red fluorescent, red protein; DAPI: nuclei, blue. 

porter system to monitor the development of RAFgof-induced 

different regions of the intestine. While basic 

homeostatic proliferation was visible as interspersed ISCs and EBs in midguts of control flies 

RAFgof in esg+ cells (Fig. 

B’’). The accumulation of progenitor cells was observed in all feeding regimes (NM, 

across all examined intestinal regions (Fig. S1, Fig. S2). It 
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is noteworthy, that within the esg

their massively increased cell size (

3.4, D’, white arrow). This phenotype was observed only 

fluorescent signal was strongest o

flies over time (Fig. 3.4, C

indicating the maintained ability of progenitor cells to differentiate into 

 

Fig. 3.5: Quantification of RAF
control and RAFgof expressing flies 
NM: normal medium; HF: high fat medium; DR:
represent partner for comparison.

 

The used Drosophila model 

et al. in 2014 (126). It induces the overproliferation of ISCs and EBs of the intestine by 

expressing RAFgof in these cells. The co

microscopic as well as molecular 

induced for 1, 3, 7 or 10

Luciferase signal was about four times higher on day 

Subjection to DR significantly reduced proliferation ove

resulted in similar Luciferase

about 100 to 400 times stronger in 

highly proliferative state of the 
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is noteworthy, that within the esg+ cell accumulations single progenitor cells stood out by 

ncreased cell size (Fig. 3.4 C-D’’, yellow arrowheads) and nucleus size (

, D’, white arrow). This phenotype was observed only in flies subjected to HF or DR

fluorescent signal was strongest on day three and slightly regressed in HF and DR subjected 

, C-D’’). All treatments displayed cells with RFP but without GFP 

indicating the maintained ability of progenitor cells to differentiate into 

 

RAFgof co-expressed Luciferase. The amount of the esg+ 
expressing flies via co-expressed Luciferase (n = 5). ctrl = control (

normal medium; HF: high fat medium; DR: dietary restriction medium. * p < 0.05
represent partner for comparison. 

model for intestinal overproliferation was first established by 

. It induces the overproliferation of ISCs and EBs of the intestine by 

in these cells. The co-expression of GFP and Luciferase

microscopic as well as molecular quantification of the proliferation. The proliferation was

10 days and measured accordingly. As depicted in 

signal was about four times higher on day 3 than on the other days measured. 

Subjection to DR significantly reduced proliferation over time while feeding on NM or HF 

Luciferase signal strength. It is noteworthy, that 

about 100 to 400 times stronger in RAFgof expressing flies than in control flies reflecting the 

highly proliferative state of the tissue (Fig. 3.5). 

cell accumulations single progenitor cells stood out by 

D’’, yellow arrowheads) and nucleus size (Fig. 

in flies subjected to HF or DR. The 

regressed in HF and DR subjected 

D’’). All treatments displayed cells with RFP but without GFP 

ECs or EEs.  

 

 cell mass was measured in 
ctrl = control (w1118 > EGT;Luc2), 

* p < 0.05. Asterisks´ colors 

first established by Markstein 

. It induces the overproliferation of ISCs and EBs of the intestine by 

Luciferase facilitates the 

quantification of the proliferation. The proliferation was 

days and measured accordingly. As depicted in Fig. 3.5 the 

than on the other days measured. 

r time while feeding on NM or HF 

signal strength. It is noteworthy, that Luciferase signal was 

expressing flies than in control flies reflecting the 
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Fig. 3.6: Effects of RAFgof induction in ISCs and EBs on gut length and integrity.
was performed to investigate whether 
gut integrity (n= 10). (B) The gut length of control flies and flies expressing 
subjection to NM, HF or DR (n = 17
ISC: intestinal stem cell; EB: enteroblast
medium; DR: dietary restriction medium. ns
represent partner for comparison.

 

Uncontrolled cell proliferation can lead to the disruption of cellular structures and the evasion 

of cells into surrounding tissues. Flies expressing 

supplemented with a blue dye to monitor the deve

disruption of the intestinal epithelial monolayer, the blue dye leaked into the body cavity, 

resulting in blue colored flies referred to as “Smurf” flies 

flies expressing RAFgof in progenitor cells as well as the control populations did not exhibit 

significant differences in the percentage of “Smurf” flies (

integrity was maintained albeit the massive intestinal ov

RAFgof in ISCs and EBs. However, flies with the overproliferative phenotype displayed a 

significant shortening of the midgut independent of the food source 

(Fig. 3.6 B-F). 
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induction in ISCs and EBs on gut length and integrity. 
was performed to investigate whether RAFgof-induced overproliferation of ISCs and EBs leads to a compromised 
gut integrity (n= 10). (B) The gut length of control flies and flies expressing RAF

NM, HF or DR (n = 17-19), (C-F) exemplary images of the whole intestine
enteroblast; ctrl = control (w1118 > EGT;Luc2); NM: normal medium

dietary restriction medium. ns: not significant; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001. Asterisks´ colors 
comparison. 

Uncontrolled cell proliferation can lead to the disruption of cellular structures and the evasion 

of cells into surrounding tissues. Flies expressing RAFgof in progenitor cells were fed with NM 

supplemented with a blue dye to monitor the development of the gut integrity over time. Upon 

disruption of the intestinal epithelial monolayer, the blue dye leaked into the body cavity, 

resulting in blue colored flies referred to as “Smurf” flies (189). The observed populations of 

in progenitor cells as well as the control populations did not exhibit 

significant differences in the percentage of “Smurf” flies (Fig. 3.6 A), indicating, that gut 

integrity was maintained albeit the massive intestinal overproliferation in flies expressing 

in ISCs and EBs. However, flies with the overproliferative phenotype displayed a 

significant shortening of the midgut independent of the food source 

 

 (A) The smurf-assay (189) 
uced overproliferation of ISCs and EBs leads to a compromised 

RAFgof in ISCs and EBs after 
) exemplary images of the whole intestines are displayed. 

normal medium; HF: high fat 
*** p < 0.001. Asterisks´ colors 

Uncontrolled cell proliferation can lead to the disruption of cellular structures and the evasion 

in progenitor cells were fed with NM 

lopment of the gut integrity over time. Upon 

disruption of the intestinal epithelial monolayer, the blue dye leaked into the body cavity, 

. The observed populations of 

in progenitor cells as well as the control populations did not exhibit 

A), indicating, that gut 

erproliferation in flies expressing 

in ISCs and EBs. However, flies with the overproliferative phenotype displayed a 

significant shortening of the midgut independent of the food source  
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Since the induction of the proto

proliferation (Fig. 3.4 B-D’’, 

further explored the impact of the cell accumulations on the gut structure. Flies were 

embedded and cross sectioned after inducing 

for 3 consecutive days.  

 

Fig. 3.7: The expression of RAF
flies were sectioned 3 days after induction. (A
expressing flies. Note the ISCs and EBs attached to
esg+ cell mass (asterisk). (A’-D’) Sagittal sections through the abdomen of control and 
Note the cell accumulations protruding into the lumen (arrows) and the esg
membrane (yellow arrowheads). ISC
NM: normal medium; HF: high fat medium
nuclei, blue; Phalloidin: actin, red.

 

Thoracic sections of control flies displayed a rather homogenous cellular structure of large 

esg- cells regularly interspersed with small esg

white arrowhead). In contr

feeding on NM or HF showed a clear deviation from this distinct structural layout. The esg

cell mass formed an additional outer cell layer superseding the esg

lumen (Fig. 3.7 B and C, asterisk). It appears that the esg

contact with the basal membrane. Interestingly, flies subjected to DR did not exhibit the 

formation of excessive cell mass to the same exten
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f the proto-oncogene RAF in intestinal progenitor cells induced massive 

D’’, Fig. 3.5) and gut shortening at the same time (

lored the impact of the cell accumulations on the gut structure. Flies were 

embedded and cross sectioned after inducing RAFgof-driven proliferation in progenitor cells 

RAFgof in esg+ cells results in a tumor phenotype. Control and 
days after induction. (A-D) Sagittal sections through the thorax of control and 

expressing flies. Note the ISCs and EBs attached to the basal membrane (white arrowheads) and the excessive 
D’) Sagittal sections through the abdomen of control and 

accumulations protruding into the lumen (arrows) and the esg+ cells deta
membrane (yellow arrowheads). ISC: intestinal stem cell; EB: enteroblast; ctrl: control (

high fat medium; DR: dietary restriction medium. GFP: esg
actin, red. 

sections of control flies displayed a rather homogenous cellular structure of large 

cells regularly interspersed with small esg+ cells attached to the basal lamina (

white arrowhead). In contrast, the sections through RAFgof expressing intestines of flies 

feeding on NM or HF showed a clear deviation from this distinct structural layout. The esg

cell mass formed an additional outer cell layer superseding the esg- cells into the intestinal 

B and C, asterisk). It appears that the esg- cell mass was no longer in direct 

contact with the basal membrane. Interestingly, flies subjected to DR did not exhibit the 

formation of excessive cell mass to the same extend as NM fed flies (

in intestinal progenitor cells induced massive 

) and gut shortening at the same time (Fig. 3.6 B-F), I 

lored the impact of the cell accumulations on the gut structure. Flies were 

driven proliferation in progenitor cells 

 

Control and RAFgof expressing 
D) Sagittal sections through the thorax of control and RAFgof 

the basal membrane (white arrowheads) and the excessive 
D’) Sagittal sections through the abdomen of control and RAFgof expressing flies. 

cells detached from the basal 
control (w1118 > EGT;Luc2); 

GFP: esg+ cells, green; DAPI: 

sections of control flies displayed a rather homogenous cellular structure of large 

cells attached to the basal lamina (Fig. 3.7 A, 

expressing intestines of flies 

feeding on NM or HF showed a clear deviation from this distinct structural layout. The esg+ 

cells into the intestinal 

cell mass was no longer in direct 

contact with the basal membrane. Interestingly, flies subjected to DR did not exhibit the 

d as NM fed flies (Fig. 3.7 B’ and D) 
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although the phenotype was highly diverse. The abdominal intestine of flies expressing 

RAFgof in ISCs and EBs depicted a largely heterogenic phenotype. However, the intestines 

were clearly distinguishable from control intestines. While intestines of control flies again 

exhibited limited numbers of regularly spaced esg+ cells, the esg+ cell mass was 

unproportionally increased in RAFgof expressing flies. These flies displayed proliferative 

tissue pushing into the gut lumen in tight cell clusters when feeding on NM or HF (Fig. 3.7 B’ 

and C’). However, the phenotype was less severe in RAFgof expressing flies subjected to DR 

where only singularized cells lost contact to the basal membrane and translocated towards the 

gut lumen (Fig. 3.7 D’, yellow arrowhead).  

The extent of protrusion of the additional cell mass in the thoracic intestine of RAFgof 

expressing flies was quantified by measuring a) the overall gut volume, b) the lumen volume, 

c) the cell mass and d) the lumen to gut ratio. As indicated by the microscopic analysis of the 

intestinal cross sections, the gut volume as well as the cell mass was significantly increased in 

flies expressing RAFgof in intestinal progenitor cells when feeding on NM or HF (Fig. 3.8 A 

and C).The subjection to DR reduced both parameters back to the level of control flies  

(Fig. 3.8 A and C). The mean luminal volume, a measure for the absolute gut diameter and 

thus for general intestinal passability, was slightly but not significantly reduced in flies with 

an overproliferation phenotype regardless of the food source (Fig. 3.8 B). Interestingly, the 

lumen to gut ratio, which served as a measure for relative gut obstruction was reduced in NM 

and HF feeding flies upon induction of overproliferation, whereas the obstruction was 

normalized to the control level by subjection to DR (Fig. 3.8 D). 

In summary, the expression of RAFgof in ISCs and EBs of the Drosophila midgut results in 

disproportionate proliferation of esg+ cells (Fig. 3.4 , Fig. 3.5, Fig. 3.7) and the protrusion of 

the excessive cell mass into the gut lumen (Fig. 3.7, Fig. 3.8). 3 days after induction of 

overproliferation the intestines of tumor bearing flies are significantly shorter than intestines 

of control flies (Fig. 3.6 B-F) with protruding cell mass leading to a relative obstruction of the 

thoracic midgut (Fig. 3.7 D). Therefore, flies of the overproliferative genotype EGT;Luc2 > 

RAFgof will further on be referred to as tumor bearing flies. 
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Fig. 3.8: Volume and relative obstruction of the intestine through excessive cell mass.
through the thorax of control and
total outer gut volume, (B) the volume of the gut lumen, (C) the total cell mass and (D) the lumen to gut ratio 
(n = 21-33). While the lumen volume displays the absolute intestina
represents the relative obstruction after 
normal medium, HF = high fat medium, DR = dietary restriction medium. ns = not significant, * p < 0.05, ** p
0.01, *** p < 0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison.

 

3.2.2. Effects of RAFgof

The expression of RAFgof 

tumors in the midgut of 

impairment of intestinal functionality. Therefore, I investigated 

bearing flies to NM, HF and DR on digestive parameters. The feeding behavior of tumor 

bearing and control flies was 

(198). Flies were subjected to their respective feeding regime and tumor

consecutive days prior to the
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and relative obstruction of the intestine through excessive cell mass.
through the thorax of control and tumor bearing flies subjected to NM, HF or DR were used to measure (A) the 
total outer gut volume, (B) the volume of the gut lumen, (C) the total cell mass and (D) the lumen to gut ratio 

33). While the lumen volume displays the absolute intestinal constriction, the lumen to gut ratio 
represents the relative obstruction after 3 days of tumor induction. ctrl = control (w
normal medium, HF = high fat medium, DR = dietary restriction medium. ns = not significant, * p < 0.05, ** p
0.01, *** p < 0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison. 

gof-induced tumors on digestion 

gof in intestinal progenitor cells resulted in the formation of solid 

tumors in the midgut of Drosophila melanogaster which inherently 

impairment of intestinal functionality. Therefore, I investigated the effects of subjecting tumor 

to NM, HF and DR on digestive parameters. The feeding behavior of tumor 

bearing and control flies was measured using the Fly Liquid-Food Interaction Counter (FLIC) 

. Flies were subjected to their respective feeding regime and tumor

consecutive days prior to the assay. During the assay all flies were supplied with the same 5

 

and relative obstruction of the intestine through excessive cell mass. The sagittal sections 
tumor bearing flies subjected to NM, HF or DR were used to measure (A) the 

total outer gut volume, (B) the volume of the gut lumen, (C) the total cell mass and (D) the lumen to gut ratio  
l constriction, the lumen to gut ratio 

w1118 > EGT;Luc2), NM = 
normal medium, HF = high fat medium, DR = dietary restriction medium. ns = not significant, * p < 0.05, ** p < 

resulted in the formation of solid 

inherently implies a possible 

the effects of subjecting tumor 

to NM, HF and DR on digestive parameters. The feeding behavior of tumor 

Food Interaction Counter (FLIC) 

. Flies were subjected to their respective feeding regime and tumors were induced for 3 

s were supplied with the same 5% 
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D-glucose solution to provide an evenly attractive food source for all feeding regimes. Tumor 

bearing flies showed an unaltered feeding behavior when fed with NM or HF but fed 

significantly more often when subjected to DR prior to the experiment (Fig. 3.9 A).  

Since the excessive tumor mass led to a shortening and a relative obstruction of the intestines 

of tumor bearing flies (Fig. 3.6, Fig. 3.8), the transit time through the gut was assessed. The 

experiment was set up similarly to the FLIC analysis with flies feeding on their respective 

food regimes for 3 days during tumor induction. They were subsequently entered into the 

transit time assay where all treatments were supplied with the same blue dyed food source. 

The time from starting the experiment until the first excretion of blue fecal spots was defined 

as gut transit time. While tumor induction did not affect the transit time of NM or HF fed flies 

in comparison to NM fed control flies, DR significantly increased the gut transit time of 

tumor bearing flies (Fig. 3.9). The T.U.R.D. software was used to assess the fecal output of 

control and tumor bearing flies. The software automatically assesses the fecal spot abundance 

(called fecal spot quantity) as well as individual fecal spot sizes and calculates the overall 

excretion (called total fecal output). Tumor bearing flies exhibited reduced numbers of fecal 

spots with normal fecal spot sized after feeding on NM or HF (Fig. 3.9 D and E). Subjection 

of tumor bearing flies to DR rescued fecal spot quantity but decreased fecal spot size  

(Fig. 3.9 D and E). Consequently, all tumor bearing flies exhibited lower total fecal output 

which was due to lower fecal spot quantity in NM and HF subjected flies and due to smaller 

fecal spot sizes in DR subjected flies (Fig. 3.9 F). 
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Fig. 3.9: Impact of nutritional interventions on the d
measured in control and tumor bearing flies subjected to 
from food ingestion to egestion, was 
excretion of blue colored feces. Flies were monitored individually for 
software (188) was used to measure (D) the fecal spot quantity, (E) the individual fecal spot size and (F) the total 
fecal output of control and tumor bearing flies after 
EGT;Luc2), NM = normal medium, HF = high fat medium, DR = dietary restriction medium. ns = not 
significant, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison.
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: Impact of nutritional interventions on the digestion of tumor bearing flies. 
measured in control and tumor bearing flies subjected to either diet. (B, C) The transit time, defined 
from food ingestion to egestion, was assessed by providing blue colored food and monitor

of blue colored feces. Flies were monitored individually for 3 hours (n = 13
was used to measure (D) the fecal spot quantity, (E) the individual fecal spot size and (F) the total 

fecal output of control and tumor bearing flies after 3 days of tumor induction (n = 9-
), NM = normal medium, HF = high fat medium, DR = dietary restriction medium. ns = not 

significant, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison.

 

igestion of tumor bearing flies. (A) Food intake was 
. (B, C) The transit time, defined as the time 

by providing blue colored food and monitoring the time until 
hours (n = 13-18). The  T.U.R.D. 

was used to measure (D) the fecal spot quantity, (E) the individual fecal spot size and (F) the total 
-10). ctrl = control (w1118 > 

), NM = normal medium, HF = high fat medium, DR = dietary restriction medium. ns = not 
significant, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison. 
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3.2.3. The impact of nutrition on the lifespan of tumor be

The excessive proliferation of ISCs in the midgut of 

formation of cell mass protruding into the gut lumen (

resulted in the relative obstruction of the intestine (

functionality of tumor bearing flies was impaired irrespective of the food regime as reflected 

by the reduced total fecal output (

Since the described obstructive phenotype was rescued by submission to DR and gut 

functionality was altered depending on the provided food, I monitored the effect of subjection 

to NM, HF or DR on the viability of flies during tumor in

 

Fig. 3.10: Survival of tumor bearing flies subjected to different nutritional regimes. 
upon tumor induction to evaluate the lifespans of control and tumor bearing flies subjecte
(n = 15). ctrl = control (w1118 > EGT;Luc2
restriction medium. *** p < 0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison.

 

The lifespans of 15 populations of 30 individuals

had deceased. The expression of 

lifespan with median lifespan being reduced from 19 days in controls to 16 days in NM fed 

flies (Fig. 3.10). The subjection to HF or DR resulted in a further reduction of median lifespan 

(Fig. 3.10, Tab. 3.1). Most interestingly, the submission of tumor bearing flies to DR resulted 

in a severe reduction of median lifespan to 9 days as compared to 16 days in NM fed flies 
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The impact of nutrition on the lifespan of tumor bearing flies 

The excessive proliferation of ISCs in the midgut of Drosophila melanogaster

formation of cell mass protruding into the gut lumen (Fig. 3.7, Fig. 

e relative obstruction of the intestine (Fig. 3.8 D). Additionally, the digestive 

functionality of tumor bearing flies was impaired irrespective of the food regime as reflected 

by the reduced total fecal output (Fig. 3.9 F).  

Since the described obstructive phenotype was rescued by submission to DR and gut 

functionality was altered depending on the provided food, I monitored the effect of subjection 

to NM, HF or DR on the viability of flies during tumor induction. 

 

: Survival of tumor bearing flies subjected to different nutritional regimes. 
upon tumor induction to evaluate the lifespans of control and tumor bearing flies subjecte

> EGT;Luc2), NM = normal medium, HF = high fat medium, DR = dietary 
restriction medium. *** p < 0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison. 

The lifespans of 15 populations of 30 individuals each were monitored until all individuals 

deceased. The expression of RAFgof in ISCs and EBs led to a significant reduction in 

lifespan with median lifespan being reduced from 19 days in controls to 16 days in NM fed 

. The subjection to HF or DR resulted in a further reduction of median lifespan 

). Most interestingly, the submission of tumor bearing flies to DR resulted 

on of median lifespan to 9 days as compared to 16 days in NM fed flies 

 

Drosophila melanogaster led to the 

Fig. 3.8 C) which in turn 

D). Additionally, the digestive 

functionality of tumor bearing flies was impaired irrespective of the food regime as reflected 

Since the described obstructive phenotype was rescued by submission to DR and gut 

functionality was altered depending on the provided food, I monitored the effect of subjection 

 

: Survival of tumor bearing flies subjected to different nutritional regimes. Flies were monitored 
upon tumor induction to evaluate the lifespans of control and tumor bearing flies subjected to NM, HF or DR  

), NM = normal medium, HF = high fat medium, DR = dietary 
 

each were monitored until all individuals 

in ISCs and EBs led to a significant reduction in 

lifespan with median lifespan being reduced from 19 days in controls to 16 days in NM fed 

. The subjection to HF or DR resulted in a further reduction of median lifespan 

). Most interestingly, the submission of tumor bearing flies to DR resulted 

on of median lifespan to 9 days as compared to 16 days in NM fed flies 
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(Fig. 3.10), albeit the observed reduction of tumor burden in DR subjected flies (Fig. 3.7 Fig. 

3.8 A and C). 

 

3.2.4. Intestinal tumors alter body composition and energy demands 

The tested nutritional interventions clearly impacted tumor load and subsequently intestinal 

morphology of flies expressing RAFgof in ISCs and EBs. While HF dieting neither ameliorated 

nor aggravated the tumor burden, subjection to DR significantly reduced tumor load (Fig. 3.7, 

Fig. 3.8 A and C). At the same time not only subjection to HF but also to DR drastically 

reduced lifespan in comparison to tumor bearing flies feeding on NM (Fig. 3.10). This 

observation implied a food mediated shift in metabolism. I therefore investigated the body 

composition of control and tumor bearing flies subjected to NM, HF or DR over the course of 

10 days of tumor induction (Fig. 3.11 A).  

The total wet weight per fly was measured on days 1, 3, 7 and 10 after tumor induction and 

revealed a mean weight of healthy flies of about 1.4 mg per fly with minor fluctuations across 

time. The subjection of tumor bearing flies to NM and HF both resulted in a slight decrease of 

fly weight over time with a weight loss of about 10% (Fig. 3.11 A). Tumor bearing flies 

subjected to DR exhibited a generally reduced wet weight across all measured time points as 

compared to NM fed flies and showed a final weight loss of about 15% after ten days of 

tumor induction (Fig. 3.11 A). The fat body acts as the main energy storage unit of the fruit 

fly. The measurement of total body fat revealed an initial reduction of body fat in NM fed 

tumor bearing flies upon tumor induction, followed by the normalization of the body fat 

content to the level of control flies over time (Fig. 3.11 B). Interestingly, subjection to HF and 

DR both resulted in a drastic loss of body fat at all measured time points until only about 5% 

body fat remained (Fig. 3.11 B). A similar pattern was detected for the flies´ total protein 

levels (Fig. 3.11 C). While the protein content of tumor bearing flies feeding on NM was 

lower than that of healthy control flies on days 1, 3 and 7 it normalizes over the course of 10 

days (Fig. 3.11 C). Subjection to HF or DR on the other hand, steadily reduced body protein 

content throughout the 10 days of tumor induction, although tumor bearing flies displayed a 

similar amount of protein at the beginning of tumor induction. The reduction of total protein 

content was most eminent in flies subjected to DR with about 50% total protein loss as 

compared to control and tumor bearing flies after feeding on NM for 10 days (Fig. 3.11 C). 
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Interestingly the fat to protein rati

protein measurements, drastically declined in all observed 

subjected to HF and DR exhibiting a 4

 

Fig. 3.11: Assessment of body composition of tumor bearing flies submitted to different nutritional 
interventions. The body composition of control and tumor bearing flies was measured at days 
after induction. (A) The weight of control and tumor bearing flies was 
fat was analyzed via the triacylglyceride level (n = 14
(D) The fat and protein levels were used to calculate the fat to protein ratios (n = 9
EGT;Luc2), NM = normal medium, HF = high fat medium, DR = dietary restriction medium. * p < 0.05,
** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for 
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Interestingly the fat to protein ratio, which was calculated subsequently to body fat and 

protein measurements, drastically declined in all observed tumor fly populations with flies 

subjected to HF and DR exhibiting a 4-fold decline in fat to protein ratio

: Assessment of body composition of tumor bearing flies submitted to different nutritional 
The body composition of control and tumor bearing flies was measured at days 

after induction. (A) The weight of control and tumor bearing flies was assessed (n = 14
acylglyceride level (n = 14-18) as well as (C) the body protein content (n

vels were used to calculate the fat to protein ratios (n = 9-10).
), NM = normal medium, HF = high fat medium, DR = dietary restriction medium. * p < 0.05,

** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison. 

o, which was calculated subsequently to body fat and 

fly populations with flies 

fold decline in fat to protein ratio (Fig. 3.11 D). 

 

: Assessment of body composition of tumor bearing flies submitted to different nutritional 
The body composition of control and tumor bearing flies was measured at days 1, 3, 7 and 10 

assessed (n = 14-17). (B) The whole body 
as well as (C) the body protein content (n = 9-10).  

10). ctrl = control (w1118 > 
), NM = normal medium, HF = high fat medium, DR = dietary restriction medium. * p < 0.05, 
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The extensive loss of both body fat and protein implied that tumor bearing flies subjected to 

HF or DR experienced an accelerated energy demand. An increased energy demand can be 

compensated by changing the food source, increasing the food int

expenditure. In this experimental setup flies could not influence their food source and only 

DR subjected but not HF fed flies showed compensatory feeding (

monitored the basic metabolic rate of control and tumor bearing flies subjected to 

DR. 

 

Fig. 3.12: Energy expenditure of tumor bearing flies subjected to different nutritional interventions.
(A) The basic metabolic rate of control and tumor bearing flies was measured at days 
induction. Flies were shifted to 29
monitoring for 3 consecutive days. (B) The total daytime activity was
was recorded (n = 14-42). ctrl = control (
DR = dietary restriction medium. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison.
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The extensive loss of both body fat and protein implied that tumor bearing flies subjected to 

HF or DR experienced an accelerated energy demand. An increased energy demand can be 

compensated by changing the food source, increasing the food intake or lowering the energy 

expenditure. In this experimental setup flies could not influence their food source and only 

DR subjected but not HF fed flies showed compensatory feeding (Fig. 

tabolic rate of control and tumor bearing flies subjected to 

: Energy expenditure of tumor bearing flies subjected to different nutritional interventions.
of control and tumor bearing flies was measured at days 

induction. Flies were shifted to 29 °C to induce tumor formation in RAFgof expressing flies prior to activity 
consecutive days. (B) The total daytime activity was calculated and (C) the circadian rhythm 

ctrl = control (w1118 > EGT;Luc2), NM = normal medium, HF = high fat medium, 
DR = dietary restriction medium. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison.

The extensive loss of both body fat and protein implied that tumor bearing flies subjected to 

HF or DR experienced an accelerated energy demand. An increased energy demand can be 

ake or lowering the energy 

expenditure. In this experimental setup flies could not influence their food source and only 

Fig. 3.9 A). I therefore 

tabolic rate of control and tumor bearing flies subjected to NM, HF or 

 

: Energy expenditure of tumor bearing flies subjected to different nutritional interventions. 
of control and tumor bearing flies was measured at days 1, 3, 7 and 10 after 

expressing flies prior to activity 
calculated and (C) the circadian rhythm 

), NM = normal medium, HF = high fat medium,  
DR = dietary restriction medium. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison. 
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Interestingly, the basic metabolic rate was higher in tumor bearing flies than in controls on 

day 1 after induction. However, the basic metabolic rate of NM and HF fed flies continuously 

increased over the 10 days of tumor induction, whereas it declined in tumor bearing flies 

subjected to DR and after 10 days was normalized to the control level (Fig. 3.12 A). The basic 

metabolic rate was measured in the afternoon during a resting phase of the flies. The flies´ 

circadian rhythms during a 12 h dark/12 h light cycling were recorded over the course of 3 

days to gain insight into the overall activity patterns and activity of tumor bearing flies 

subjected to NM, HF or DR. The total daytime activity measured the physical activity of 

individual flies during the 12 h light cycle including resting phases and activity peaks, and 

revealed a similar activity of all treatments at the beginning of the experiment upon 1 day of 

induction (Fig. 3.12 B). The daytime activity remained constant for tumor bearing flies 

feeding on NM or HF across the monitored time interval. In contrast, the daytime activity of 

control and tumor bearing flies subjected to DR was increased on days 2 and 3 after induction 

(Fig. 3.12 B). Analyzing the circadian rhythms of control and tumor bearing flies revealed 

that all flies maintained circadian rhythmicity with control flies showing the clearest 

distinction between high activity morning and evening peaks, and low activity resting phases 

throughout the rest of the day. All tumor bearing flies exhibited flatter activity peaks in the 

morning and in the evening compared to the controls. The tumor bearing flies subjected to DR 

displayed increased activity throughout the night time (from 8 pm to 8 am) and higher and 

longer lasting activity peaks in the morning and the evening in comparison to tumor bearing 

flies feeding on NM (Fig. 3.12 C). 

In summary, the tumor phenotype results in substantial loss of both body fat and protein in 

flies subjected to HF or DR but not NM (Fig. 3.11 B and C). This points to an altered energy 

demand in these flies which has to be compensated for. The basic metabolic rate increased 

over time in HF fed tumor bearing flies, whereas it decreased in tumor bearing flies subjected 

to DR (Fig. 3.12 A). 
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3.3.  The effects of a recurrent diet on the development of intestinal tumors

3.3.1.  A recurrent diet prolongs the 

The expression of RAFgof

produced a solid tumor with excessive cell mass protruding into the gut lumen. The tumorous 

cell mass led to the relative obstruction of the intestine 

resulted in impaired gut functionality. Interestingly, the subjection of tumor bearing flies to 

DR rescued these phenotype

of tumor bearing flies was drastically reduced upon subje

part, be attributed to the substantial loss of body fat and protein and implies an accelerated yet 

unmet energy demand in these flies

 

Fig. 3.13: Schematic of the investigated recurrent feeding regimes. 
restriction medium, NMDR = recurrent diet with 4 days NM + 3 days DR
days DR followed by 3 days NM and 

 

A recent study reported on a recurrent diet consisting of phases of protein restriction and 

feeding on fully nutritious medium, to be as effective in prolonging lifespan as lifelong DR 

(185). Therefore, I investigated the effect of 
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The effects of a recurrent diet on the development of intestinal tumors

A recurrent diet prolongs the lifespan of tumor bearing flies 

gof in ISCs and EBs of the midgut of Drosophila melanogaster

produced a solid tumor with excessive cell mass protruding into the gut lumen. The tumorous 

cell mass led to the relative obstruction of the intestine 3 days after tumor ind

in impaired gut functionality. Interestingly, the subjection of tumor bearing flies to 

phenotypes and partially restored gut functionality. However, the lifespan 

of tumor bearing flies was drastically reduced upon subjection to DR which can, at least in 

part, be attributed to the substantial loss of body fat and protein and implies an accelerated yet 

unmet energy demand in these flies or a deregulation of nutrition-dependent signaling

: Schematic of the investigated recurrent feeding regimes. NM = normal medium
medium, NMDR = recurrent diet with 4 days NM + 3 days DR, DRNM = recurrent diet with

days DR followed by 3 days NM and 4 days DR, DRNMi = DRNM with 5 initial days of DR

A recent study reported on a recurrent diet consisting of phases of protein restriction and 

feeding on fully nutritious medium, to be as effective in prolonging lifespan as lifelong DR 

. Therefore, I investigated the effect of 3 different diets (Fig. 3.13

The effects of a recurrent diet on the development of intestinal tumors 

Drosophila melanogaster 

produced a solid tumor with excessive cell mass protruding into the gut lumen. The tumorous 

days after tumor induction and 

in impaired gut functionality. Interestingly, the subjection of tumor bearing flies to 

and partially restored gut functionality. However, the lifespan 

ction to DR which can, at least in 

part, be attributed to the substantial loss of body fat and protein and implies an accelerated yet 

dependent signaling. 

 

NM = normal medium, DR = dietary 
DRNM = recurrent diet with 3 initial 

DRNM with 5 initial days of DR. 

A recent study reported on a recurrent diet consisting of phases of protein restriction and 

feeding on fully nutritious medium, to be as effective in prolonging lifespan as lifelong DR 

13) on the lifespan of 
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tumor bearing flies. The tested recurrent diets consisted of repeated cycles of i) 

days DR (referred to as NMDR), ii) 

days DR (referred to as DRNMi) or iii) 

and 4 days DR (referred to as DRNM). 

prolonged the median as well as the maximum lifespan of tumor bearing flies in comparison 

to tumor bearing flies fed with NM (

initial days of DR resulted 

3.14 A). However, the tumor bearing flies that survived the initial death phase exhibited the 

highest maximum lifespan of 27.2 

subjected to DRNM restored survival back to the level of unimpaired control flies feeding on 

NM (Fig. 3.14 C). At the same time, control flies subjected to DR

increase in median survival (median survival 28 days) as compared to control flies fed with 

NM (median survival 19 days) (

analyses since the regime drastically increased lifespan of control flies and rescued the 

lifespan of tumor bearing flies to the level of NM fed controls.

 

Tab. 3.1: Median and maximum lifespans of all nutritional reg
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tumor bearing flies. The tested recurrent diets consisted of repeated cycles of i) 

to as NMDR), ii) 5 initial days DR, followed by cycles of 

days DR (referred to as DRNMi) or iii) 3 initial days DR, followed by cycles of 

days DR (referred to as DRNM). All 3 investigated recurrent diets significantly 

nged the median as well as the maximum lifespan of tumor bearing flies in comparison 

to tumor bearing flies fed with NM (Fig. 3.14 A and B, Tab. 3.1). It is noteworthy, that 5 

initial days of DR resulted in a population decrease of about 30% within the first week (

A). However, the tumor bearing flies that survived the initial death phase exhibited the 

highest maximum lifespan of 27.2 ± 0.45 days (Fig. 3.14 B, Tab. 3.1). Tumor bearing flies 

subjected to DRNM restored survival back to the level of unimpaired control flies feeding on 

C). At the same time, control flies subjected to DRNM exhibited a 47.4% 

increase in median survival (median survival 28 days) as compared to control flies fed with 

NM (median survival 19 days) (Fig. 3.14 D, Tab. 3.1). DRNM was selected for further 

s since the regime drastically increased lifespan of control flies and rescued the 

lifespan of tumor bearing flies to the level of NM fed controls. 

: Median and maximum lifespans of all nutritional regimes. 

 

tumor bearing flies. The tested recurrent diets consisted of repeated cycles of i) 4 days NM, 3 

initial days DR, followed by cycles of 3 days NM and 4 

initial days DR, followed by cycles of 3 days NM 

All 3 investigated recurrent diets significantly 

nged the median as well as the maximum lifespan of tumor bearing flies in comparison 

). It is noteworthy, that 5 

in a population decrease of about 30% within the first week (Fig. 

A). However, the tumor bearing flies that survived the initial death phase exhibited the 

). Tumor bearing flies 

subjected to DRNM restored survival back to the level of unimpaired control flies feeding on 

NM exhibited a 47.4% 

increase in median survival (median survival 28 days) as compared to control flies fed with 

). DRNM was selected for further 

s since the regime drastically increased lifespan of control flies and rescued the 
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Fig. 3.14: Survival of tumor bearing flies on different recurrent diets. 
recurrent feeding regimes was investigated in tumor bearing flies (n
calculated by analyzing the oldest 10
feeding on a fully nutritious medium (DRNM) 
tumor bearing flies subjected to NM or 
control flies (n = 12-15). ctrl = control (
medium, DRNM = recurrent diet with
DRNMi = DRNM with 5 initial days of DR, NMDR = recurrent diet with 4 days NM + 3 days DR. ns = not 
significant, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison.

 

3.3.2. The effects of a recurrent diet on gut morphology and functionality

The subjection of tumor bearing flies to the recurrent feeding regime DRNM resulted in the 

restoration of lifespan to the control level. Since DR was able to restore gut morphology and 

partially gut functionality in tumor bearing flies
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: Survival of tumor bearing flies on different recurrent diets. (A) The effect of 
recurrent feeding regimes was investigated in tumor bearing flies (n = 12-15). (B) The maximum lifespans were 

analyzing the oldest 10% of the population (n = 12-15). (C) A recurrent diet of phases of DR and 
g on a fully nutritious medium (DRNM) was applied to tumor bearing flies in comparison to controls and 

ing flies subjected to NM or lifelong DR (n = 12-15). (D) The effect of the recurrent die
ctrl = control (w1118 > EGT;Luc2), NM = normal medium

medium, DRNM = recurrent diet with 3 initial days DR followed by 3 days NM and 4 days DR
with 5 initial days of DR, NMDR = recurrent diet with 4 days NM + 3 days DR. ns = not 

** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison.

s of a recurrent diet on gut morphology and functionality

The subjection of tumor bearing flies to the recurrent feeding regime DRNM resulted in the 

pan to the control level. Since DR was able to restore gut morphology and 

in tumor bearing flies, I investigated the tumor load in effects of 

 

(A) The effect of 3 different types of 
he maximum lifespans were 

15). (C) A recurrent diet of phases of DR and 
was applied to tumor bearing flies in comparison to controls and 

. (D) The effect of the recurrent diet DRNM on 
NM = normal medium, DR = dietary restriction 

DR followed by 3 days NM and 4 days DR,  
with 5 initial days of DR, NMDR = recurrent diet with 4 days NM + 3 days DR. ns = not 

** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison. 

s of a recurrent diet on gut morphology and functionality 

The subjection of tumor bearing flies to the recurrent feeding regime DRNM resulted in the 

pan to the control level. Since DR was able to restore gut morphology and 

, I investigated the tumor load in effects of 
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subjection to DRNM on gut morphology and functionality in comparison to control flies 

subjected to NM or DRNM, and tumor bearing flies subjected to NM, DR or DRNM. The 

subjection of control flies to DRNM did not reveal any obvious morphological 

neither in the thoracic nor the abdominal gut regions (

feeding on NM for 10 days exhibited massive protrusions of

intestinal lumen (Fig. 3.15

intestinal cells into an outer esg

induction (Fig. 3.7 B), the cellular layers were arbitrarily arranged after 

(the equivalent of one completed cycle of the recurrent regime) and cells disintegrated from 

the basal membrane (Fig. 3

 

Fig. 3.15: Tumor load of flies subjected to a recurrent diet. 
after 10 days of subjection to NM, DR or the recurrent diet
Note the single esg+ cells attached to the basal membrane (white arrowhead) and detached esg
submitted tumor bearing flies (yellow arrowhead) as well as excessive tissue protruding into the in
(asterisks) (A’-H’) Sagittal sections through the abdomen. Note the esg
(white arrowheads) in control flies and the detached esg
(yellow arrowhead). ctrl = control (
DRNM = recurrent diet with 4 days DR + 3 days NM
actin, red. 

 

Flies subjected to DR for 10

However, the thoracic and abdominal regions of the intestines of these flies displayed less 

esg+ cells than tumor bearing flies feeding on NM (
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subjection to DRNM on gut morphology and functionality in comparison to control flies 

subjected to NM or DRNM, and tumor bearing flies subjected to NM, DR or DRNM. The 

ction of control flies to DRNM did not reveal any obvious morphological 

nor the abdominal gut regions (Fig. 3.15 A-B’). Tumor bearing flies 

days exhibited massive protrusions of excessive cell mass into the 

15 C, asterisk). While these flies exhibited a clear structuring of the 

intestinal cells into an outer esg+ cell layer and an inner esg- cell layer after 

B), the cellular layers were arbitrarily arranged after 

(the equivalent of one completed cycle of the recurrent regime) and cells disintegrated from 

3.15 C and C’, yellow arrowhead). 

: Tumor load of flies subjected to a recurrent diet. Control and tumor bearing flies were sectioned 
days of subjection to NM, DR or the recurrent diet DRNM. (A-H) Sagittal sections through the thorax. 

cells attached to the basal membrane (white arrowhead) and detached esg
flies (yellow arrowhead) as well as excessive tissue protruding into the in

’) Sagittal sections through the abdomen. Note the esg+ cells attached to the basal membrane 
(white arrowheads) in control flies and the detached esg+ in tumor bearing flies submitted to NM, DR or DRNM 

rl = control (w1118 > EGT;Luc2), NM = normal medium, DR = dietary restriction medium
DRNM = recurrent diet with 4 days DR + 3 days NM. GFP: esg+ cells, green; DAPI: nuclei, blue; Phalloidin: 

10 days were very fragile and easily disintegrated upon sectionin

and abdominal regions of the intestines of these flies displayed less 

cells than tumor bearing flies feeding on NM (Fig. 3.15 C-D’). Nevertheless, DR 

subjection to DRNM on gut morphology and functionality in comparison to control flies 

subjected to NM or DRNM, and tumor bearing flies subjected to NM, DR or DRNM. The 

ction of control flies to DRNM did not reveal any obvious morphological changes 

B’). Tumor bearing flies 

excessive cell mass into the 

C, asterisk). While these flies exhibited a clear structuring of the 

cell layer after 3 day of tumor 

B), the cellular layers were arbitrarily arranged after 10 days of induction 

(the equivalent of one completed cycle of the recurrent regime) and cells disintegrated from 

 

Control and tumor bearing flies were sectioned 
H) Sagittal sections through the thorax. 

cells attached to the basal membrane (white arrowhead) and detached esg+ cells in DR 
flies (yellow arrowhead) as well as excessive tissue protruding into the intestinal lumen 

cells attached to the basal membrane 
in tumor bearing flies submitted to NM, DR or DRNM 

), NM = normal medium, DR = dietary restriction medium, 
cells, green; DAPI: nuclei, blue; Phalloidin: 

and easily disintegrated upon sectioning. 

and abdominal regions of the intestines of these flies displayed less 

D’). Nevertheless, DR 
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subjected tumor bearing flies still displayed hyperplastic cell mass protruding into the gut 

lumen as well as esg+ cells disintegrated from the basal membrane (

yellow arrowhead, respectively). The subjection of tum

the formation of excessive esg

little cell mass protruding into the lumen (

flies (Fig. 3.15 C). The intestines resembled 

retained integrity upon sectioning. The abdominal regions of the intestines of tumor bearing 

flies subjected to DRNM displayed little addition

disintegrating from the basal membrane (

The presented tumor model provides the opportunity to quantify esg

expressed Luciferase and thus to

measurement to assess the esg

tumor bearing flies subjected to NM, DR or DRNM for 

cycle of the recurrent regime). 

 

Fig. 3.16: Luciferase signal as measure for tumor mass in 
recurrent diet. (A) The Luciferase
load after 10 days of tumor induction 
Luciferase was measured in control and tumor bearing flies after phases of subjection to DR 
feeding on NM (blue shading)
DR = dietary restriction medium, DRNM = recurrent diet with 4 days DR + 3 days NM.
* p < 0.05, *** p < 0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison.
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tumor bearing flies still displayed hyperplastic cell mass protruding into the gut 

cells disintegrated from the basal membrane (Fig. 

yellow arrowhead, respectively). The subjection of tumor bearing flies to DRNM resulted in 

the formation of excessive esg+ cell mass. The thoracic regions of the intestine showed only 

little cell mass protruding into the lumen (Fig. 3.15 H) as compared to NM fed tumor bearing 

C). The intestines resembled those from flies subjected to DR

retained integrity upon sectioning. The abdominal regions of the intestines of tumor bearing 

flies subjected to DRNM displayed little additional esg+ cell mass with esg

disintegrating from the basal membrane (Fig. 3.15 H’). 

The presented tumor model provides the opportunity to quantify esg+

and thus to directly monitor tumor growth. I used the 

measurement to assess the esg+ cell mass in control flies subjected to NM or DRNM, and 

tumor bearing flies subjected to NM, DR or DRNM for 10 days (equivalent to a completed 

cycle of the recurrent regime).  

signal as measure for tumor mass in RAFgof expressing flies after subjection to a 
Luciferase co-expressed alongside RAFgof in esg+ cells was measured to quantify tumor 

r 10 days of tumor induction (n = 10-20). (B) The fluctuation in signal strength of co
was measured in control and tumor bearing flies after phases of subjection to DR 

NM (blue shading) (n = 5-10). ctrl = control (w1118 > EGT;Luc2), NM = normal medium, 
DR = dietary restriction medium, DRNM = recurrent diet with 4 days DR + 3 days NM.
* p < 0.05, *** p < 0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison. 

tumor bearing flies still displayed hyperplastic cell mass protruding into the gut 

Fig. 3.15 D, asterisk and 

or bearing flies to DRNM resulted in 

regions of the intestine showed only 

H) as compared to NM fed tumor bearing 

those from flies subjected to DR for 10 days but 

retained integrity upon sectioning. The abdominal regions of the intestines of tumor bearing 

cell mass with esg+ cells 

+ cells via RAFgof co-

or growth. I used the Luciferase 

cell mass in control flies subjected to NM or DRNM, and 

days (equivalent to a completed 

 

expressing flies after subjection to a 
measured to quantify tumor 

) The fluctuation in signal strength of co-expressed 
was measured in control and tumor bearing flies after phases of subjection to DR (green shading) or 

), NM = normal medium,  
DR = dietary restriction medium, DRNM = recurrent diet with 4 days DR + 3 days NM. ns = not significant,  
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The submission of control flies to DRNM resulted in a slight reduction of esg+ cell mass 

compared to control flies feeding on NM (Fig. 3.16 A). The induction of the RAFgof-

dependent intestinal tumor led to a significant increase of co-expressed Luciferase in flies 

feeding on NM, the extent being similar to that seen after 3 days of tumor induction (Fig. 3.3). 

Tumor bearing flies subjected to DR for 10 days exhibited a drastic reduction in tumor mass 

compared to NM fed tumor bearing flies (Fig. 3.16 A). The submission of tumor bearing flies 

to DRNM resulted in a reduction of tumor mass to the same extent as DR alone, although this 

treatment exhibited a wider phenotypic range (Fig. 3.16 A). Interestingly, the tumor load 

fluctuated during the recurrent feeding regime with significantly less esg+ cell mass after DR 

phases and tumor loads similar to lifelong NM after NM phases (Fig. 3.16 B). 

The additional cell mass in the intestines of tumor bearing flies can protrude into the gut 

lumen and lead to a relative as well as an absolute intestinal obstruction. I analyzed the 

saggital sections through the thoracic midgut in regard of a) the total gut volume, b) the cell 

mass, c) the volume of the intestinal lumen as a measure for intestinal passability, and d) the 

lumen to gut ratio as a measure for relative intestinal obstruction of controls and tumor 

bearing flies subjected to NM, DR or DRNM. 

The total gut volume was decreased when subjecting control flies to DRNM but was 

unaffected in tumor bearing subjected to NM or DR (Fig. 3.17 A). The subjection to DRNM 

resulted in an increased total gut volume in respect to the DRNM subjected controls (Fig. 3.17 

A). The intestinal cell mass was reduced in control flies subjected to DRNM, similarly to the 

total gut volume. The intestinal cell mass of tumor bearing flies on the other hand was 

significantly increased when feeding on NM but rescued to the control level by the 

application of DR (Fig. 3.17 B). The subjection of tumor bearing flies to DRNM did not 

rescue the phenotype but increased the cell mass in comparison to the respective cell mass of 

DRNM subjected control flies (Fig. 3.17 B). The intestinal lumen volume was significantly 

reduced due to the application of DRNM in control flies as well as in tumor bearing flies 

subjected to NM (Fig. 3.17 C). Subjection to DR or DRNM rescued the volume of the 

intestinal lumen of tumor bearing flies and restored it to the level of the respective control 

(Fig. 3.17 C). Interestingly, the subjection of control flies to DRNM resulted in overall 

narrowed intestines, which was reflected in all 3 measurements (Fig. 3.17 A-C) including the 

lumen to gut ratio which represents the relative obstruction of the intestine (Fig. 3.17 D). 

However, the relative obstruction due to tumor induction was more constricting in flies 
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feeding on NM but was rescued by the subjection of tumor bearing flies to DR or DRNM 

(Fig. 3.17 D). Both of these feeding regimes restored the lum

respective control level (Fig. 

resulted in downsized midguts whereas the induction of 

flies having enlarged intestines (

to DR or DRNM rescued the 

dependent relative intestina

 

Fig. 3.17: Assessment of relative and absolute obstruction of midguts of control and tumor bearing flies 
subjected to DRNM. The sagittal sections through the thorax of contr
NM, DR or DRNM were used to measure (A) the total outer gut volume, (B) the total cell mass, (C) the total 
volume of the gut lumen and (D) the lumen to gut ratio (n = 9
the absolute intestinal passability
induction. ctrl = control (w1118

DRNM = recurrent diet with 4 days DR 
0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison.
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rescued by the subjection of tumor bearing flies to DR or DRNM 

D). Both of these feeding regimes restored the lumen to gut ratio back to the 

Fig. 3.17 D). In summary, the application of DRNM in control flies 

resulted in downsized midguts whereas the induction of RAFgof-dependent tumors resulted in 

ged intestines (Fig. 3.17 A-C). Interestingly, subjecting tumor bearing flies 

to DR or DRNM rescued the passability of the intestinal lumen as well as the tumor

dependent relative intestinal obstruction to the same extents (Fig. 3.17 D).

: Assessment of relative and absolute obstruction of midguts of control and tumor bearing flies 
The sagittal sections through the thorax of control and tumor bearing flies subjected to 

NM, DR or DRNM were used to measure (A) the total outer gut volume, (B) the total cell mass, (C) the total 
volume of the gut lumen and (D) the lumen to gut ratio (n = 9-11, DR n = 4). While the lumen volume displays 

passability, the lumen to gut ratio represents the relative obstruction after 
1118 > EGT;Luc2), NM = normal medium, DR = dietary restriction medium, 

DRNM = recurrent diet with 4 days DR + 3 days NM. ns = not significant, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 
0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison. 

rescued by the subjection of tumor bearing flies to DR or DRNM 

en to gut ratio back to the 

D). In summary, the application of DRNM in control flies 

dependent tumors resulted in 

C). Interestingly, subjecting tumor bearing flies 

of the intestinal lumen as well as the tumor-

D). 

 

: Assessment of relative and absolute obstruction of midguts of control and tumor bearing flies 
ol and tumor bearing flies subjected to 

NM, DR or DRNM were used to measure (A) the total outer gut volume, (B) the total cell mass, (C) the total 
n = 4). While the lumen volume displays 

, the lumen to gut ratio represents the relative obstruction after 10 days of tumor 
), NM = normal medium, DR = dietary restriction medium,  

+ 3 days NM. ns = not significant, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 
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Intestinal function is evidently linked to the gut morphology. Since the morphological 

analyses of control and tumor bearing fli

alterations of the midgut, the digestion of these flies was assessed by measuring the fecal 

output using the T.U.R.D. system 

produced fecal spots and the number of produced fecal spots. 

produced per fly per 24 h was not alter

subjection to DRNM resulted in a higher fecal spot number in control flies as compared to 

control flies feeding on NM (

 

Fig. 3.18: Analysis of gut functionality of tumor bearing flies subjected to DRNM. 
(188) was used to measure (A) the fecal spot quantity, (B) the individual fecal spot size and (C) the total fecal 
output after 10 days of tumor induction of control and tumor bearing flies subjected to NM, DR or DRNM 
(n = 7-21). ctrl = control (w1118 > EGT;Luc2
= recurrent diet with 4 days DR + 3 days NM. ns = not significant, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 
Asterisks´ colors represent partner for compar
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ntestinal function is evidently linked to the gut morphology. Since the morphological 

analyses of control and tumor bearing flies subjected to NM, DR or DRNM revealed 

alterations of the midgut, the digestion of these flies was assessed by measuring the fecal 

output using the T.U.R.D. system (188). The total fecal output is a result of the sizes of the 

produced fecal spots and the number of produced fecal spots. The number of fecal spots 

produced per fly per 24 h was not altered due to tumor induction (Fig. 

subjection to DRNM resulted in a higher fecal spot number in control flies as compared to 

control flies feeding on NM (Fig. 3.18 A). 

: Analysis of gut functionality of tumor bearing flies subjected to DRNM. 
was used to measure (A) the fecal spot quantity, (B) the individual fecal spot size and (C) the total fecal 

days of tumor induction of control and tumor bearing flies subjected to NM, DR or DRNM 
> EGT;Luc2), NM = normal medium, DR = dietary restriction medium, DRNM 

= recurrent diet with 4 days DR + 3 days NM. ns = not significant, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 
Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison. 

ntestinal function is evidently linked to the gut morphology. Since the morphological 

es subjected to NM, DR or DRNM revealed 

alterations of the midgut, the digestion of these flies was assessed by measuring the fecal 

. The total fecal output is a result of the sizes of the 

he number of fecal spots 

Fig. 3.18 A). However, 

subjection to DRNM resulted in a higher fecal spot number in control flies as compared to 

 

: Analysis of gut functionality of tumor bearing flies subjected to DRNM. The T.U.R.D. software 
was used to measure (A) the fecal spot quantity, (B) the individual fecal spot size and (C) the total fecal 

days of tumor induction of control and tumor bearing flies subjected to NM, DR or DRNM  
), NM = normal medium, DR = dietary restriction medium, DRNM 

= recurrent diet with 4 days DR + 3 days NM. ns = not significant, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 
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In contrast, the size of the individual fecal spots was decreased in DRNM subjected control 

flies as compared to control flies feeding on NM (Fig. 3.18 B). Tumor induction via RAFgof 

expression resulted in decreased fecal spot sizes in flies subjected to NM or DR. However, the 

fecal spot size was restored by subjecting tumor bearing flies to DRNM (Fig. 3.18 B). Both 

measurements, the fecal spot quantity and the individual fecal spot sizes were used to 

calculate the total fecal output of control and tumor bearing flies subjected to NM, DR or 

DRNM. The subjection of control flies to DRNM resulted in the overall increase in fecal 

output compared to control flies feeding on NM (Fig. 3.18 C) which can be attributed to the 

increased number of fecal spots (Fig. 3.18 A). The tumor formation did not alter overall fecal 

output in flies feeding on NM as compared to the control flies, whereas the subjection of 

tumor bearing flies to DR or DRNM significantly reduced total fecal output compared to their 

respective control (Fig. 3.18 C). In summary, fecal spot size was decreased due to two 

aspects, tumor formation and protein limitation. Additionally, DRNM increased fecal spot 

abundance. Since tumor bearing flies subjected to DRNM produced as many fecal spots of the 

same size as the DRNM control, it can be deduced that tumor formation did not further limit 

fecal output in these flies.  

 

3.3.3. Body composition and energy demands after subjection to a recurrent diet 

The microscopic analyses as well as the measurement of the RAFgof co-expressed Luciferase 

depicted the indubitable reduction of tumor mass in tumor bearing flies subjected to DR (Fig. 

3.5, Fig. 3.7). Nevertheless, the strict protein limitation resulted in the premature death of flies 

and a substantial loss of body mass including body fat and protein (Fig. 3.11) which most 

likely occurred due to altered energy expenditure and an unmet energy demand (Fig. 3.12). 

Since the survival of tumor bearing flies was rescued by the subjection to the recurrent 

feeding regime, I hypothesized that subjecting tumor bearing flies to DRNM would be less 

deleterious. Therefore, I studied the body composition and basic energy expenditure in control 

flies and tumor bearing flies subjected to NM, DR or DRNM. Subjecting control flies to 

DRNM resulted in a significant reduction in fly body weight (Fig. 3.19 A). Interestingly, 

subjecting tumor bearing flies to DRNM resulted in no further alteration of body weight. 

Tumor bearing flies subjected to DR exhibited a reduction in body weight while tumor 

bearing flies feeding on NM did not (Fig. 3.19 A). The TAG level assessment depicted a 
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significant reduction in body fat after subjection to DRNM in control flies as well as due to 

tumor induction in all RAFgof expressing flies (Fig. 3.19 B). The body fat reduction was 

stronger in DR subjected than in NM fed tumor bearing flies but was strongest in tumor 

bearing flies subjected to DRNM (Fig. 3.19 B). Similarly to the body fat, the protein level was 

significantly reduced upon subjection of control flies to DRNM (Fig. 3.19 C). It is 

noteworthy, that tumor induction did not exacerbate the protein loss but resulted in the same 

level of body protein content in control and tumor bearing flies subjected to DRNM. The 

same extend of protein loss was observed in tumor bearing flies subjected to DR whereas 

tumor bearing flies feeding on NM did not significantly loose whole body protein in regard to 

the control flies (Fig. 3.19 C). 

The subsequently calculated body fat to protein ratio was slightly reduced in control flies 

subjected to DRNM in comparison to control flies feeding on NM; however, tumor induction 

resulted in a 2-fold reduction in flies feeding on NM or subjected to DR (Fig. 3.19 D). 

Interestingly, the subjection of tumor bearing flies to DRNM did not alter the fat to protein 

ratio. Nevertheless, a wide variation was observed in this treatment (Fig. 3.19 D). The 

measurement of the basic metabolic rate revealed that only tumor bearing flies subjected to 

NM experienced an increase whereas neither subjection of control nor tumor bearing flies to 

DRNM or DR resulted in an alteration of basic metabolic rate (Fig. 3.19 D).  

In summary, subjecting control as well as tumor bearing flies to the recurrent feeding regime 

resulted in proportionate overall reduction of body fat and protein and therefore a similar fat 

to protein ratio in these treatments. In contrast, tumor induction resulted in disproportionate 

changes of the body composition in flies subjected to NM or DR and consequently resulted in 

a shift in fat to protein ratio. 
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Fig. 3.19: Body composition and basic metabolic rate of control and tumor bearing flies subjected to 
DRNM. The body composition of control and tumor bearing flies subjected to NM, DR or DRNM for 
was evaluated by measuring (A) the 
(n = 10-25) and (C) the total body protein content (n = 9
subsequently (n = 9-10). (E) The basic metabolic rate 
DRNM was measured (n = 5-10).
restriction medium, DRNM = recurrent diet with 4 days DR + 3 days NM
significant, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison.
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: Body composition and basic metabolic rate of control and tumor bearing flies subjected to 
The body composition of control and tumor bearing flies subjected to NM, DR or DRNM for 

by measuring (A) the individual fly weight (n = 10), (B) the body fat content 
25) and (C) the total body protein content (n = 9-19). (D) The fat to protein ratio was calculated 

). (E) The basic metabolic rate of control and tumor bearing flies subjected to NM, DR or 
10). ctrl = control (w1118 > EGT;Luc2), NM = normal medium, DR = dietary 

restriction medium, DRNM = recurrent diet with 4 days DR + 3 days NM, TAG = triacylglyceride.
0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison.

 

: Body composition and basic metabolic rate of control and tumor bearing flies subjected to 
The body composition of control and tumor bearing flies subjected to NM, DR or DRNM for 10 days 

individual fly weight (n = 10), (B) the body fat content via TAG levels  
The fat to protein ratio was calculated 

earing flies subjected to NM, DR or 
), NM = normal medium, DR = dietary 

, TAG = triacylglyceride. ns = not 
0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. Asterisks´ colors represent partner for comparison. 
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3.3.4. Transcriptome analysis of intestines of flies subjected to a recurrent diet 

Subjecting flies to a recurrent feeding regime with phases of NM alternating with phases of 

subjection to DR resulted in the elongation of median lifespan to almost 50% in control flies. 

I analyzed the transcriptomes of control flies subjected to either lifelong NM or DR in 

comparison to subjection to the recurrent DRNM regime. The treatments were sampled after 

13 days of either feeding regime. DRNM treated flies had completed a phase of feeding on 

NM at the time of sampling in order to identify transcription alterations that convey the 

effects of DR throughout refeeding periods and to potentially identify genes or gene clusters 

that are specifically regulated by alternating nutritional availability. 

All differentially expressed genes (DEGs) of healthy flies feeding on NM, DR or DRNM with 

p < 0.001 and foldchange > 4 were used in K-means clustering to identify nutrition-dependent 

expression patterns (Fig. 3.20, Tab. 3.2) The heatmap illustrates the differential expression of 

5 main gene clusters. The DRNM treatment group showed 2 clusters (clusters 3 and 4) that 

were regulated in a similar pattern as the NM treatment group. Subsequently, these genes 

responded quickly to fluctuating nutritional abundance. KEGG enrichment identified 

involvement of cluster 3 in Other glycan degradation and Lysosome, and of cluster 4 with 

Neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction. Clusters 1 and 2 showed a similar expression pattern 

in DRNM as observed in the DR treatment group. They therefore contain genes that 

responded slowly to nutritional changes. These clusters both showed enrichment trends (only 

before correcting for multiple testing) for Toll and Imd signaling pathway. Interestingly, 

Cluster 5 contained DEGs that showed a varying expression with part of the DRNM samples 

being similar to NM and the other part being similar to DR. These genes were KEGG 

enriched for Toll and Imd signaling pathway.  

The transcriptomes of control and tumor bearing flies were analyzed after 13 days feeding 

continuously on NM, DR or DRNM. In order to identify long-lasting transcriptomic changes 

in response to DR, that are still regulated after switching to a non-limiting regime, the DRNM 

subjected flies were sampled after a period of feeding on NM. At the same time the effect of 

the different nutritional regimes was investigated to trace transciptomic signatures that can be 

associated with the observed phenotypes of prolonged longevity in DRNM subjected control 

and tumor bearing flies as well as transcriptomic signatures that might be accountable for the 

severe wasting phenotype observed in tumor bearing flies when subjected to DR. 
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Fig. 3.20: Heatmap of mRNA expression profiles of 
clustering of differentially expre
control = w1118 > EGT;Luc2, NM = normal medium, DR = dietary restriction medium, DRNM = recurrent diet 
with 4 days DR + 3 days NM. 

 

Tab. 3.2: Excerpt of KEGG 
depicted in the heatmap of control flies subjected to different feeding regimes. 

Terms that were enriched only before correcting for multiple testing are depicted 
pathway, DEG = Differentially expressed genes, adj = adjusted
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: Heatmap of mRNA expression profiles of control flies subjected to NM, DR or DRNM. 
differentially expressed genes with p < 0.001 and foldchange > 4 

, NM = normal medium, DR = dietary restriction medium, DRNM = recurrent diet 

KEGG enrichment analysis of differentially expressed genes within the clusters 
depicted in the heatmap of control flies subjected to different feeding regimes.  

Terms that were enriched only before correcting for multiple testing are depicted 
pathway, DEG = Differentially expressed genes, adj = adjusted 

 

flies subjected to NM, DR or DRNM. K-means 
and foldchange > 4 are depicted (n = 5).  

, NM = normal medium, DR = dietary restriction medium, DRNM = recurrent diet 

nrichment analysis of differentially expressed genes within the clusters 

 

Terms that were enriched only before correcting for multiple testing are depicted in grey. GiP = Genes in 
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Multi-dimensional scaling including all detected genes revealed a distinct clustering of the 

treatment groups for both the controls and tumor bearing individuals as well

investigated nutritional regimes (

separated along the 1st dimension, which accounted for 40% of sample variety, while the 

samples of different feeding regi

21% of sample variety. All samples from DRNM subjected flies clustered closer to their 

respective NM counterpart whereas samples from flies subjected to DR formed clusters far 

from the respective NM or DRNM treatment.

 

Fig. 3.21: Analysis of variation
on all transcripts (unweighted). 
subjection to the respective feeding regime (n = 5). 
(w1118 > EGT;Luc2), NM = normal medium, DR = dietary restriction medium, DRNM = recurrent diet with 4 
days DR + 3 days NM. 

 

Analyses of the interactions between DEGs in healthy control flies feeding on DR, NM or 

DRNM identified a main network consisting of two subnetworks (

subnetworks were enriched for genes associated with the 
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dimensional scaling including all detected genes revealed a distinct clustering of the 

treatment groups for both the controls and tumor bearing individuals as well

investigated nutritional regimes (Fig. 3.21). Samples of tumor bearing flies and control flies 

dimension, which accounted for 40% of sample variety, while the 

samples of different feeding regimes separated along the 2nd dimension, which accounted for 

21% of sample variety. All samples from DRNM subjected flies clustered closer to their 

respective NM counterpart whereas samples from flies subjected to DR formed clusters far 

M or DRNM treatment. 

: Analysis of variation between and among samples using multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) based 
on all transcripts (unweighted). mRNA of tumor bearing and control flies was sequen
subjection to the respective feeding regime (n = 5). Ellipses were added manually

), NM = normal medium, DR = dietary restriction medium, DRNM = recurrent diet with 4 

the interactions between DEGs in healthy control flies feeding on DR, NM or 

DRNM identified a main network consisting of two subnetworks (

subnetworks were enriched for genes associated with the Toll and Imd signaling pathway

dimensional scaling including all detected genes revealed a distinct clustering of the 

treatment groups for both the controls and tumor bearing individuals as well as for the 3 

). Samples of tumor bearing flies and control flies 

dimension, which accounted for 40% of sample variety, while the 

dimension, which accounted for 

21% of sample variety. All samples from DRNM subjected flies clustered closer to their 

respective NM counterpart whereas samples from flies subjected to DR formed clusters far 

 

dimensional scaling (MDS) based 
bearing and control flies was sequenced after 13 days of 

Ellipses were added manually. ctrl = control  
), NM = normal medium, DR = dietary restriction medium, DRNM = recurrent diet with 4 

the interactions between DEGs in healthy control flies feeding on DR, NM or 

DRNM identified a main network consisting of two subnetworks (Fig. 3.22). Both 

l and Imd signaling pathway 
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(KEGG) (Tab. 3.3). While genes differentially expressed between NM and DRNM mainly 

belonged to the large subnetwork, DEGs of DR and DRNM showed unique interactions 

within the small subnetwork and adjacent nodes (

DR and NM were not associated with either subnetwork but dispersed throughout the whole 

network. In contrast to that, the interactions of DEGs of tumor bearing fl

feeding regime revealed a single main network (

correcting for multiple testing) with 

DEGs between NM and DRNM were mainly associated with the core network (

circle) whereas all other interactions were dispersed homogenou

In summary, two distinct subnetworks which exert similar functions with associations to the 

immune system are regulated in response to nutritional interventions in unimpaired control 

flies. Another network is active in tumor bea

components of the network.

 

Fig. 3.22: Interaction network of differentially expressed genes in control flies. 
genes with p < 0.001 were used
Genotype = w1118 > EGT;Luc2, NM = normal medium, DR = dietary restriction medium, DRNM = recurrent diet 
with 4 days DR + 3 days NM. 
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). While genes differentially expressed between NM and DRNM mainly 

belonged to the large subnetwork, DEGs of DR and DRNM showed unique interactions 

twork and adjacent nodes (Fig. 3.22). DEGs that were unique between 

DR and NM were not associated with either subnetwork but dispersed throughout the whole 

In contrast to that, the interactions of DEGs of tumor bearing fl

feeding regime revealed a single main network (Fig. 3.23) associated (non

correcting for multiple testing) with Other glycan degradation (KEGG) (

DEGs between NM and DRNM were mainly associated with the core network (

circle) whereas all other interactions were dispersed homogenously throughout the network.

In summary, two distinct subnetworks which exert similar functions with associations to the 

immune system are regulated in response to nutritional interventions in unimpaired control 

flies. Another network is active in tumor bearing flies with diets again accessing distinct 

components of the network. 

: Interaction network of differentially expressed genes in control flies. Only
were used (n = 5). The red circles mark the small and the large subnetworks. 

, NM = normal medium, DR = dietary restriction medium, DRNM = recurrent diet 

). While genes differentially expressed between NM and DRNM mainly 

belonged to the large subnetwork, DEGs of DR and DRNM showed unique interactions 

DEGs that were unique between 

DR and NM were not associated with either subnetwork but dispersed throughout the whole 

In contrast to that, the interactions of DEGs of tumor bearing flies subjected to either 

) associated (non-significantly after 

(KEGG) (Fig. 3.23, Tab. 3.4). 

DEGs between NM and DRNM were mainly associated with the core network (Fig. 3.23, red 

sly throughout the network. 

In summary, two distinct subnetworks which exert similar functions with associations to the 

immune system are regulated in response to nutritional interventions in unimpaired control 

ring flies with diets again accessing distinct 

 

Only differentially expressed 
The red circles mark the small and the large subnetworks.  

, NM = normal medium, DR = dietary restriction medium, DRNM = recurrent diet 
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Tab. 3.3: Excerpt of KEGG e
feeding regimes in healthy control flies. 

Displayed are enrichment analyses for both subnetworks
multiple testing are depicted in grey.
adj = adjusted. 

 

Fig. 3.23: Interaction network of differentially expressed genes in tumor bearing flies. 
expressed genes with p < 0.001 were used
Genotype = EGT;Luc2 > RAFgof

diet with 4 days DR + 3 days NM
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KEGG enrichment analysis of interaction networks upon 
feeding regimes in healthy control flies.  

Displayed are enrichment analyses for both subnetworks. Terms that were enriched only before correcting for 
ltiple testing are depicted in grey. GiP = Genes in pathway, DEG = Differentially expressed genes, 

: Interaction network of differentially expressed genes in tumor bearing flies. 
genes with p < 0.001 were used (n = 5). The red circle marks the core network. 

gof, NM = normal medium, DR = dietary restriction medium, DRNM = recurrent 
diet with 4 days DR + 3 days NM. 

s of interaction networks upon subjection to different 

 

. Terms that were enriched only before correcting for 
GiP = Genes in pathway, DEG = Differentially expressed genes,  

 

: Interaction network of differentially expressed genes in tumor bearing flies. Only differentially 
The red circle marks the core network.  

M = normal medium, DR = dietary restriction medium, DRNM = recurrent 
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Tab. 3.4: KEGG enrichment analysi
different feeding regimes.  

Terms that were enriched only before correcting for multiple testing are depicted in grey.
pathway, DEG = Differentially expressed genes, adj = adjusted

 

In order to identify not only patterns but single genes that potentially contribute to the 

observed phenotypes, the DEGs of control and tumor bearing flies were categorized accordi

to the condition that they were relevant to. Analyzing the overlaps of DEGs in control and 

tumor bearing flies identified the largest part of DEGs to be unique to subjection to DR (1977 

and 2698 DEGs in controls and tumor bearing flies, respectively) (

identified to be uniquely expressed in tumor bearing flies feeding on DR are likely involved 

in the severe wasting phenotype observed solely in these flies.

proliferation-associated like 

pathway including the Insulin

genes like the pathway components

related factors, the drop dead

when subjected to DR. 

1726 DEGs were attributable to both DR and DRNM in control flies an

genes that retained differential transcript

colored overlaps). These overlaps include those genes that represent long

transcriptional changes and that therefore likely are key genes for the effectiveness of DRNM 

in terms of mimicking lifelo

binding protein ImpL2, the insulin receptor substrate 

yet, the amino acid transporter 

magro. A subset of 888 DEGs was unique to DRNM treatment in control flies (

colored crescents). The overlap represent

response to alternating food abundances. Genes 

control flies included proliferation regulators like

energy stress sensor AMPK alpha

brummer. 
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nrichment analysis of interaction network in tumor bearing flies upon 

Terms that were enriched only before correcting for multiple testing are depicted in grey.
pathway, DEG = Differentially expressed genes, adj = adjusted. 

In order to identify not only patterns but single genes that potentially contribute to the 

observed phenotypes, the DEGs of control and tumor bearing flies were categorized accordi

to the condition that they were relevant to. Analyzing the overlaps of DEGs in control and 

tumor bearing flies identified the largest part of DEGs to be unique to subjection to DR (1977 

and 2698 DEGs in controls and tumor bearing flies, respectively) (Fig. 3

identified to be uniquely expressed in tumor bearing flies feeding on DR are likely involved 

in the severe wasting phenotype observed solely in these flies. Genes within this group were 

associated like armadillo and yorkie, or associated with the insulin signaling 

Insulin-like receptor, S6KL, and Foxo. Furthermore

genes like the pathway components spätzle, Toll and Relish, as well as mult

drop dead gene and 21 lethal genes were unique to tumor bea

attributable to both DR and DRNM in control flies an

differential transcript levels throughout phases of refeeding (light ochre 

colored overlaps). These overlaps include those genes that represent long

transcriptional changes and that therefore likely are key genes for the effectiveness of DRNM 

in terms of mimicking lifelong DR. Genes represented in this overlap included the insulin

, the insulin receptor substrate Chico, the longevity 

, the amino acid transporter slimfast, the transcription factor Foxo, S6KL

subset of 888 DEGs was unique to DRNM treatment in control flies (

overlap represents genes that might be regulated specifically in 

response to alternating food abundances. Genes uniquely expressed in DRNM subjected 

lies included proliferation regulators like 4E-BP, the transcription factor 

AMPK alpha, immune system components like PGRP

s of interaction network in tumor bearing flies upon subjected to 

 

Terms that were enriched only before correcting for multiple testing are depicted in grey. GiP = Genes in 

In order to identify not only patterns but single genes that potentially contribute to the 

observed phenotypes, the DEGs of control and tumor bearing flies were categorized according 

to the condition that they were relevant to. Analyzing the overlaps of DEGs in control and 

tumor bearing flies identified the largest part of DEGs to be unique to subjection to DR (1977 

3.24). The 2698 DEGs 

identified to be uniquely expressed in tumor bearing flies feeding on DR are likely involved 

Genes within this group were 

, or associated with the insulin signaling 

Furthermore, immunity related 

as well as multiple Autophagy-

genes were unique to tumor bearing flies 

attributable to both DR and DRNM in control flies and contained those 

throughout phases of refeeding (light ochre 

colored overlaps). These overlaps include those genes that represent long-lasting 

transcriptional changes and that therefore likely are key genes for the effectiveness of DRNM 

ng DR. Genes represented in this overlap included the insulin-

the longevity gene I´m not dead 

, S6KL and the lipase 

subset of 888 DEGs was unique to DRNM treatment in control flies (orange 

genes that might be regulated specifically in 

expressed in DRNM subjected 

the transcription factor pointed, 

PGRP-LC or the lipase 
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Fig. 3.24: Venn diagram of differentially expressed genes in either control or tumor bearing flies subjected 
to different feeding regimes. Differentially expressed genes
circle (n = 5).Overlaps represent genes differentially expressed 
(w1118 > EGT;Luc2), DR = dietary restriction medium, DRNM = recurrent diet with 4 days DR + 3 days NM

 

3.3.5. Changes of the microbial composition 

The microbiota is an important player in or

central integrator of nutrition and epithelial homeostasis. The dietary input naturally shapes 

the intestinal microbiota and can foster the establishment of a “healthy” microbial com

(204, 205). Diseases, including cancer, 

community. Furthermore, single bacterial taxa have been id

overproliferation in multiple model systems

presented tumor model, recolonized

presented a significantly higher

3.25).  
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ifferentially expressed genes in either control or tumor bearing flies subjected 
Differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in comparison to NM are displayed in each 

Overlaps represent genes differentially expressed in two conditions.
), DR = dietary restriction medium, DRNM = recurrent diet with 4 days DR + 3 days NM

Changes of the microbial composition after subjection to a recurrent diet

The microbiota is an important player in organismal health and well-being and functions as a 

central integrator of nutrition and epithelial homeostasis. The dietary input naturally shapes 

the intestinal microbiota and can foster the establishment of a “healthy” microbial com

iseases, including cancer, are often associated with a 

urthermore, single bacterial taxa have been identified to promote 

overproliferation in multiple model systems (extensively reviewed in 

recolonized flies expressing RAFgof in intestinal progenitor cells 

higher tumor load than germ free flies of the same genotype (

 

ifferentially expressed genes in either control or tumor bearing flies subjected 
in comparison to NM are displayed in each 

in two conditions. ctrl = control  
), DR = dietary restriction medium, DRNM = recurrent diet with 4 days DR + 3 days NM. 

to a recurrent diet 

being and functions as a 

central integrator of nutrition and epithelial homeostasis. The dietary input naturally shapes 

the intestinal microbiota and can foster the establishment of a “healthy” microbial community 

with a shift in the microbial 

entified to promote 

(extensively reviewed in (206–208). In the 

n intestinal progenitor cells 

flies of the same genotype (Fig. 
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Fig. 3.25: Quantification of RAF
of esg+ cell mass was measured in control and 
treatments were fed with NM. ctrl = control (
* p < 0.05. 

 

I investigated the microbial composition on control and tumor bearing flies subjected to 

lifelong NM, DR or the recurrent feeding re

alternating diet shapes the intestinal microbiota and to understand whether or not tumor 

bearing flies follow a similar pattern. 

α-diversity was slightly increased

genotype (Fig. 3.26 A). While the 

over time, the taxonomic diversity of 

operational taxonomic units (OTUs)

observed after phases of feeding on DR. 

slightly decreased over the course of 

interestingly, subjecting tumor bearing flies to DRNM resulted in a fluctuati

pattern observed in control flies with tumor bearing flies exhibiting

phases of feeding on NM than after feeding on DR.
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RAFgof co-expressed Luciferase in germ free and recolonized flies.
cell mass was measured in control and RAFgof expressing flies via co-expressed 

ctrl = control (w1118 > EGT;Luc2), NM = normal medium. 

I investigated the microbial composition on control and tumor bearing flies subjected to 

NM, DR or the recurrent feeding regime DRNM in order to identify how an 

alternating diet shapes the intestinal microbiota and to understand whether or not tumor 

bearing flies follow a similar pattern. Although no significant differences were detected, t

increased in NM fed control flies than in DR fed flies of the same 

While the α-diversity of NM or DR subjected flies was rather constant 

over time, the taxonomic diversity of DRNM subjected control flies fluctuated 

operational taxonomic units (OTUs) observed after phases of feeding on NM and less 

observed after phases of feeding on DR. In contrast, the α-diversity of tumor bearing flies 

slightly decreased over the course of 10 days when feeding on NM or DR (

interestingly, subjecting tumor bearing flies to DRNM resulted in a fluctuati

rved in control flies with tumor bearing flies exhibiting less taxonomic units after 

ng on NM than after feeding on DR. 

 

in germ free and recolonized flies. The mount 
expressed Luciferase (n = 10). All 

normal medium. ns = not significant,  

I investigated the microbial composition on control and tumor bearing flies subjected to 

gime DRNM in order to identify how an 

alternating diet shapes the intestinal microbiota and to understand whether or not tumor 

Although no significant differences were detected, the 

than in DR fed flies of the same 

NM or DR subjected flies was rather constant 

DRNM subjected control flies fluctuated with more 

observed after phases of feeding on NM and less OTUs 

diversity of tumor bearing flies 

r DR (Fig. 3.26 B). Most 

interestingly, subjecting tumor bearing flies to DRNM resulted in a fluctuation opposing the 

less taxonomic units after 
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Fig. 3.26: α-diversity of control and tumor bearing flies over time. 
to NM, DR or DRNM over time
over time (n = 5). NM = normal medium
DR + 3 days NM. OTU = operational taxonomic units. No significances within or between treatments 
detected. 

 

The β-diversity was analyzed over the course of 10 days in order to clarify which patter

microbial shift are induce

(dis-)similarities between control and tumor bearing flies. 

after switching the control flies to 29 °C was similar across all fee

Xanthomonadales making up the majority of bacterial taxa (

Enterococcaceae increased over the course of 10 days in NM and DRNM fed flies, whereas 

DR subjected flies exhibit a fluctuat

most abundant taxon after 

subjected flies showed great similarity to that of flies 

Interestingly, the microbial commun

resembled the community observed in the respective controls (

flies showed an increase in 

the feeding regime. However, the abundance was normalized after 10 days. Both NM and DR 

subjection resulted in the increase of 

whereas the microbial community of DRNM subjected flies after 10 da

(after a phase of feeding on DR) shared great similarity with the original community after 3 

days of tumor induction (also after a phase of feeding on DR).
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of control and tumor bearing flies over time. (A) α-diversity of control flies subjected 
to NM, DR or DRNM over time (n = 5). (B) α-diversity of tumor bearing flies subjected to NM, DR or DRNM 

= normal medium, DR = dietary restriction medium, DRNM = recurrent diet with 4 days 
OTU = operational taxonomic units. No significances within or between treatments 

diversity was analyzed over the course of 10 days in order to clarify which patter

microbial shift are induced by subjection to the different diets and to identify pattern 

)similarities between control and tumor bearing flies. The bacterial community 3 days 

after switching the control flies to 29 °C was similar across all fee

making up the majority of bacterial taxa (Fig. 3.27

increased over the course of 10 days in NM and DRNM fed flies, whereas 

DR subjected flies exhibit a fluctuating pattern with Enterococcaceae

most abundant taxon after 6 days. After 10 days the microbial community of DRNM 

subjected flies showed great similarity to that of flies continuously feeding on NM. 

Interestingly, the microbial community of tumor bearing flies after 3 days of tumor induction 

resembled the community observed in the respective controls (Fig. 3.27

flies showed an increase in Burkholderiales after 6 days of tumor induction

the feeding regime. However, the abundance was normalized after 10 days. Both NM and DR 

subjection resulted in the increase of Lactobacillaceae after 10 days of tumor induction, 

whereas the microbial community of DRNM subjected flies after 10 da

(after a phase of feeding on DR) shared great similarity with the original community after 3 

days of tumor induction (also after a phase of feeding on DR). 

 

diversity of control flies subjected 
flies subjected to NM, DR or DRNM 

restriction medium, DRNM = recurrent diet with 4 days 
OTU = operational taxonomic units. No significances within or between treatments were 

diversity was analyzed over the course of 10 days in order to clarify which patterns of 

s and to identify pattern  

The bacterial community 3 days 
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Fig. 3.27: Microbial composition of control and tumor bearing flies subjected to different feeding regimes. 
Flies were subjected to lifelong NM, DR or the alternating feeding regime DRNM and sampled after 3, 6 and 10 
days of tumor induction (n = 5).
restriction medium, DRNM = recurrent diet with 4 days DR + 3 days NM
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Fig. 3.28: Analysis of the microbial community in control and tumor
Pearson matrix of control and tumor bearing flies. (B
control and tumor bearing flies. 
(LEfSe) of control and tumor bearing flies
ctrl = control (w1118 > EGT;Luc2
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specific for either control or tumor bearing flies, revealed the 
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association of the families Enterococcaeae and Streptococcaceae with control flies  

(Fig. 3.28 C). Tumor bearing flies on the other hand, were specifically associated with 

increased abundances of the classes Alpha- and Betaproteobacteria, as well as the families 

Lactobacillaceae and Marinicellaceae (Fig. 3.28 C).  

 

4. Discussion 

4.1.  Model validation 

Tumors are highly responsive to their nutritional environment and multiple nutritional 

regimes have been proposed to manipulate tumor growth. Among these nutritional regimes, 

interventions that use fat as a main source of calories and interventions that limit protein 

availability are the most consistently reported to limit tumor growth. However, results are 

varying and often contradicting, making further systematic studies irremissible.  

The study presented in this thesis uses a high fat model with 10% cocoa butter, making up 

75% of the total caloric intake, and a protein limited DR model with 0.1% protein intake, to 

investigate the influences of different nutritional impacts on the development of RAFgof-

induced intestinal tumors. The models were validated by analyzing whether subjection of 

healthy control flies to either regime (HF or DR) induces archetypal phenotypes, in regards of 

body composition and activity patterns. 

Flies that were fed a HF diet exhibited an initial drop in body weight (Fig. 3.1 A) which can 

be attributed to the change to a calorically dense food source which frequently results in the 

reduction of wet weight due to less frequent feeding and subsequently reduced uptake of 

water, if water is not supplied separately (92). A slight, but non-significant increase in body 

fat was observed after 3 days while stable protein levels were maintained (Fig. 3.1 B, C). 

However, an increase in lipid droplets in the cells of the intestinal epithelium of HF fed flies 

in comparison to NM fed flies became evident upon Bodipy staining (Fig. 3.1 E’, E’’). The 

accumulation of fat and the establishment of an obesity phenotype are gradually achieved 

over time with significant weight gain being delayed rather than an initial symptom (209). 

Nevertheless, the accumulation of fat in intestinal cells provides evidence, that cocoa fat is 

digested and taken up by cells of the Drosophila intestinal tract which, after a given time, 

results in increased fat storage and an obesity phenotype (210). Additionally, the circadian 
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rhythm is altered flies fed 10% HF (Fig. 3.2 B). While flies still exhibited peak activities in 

response to light stimuli, the amplitude of activity during peak times was reduced whereas the 

activity amplitude during resting times increased (Fig. 3.2 B). These alterations of circadian 

rhythm and activity are a hallmark in obesity models in Drosophila and mammals (209–211).  

Flies subjected to DR for three days exhibited weight loss (Fig. 3.1 A) which was 

accompanied by a significant reduction in total protein content (Fig. 3.1 C). At the same time 

flies maintained a stable fat to protein ratio (Fig. 3.1 D) which reflects a balanced reduction of 

body mass. Although there was no significant loss of total body fat after 3 days of DR, the 

lipid content in the intestinal cells was clearly reduced (Fig. 3.1 E’’’), which is relatable to an 

initial compensatory fat mobilization from the gut and a delay in fat mobilization from the fat 

body. Fats in the form of TAGs are mobilized from the fat body upon nutrient scarcity by 

multiple ways that often act in parallel. One possibility is the translocation of the transcription 

factor Foxo, which is induced by multiple pathways including the insulin and Tor signaling 

pathway, as well as the adipokinetic hormone receptor pathway (212). Translocation of Foxo 

into the nucleus induces the expression of target genes like the growth arrest-inducing 

translational inhibitor 4E-BP or the lipases brummer and magro which mobilize stored fats 

(182, 212, 213). Beside the physiological alterations in body composition, DR fed flies also 

exhibited altered activity patterns and increased overall activity (Fig. 3.1) which is in consent 

with previous studies of DR in Drosophila (214, 215). 

In summary, both tested nutritional interventions induce archetypal phenotypes observed 

under these feeding regimes and are thus suitable as models to investigate the effects of HF 

and DR on human disease development including tumor progression. 

  

4.2.  Expression of RAFgof results in the formation of excessive esg+ tissue 

The intestine of Drosophila melanogaster is comprised of pluripotent ISCs and EBs, that 

further differentiate into absorptive ECs or secretory EEs. The epithelial monolayer shares 

great structural and functional similarities with its mammalian counterpart (Fig. 1.7) and the 

majority of disease associated genes has a homolog in the fruit fly (118). The fruit fly´s 

intestine has successfully been used as a model to elucidate the molecular underpinnings of 

various diseases including multiple cancers. In this study, I used a model that induces 

excessive overproliferation of intestinal progenitor cells, which serve as cells of cancer origin 
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in most CRCs (26, 27), by the induction of RAFgof, a constitutively active isoform of the 

EGFR pathway component RAF. The EGFR signaling pathway and its MAPK cascade 

downstream components are frequently mutated in CRC including mutations in the genes RAS 

and RAF with up to 31.8 and 10.1% incidence, respectively (216). Interestingly, the MAPK 

pathway is not only responsive to extracellular growth factors, but also integrates nutritional 

growth cues (164, 217, 218). The tumors induced in the used model system are transplantable 

and self-sufficient to sustain growth in a non-tumor environment (126). Furthermore, the 

tumorous esg+ tissue co-expresses GFP and Luciferase, which enable microscopic as well as 

molecular tracing, and quantification. Since intestinal tumors are highly responsive to 

nutritional interventions, I used this model to assess the effects of HF dieting and protein 

limited DR on the progression of RAFgof-induced, ISC-derived intestinal tumors. 

The expression of RAFgof in esg+ cells resulted in an increased Luciferase signal in all feeding 

regimes at all time points measured, with the strongest signal 3 days after induction (Fig. 3.5). 

The intestine is a very plastic organ that quickly responds to environmental changes and 

stressors in order to sustain homeostasis or to regenerate in response to tissue damage. The 

strong and fast increase in the Luciferase signal is likely due to an overall increase of esg 

promoter activity during stem cell proliferation. The increased Luciferase signal after 

elongated periods of RAFgof induction, on the other hand, resulted from an overall increase in 

esg+ cell mass (Fig. 3.4) rather than solely increased promoter activity.  

The excessive proliferation further resulted in the formation of an additional esg+ cell layer in 

the thoracic midgut and in dense cellular accumulations protruding into the abdominal midgut 

(Fig. 3.7 A, A’ and B, B’). The additional cell mass resulted in the relative obstruction of 

tumor bearing flies (Fig. 3.8 A, C, D) and an impaired intestinal function (Fig. 3.9 D, F), 

which is frequently observed in cancer patients (219). Furthermore, these tumor bearing flies 

exhibited a significantly decreased lifespan (Fig. 3.10). Therefore, the induction of RAFgof in 

Drosophila ISCs and EBs results in the formation of mildly aggressive solid tumors that alter 

gut morphology, impair intestinal functionality and decrease survival. 

 

4.3.  HF diet does not affect tumor load but promotes cachexia-like wasting 

The nutritional intake has long been known to influence tumor progression (88, 220, 221). 

Since treatment options are limited and high rates of tumor recurrence as well as treatment 
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resistance are reported (21, 22), nutrition has once again come into focus as sustentative 

cancer treatment. The influence of nutritional uptake affects tumor progression in at least two 

different ways. Firstly, macromolecules directly promote tissue growth through local and 

systemic growth pathways including insulin, TOR and EGFR signaling. Secondly, nutrition 

indirectly influences tumor progression by affecting overall organismal health and energy 

supply. A state of excessive fat and muscle tissue wasting, termed cachexia, occurs in the 

majority of patients with advanced cancers and contributes to up to 45% of cancer related 

deaths (222). Tumor growth is a vastly energy demanding process, therefore, a high caloric 

nutritional intake is needed to maintain tissue homeostasis besides the tumor growth itself.  

I investigated the effects of HF dieting on tumors induced by the expression of RAFgof in esg+ 

ISCs and EBs of Drosophila melanogaster to elucidate the HF-dependent development of 

intestinal tumors and its potential to affect cachexia-like wasting. Sagittal cross sections 

through tumor bearing flies fed with NM or HF revealed the formation of excessive cell mass 

in the thorax as well as in the abdomen in all feeding regimes (Fig. 3.7, Fig. 3.8 C). While 

control flies exhibited esg+ cells randomly interspersed throughout the intestinal epithelium 

(Fig. 3.7 A and A’, white arrowheads), tumor bearing flies feeding on NM or HF showed the 

accumulation of additional esg+ cell mass that formed a solid layer around the esg- cells in the 

thorax (Fig. 3.7 B and C, asterisks) and dense esg+ cell accumulations that protruded into the 

abdominal lumen (Fig. 3.7 B’ and C’, white arrows). The additional thoracic cell mass 

increased the overall gut volume and resulted in a relative intestinal constriction of the 

anterior midgut in tumor bearing flies fed with NM or HF (Fig. 3.8 A and D).  

Food is digested during its passage through the intestinal tube, linking gut morphology to 

function. In the used model, the total fecal output was reduced and could be directly attributed 

to a reduction in fecal spot quantity (Fig. 3.9 D, F). This effect was stringent in tumor bearing 

flies fed with HF as well as with NM and reflects symptoms that are frequently experienced 

by CRC patients. Poor digestion and impaired bowel peristalsis of CRC patients often result 

in constipation and diarrhea, as well as alterations in stool size and shape (219, 223–225).  

I could demonstrate that the presented model induced solid tumors that altered intestinal 

morphology by altering cell mass and cell type composition, and impaired gut functionality 

by reducing fecal output. However, these differences were observed in tumor bearing flies 

feeding on either NM or HF. In Drosophila, animal- as well as plant-based fats lead to an 

obesity phenotype and diabetes (210, 226), both of which were previously linked to tumor 

progression (227, 228). Although caloric intake is usually high in fat enriched diets, it has 
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been shown that the specific composition of dietary fats is rather critical to its effects on 

tumor progression than sheer overeating (229–231). For example, while safflower and corn 

oil exhibit tumor promoting effects, other fats, like coconut or olive oil, do not alter 

tumorigenesis or, like fish oil, even have anti-tumorigenic properties in colon cancer (231–

233). This study used cocoa butter which is composed of approximately 60% saturated fatty 

acids, 30% monounsaturated fatty acids and 3% polyunsaturated fatty acids. The fatty acids 

are composed of 34.5% stearic (saturated) and oleic acids (monounsaturated) each, 26% 

palmitic acids (saturated), 3.2% linoleic acid (polyunsaturated), as well as 1.8% other fatty 

acids. Both stearic and oleic acids have been demonstrated to inhibit cell proliferation and 

tumor progression (234, 235). In contrast, high intake of polyunsaturated fats increases tumor 

proliferation while palmitic acid promotes tissue evasion and metastasis (229, 236). This 

study shows that cocoa butter HF dieting neither increased nor reduced tumor load in flies 

expressing RAFgof in intestinal progenitor cells although calorically dense fat was digested and 

incorporated into the tissue, and induced an obesity-like phenotype (Fig. 3.1 E, Fig. 3.2). This 

effect might be due to the specific fatty acid composition of cocoa butter, which contains high 

rates of both tumor inhibiting and tumor promoting factors. Therefore, this study highlights 

the diverse functions of fats in tumor progression and illustrates, that increased caloric intake 

through fats is not sufficient to promote tumor growth in fruit flies. 

Interestingly, tumor bearing flies fed a HF diet exhibited a significant reduction in median life 

span by 31% on HF compared to NM (Fig. 3.10, Tab. 3.1), although the tumor phenotype did 

not differ in the microscopic and the molecular quantification, nor in the digestive 

functionality between NM and HF fed tumor bearing flies (Fig. 3.5, Fig. 3.7 B, B’, C and C’, 

Fig. 3.8, Fig. 3.9 B-F). However, after 7 days of tumor induction, dense esg+ cell 

accumulations and atypical single cells with drastically enlarged nuclei formed in HF but not 

NM fed tumor bearing flies (Fig. 3.4 B’ and B’’, C’ and C’’, yellow arrowheads). The shape 

and size of nuclei is tightly regulated in order to allow for proper rearrangement and function 

during and after mitosis. Cancer cells often exhibit morphological alterations of the nucleus 

and it has been recognized that increased nucleus size is directly linked to decreased overall 

survival probability (237, 238). I analyzed the body composition of tumor bearing flies 

subjected to NM and HF in order to elucidate the physiological underpinnings of the observed 

premature death in HF fed flies. The largest part of the body mass consists of fat and protein. 

In tumor bearing flies fed with a HF diet, both of these components were drastically reduced 

over the course of 10 days until only approximately 5% of each remained (Fig. 3.11 B, C). At 
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the same time, a basic metabolic rate similar to NM fed tumor bearing flies was maintained 

(Fig. 3.12 A). The loss of fat and muscle tissue is one of the main indicators of tumor-induced 

cachexia (108, 109). Providing optimal nutritional intake to patients with advanced colorectal 

cancer is often problematic since patients frequently experience loss of appetite as well as 

nutrient malabsorption. However, cachexia is not only an unmet energy demand but is 

characterized by a distinct set of alterations that induce wasting to large parts independently 

of the nutritional intake (239, 240). In multiple Drosophila cachexia models, Ecdysone-

inducible gene L2 (ImpL2) has been identified to impair insulin signaling by scavenging 

Dilps, resulting in a tumor-induced insulin resistance (110, 241). It is possible that tumor-

induced insulin resistance is additive to the insulin resistance that is observed due to HF 

intake and obesity (242, 243). Therefore, a diet high in fats might exponentiate the tumor-

induced insulin resistance in RAFgof expressing flies and result in a cachexia-like wasting of 

fat and protein mass alike. 

 

4.4.  DR limits intestinal tumor growth but promotes cachexia-like wasting  

Limiting food regimes are consistently linked to health benefits and longevity and have been 

shown to reduce tumor growth in multiple tumor models (88, 89, 91, 98, 99, 244, 245). A 

reduction of the overall caloric intake is the most widely used approach. However, DR which 

is characterized by the sole reduction of protein, was proven to be superordinate to caloric 

restriction (94–96) and was therefore investigated in this study. Benefits of DR are mediated 

in large parts by TOR signaling, a main integrator of nutritional sensing and growth 

regulation (101, 102, 246) with mutations along the signaling cascade often being observed in 

cancers (247–250).  

In this study the application of strict DR for 3 consecutive days in flies expressing RAFgof in 

ISCs and EBs resulted in the reduction of the tumor load as measured by co-expressed 

Luciferase (Fig. 3.5). Cross sections through the thorax and abdomen of tumor bearing flies 

fed with NM exhibited massive accumulation of esg+ cell in the thoracic midgut with the 

formation of a second cell layer surrounding the fully differentiated esg- cells (Fig. 3.7 B, 

asterisk). On the other hand, tumor bearing flies subjected to DR exhibited significantly less 

excessive tissue mass with esg+ cells being interspersed in the epithelial monolayer, similarly 

to the phenotype in control flies (Fig. 3.7 A and D, white arrowhead). NM fed RAFgof 
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expressing flies formed large esg+ cell nests detached from the basal lamina and protruding 

into the lumen of the abdominal gut (Fig. 3.7 B’, white arrow), whereas DR fed tumor bearing 

flies exhibited no such protrusions but only single esg+ cells detached from the basal 

membrane (Fig. 3.7 D’, yellow arrowhead). In total, the latter displayed only slightly 

increased amounts of esg+ cells in comparison to healthy control flies (Fig. 3.7 A’ and D’). 

The total gut volume, cell mass and relative gut obstruction further support the reduced tumor 

load and morphological recovery of tumor bearing flies subjected to DR (Fig. 3.8).  

In order to test the gut functionality of tumor bearing flies in response to DR, I examined the 

fecal output after feeding on the different nutritional regimes. When feeding on fully 

nutritious NM, tumor bearing flies exhibited significantly less fecal output in comparison to 

unimpaired controls due to less fecal spots while maintaining regular fecal spot size (Fig. 3.9 

D-F). Upon subjection to DR, tumor bearing flies still exhibited a reduced fecal output. 

However, the reduction was solely due to a decrease in the size of individual fecal spots while 

fecal spot quantity was rescued (Fig. 3.9 D-F). Consequently, DR seems to restore gut 

functionality of tumor bearing flies, as the food passes through the intestine with the same 

regularity as in healthy control flies.  

DR was shown to reduce tumor progression in a variety of models (100, 251–253). The main 

signaling pathway that integrates nutritional cues is the insulin signaling pathway, which 

mediates growth in response to nutrient abundance through the MAPK, PI3K/AKT and the 

TOR pathways (164) (Fig. 1.10). When nutrients are abundant, Dilp2, 3 and 5 are released 

from the Drosophila IPCs into the hemolymph from where they are accessible for distant 

tissues (Fig. 1.9). Dilps bind to the IR which leads to a phosphorylation cascade that activates 

both the MAPK pathway and Pi3K/Akt signaling via Chico. The MAPK cascade promotes 

tumor growth through the expression of target genes involved in cell survival, proliferation 

and angiogenesis (45, 137, 254). The Pi3K/Akt pathway, on the other hand, leads to the 

phosphorylation of the transcription factor Foxo which subsequently translocates from the 

nucleus into the cytoplasm where it no longer exerts target gene expression (178). However, 

Pi3k/Akt also activates Tor by inhibiting its inhibitor Tsc1-2. In parallel, free amino acids are 

imported into cells via Slimfast and also activate Tor to induce expression of target genes 

involved in cell size, ribosome biogenesis, proliferation and differentiation (255–257). 

Although protein intake generally correlates with growth, it seems that the role of protein 

quality is not to be overlooked, since replacing animal protein with the same amount of plant 

based protein reduces tumor growth significantly (251). Interestingly, the tumor growth 
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reducing effect of plant protein is threshold-limited and seems to be subordinate to overall 

protein quantity independent of protein quality (251). However, the abovementioned 

pathways are not only inactive when nutrients are scarce, but induce the expression of target 

genes specifically enhancing cell stress resistance and rest in order to survive nutrient 

limitations. Low insulin signaling results in dephosphorylized Foxo shuttling into the nucleus 

to induce target gene expression which includes expression of the translational inhibitor 4E-

BP (105, 182, 258), the cell cycle inhibitor p27 (259, 260) and the pro-apoptotic death 

receptor ligand Fas (178). Thereby, DR actively mediates stress resistance, cell growth arrest 

and survival, rather than solely lacking growth promotion through minimal signaling. 

Furthermore, the state of differential stress resistance, which describes a resting stage of 

unimpaired cells, cannot be induced in tumor cells, which are largely insensitive to extrinsic 

cues and remain in a highly proliferative state throughout nutrient scarcity. Therefore, healthy 

cells are better facilitated to endure stresses whereas cancer cells remain vulnerable. This 

effect was successfully exploited during chemotherapy which was shown to be more efficient 

and have less side effects when reducing or prohibiting nutritional input prior to drug 

admission (261–265).  

Since DR is undoubtedly linked to longevity and due to the DR mediated drastic reduction of 

the tumor load of flies expressing RAFgof in ISCs and EBs, I surveyed the lifespan of tumor 

bearing flies feeding on NM or DR. Surprisingly, the median lifespan of tumor bearing flies 

was radically reduced by 43% when feeding on DR in comparison to NM (Fig. 3.10, Tab. 3.1) 

albeit the reduced tumor mass. In addition, enlarged nuclei formed in single cells of DR fed 

tumor bearing flies after 7 days of tumor induction (Fig. 3.4 D’ and D’’, yellow arrowhead, 

white arrow, respectively). Interestingly, misshaped and amorphous nuclei are frequently 

observed in advanced cancers and are indicative of poor prognosis of patient survival (237, 

238).  

Upon investigating the body composition of the prematurely deceasing flies, a massive loss of 

fat and protein mass was observed (Fig. 3.11 B, C). Moreover, tumor bearing flies fed with 

DR exhibited approximately 15% weight loss (Fig. 3.11 A), a phenotype that is often 

observed in patients that suffer from advanced cancers and have entered into a cachectic state 

(109, 266). Cachexia is characterized by 3 metabolic phases: the first phase is considered 

preclinical and does not induce obvious changes in the metabolic rate, the second phase is a 

short hypermetabolic response, whereas the third phase is described by severe 

hypometabolism (267). The metabolic rate of flies expressing RAFgof in ISCs and EBs was 
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drastically reduced over time in DR subjected animals compared to flies of the same genotype 

lacking tumorigenesis (Fig. S3). This effect is not attributable to a decreased metabolic 

turnover mediated by DR alone, since flies subjected to DR have been shown to have 

unimpaired postprandial and resting energy consumption (268). The metabolic rate of tumor 

bearing flies fed with DR was at the control level on day 1 which can be considered the 

preclinical phase. However, flies were already hypometabolic on day 3 and metabolic rate 

further decreased. The 3 metabolic phases where described by a study using a cachexia-

inducing tumor model in rats. It has to be considered that Drosophila metabolism and lifespan 

are substantially faster than those of rats. Therefore, it is likely that the 3 metabolic phases of 

cachexia proceeded within a fraction of the time resulting in flies suffering considerably faster 

from hypometabolism. The hypermetabolic phase described by Zylicz et al. (267) is likely 

missed in this experimental setup due to the tight time frame of cachexia staging in flies.  

The extensive tissue loss in cachectic individuals implies an increased energy demand. 

Indeed, tumor bearing flies in this study exhibited increased rates of food interactions when 

submitted to DR (Fig. 3.9 A). These interactions display the number of contacts between a fly 

and the food source but neither reflect the amount of food that has been ingested nor the 

absorption rate of ingested nutrients. Furthermore, these rates are not necessarily consistent 

during tumor progression. The phenomenon of protein leverage, which describes the ingestion 

of protein low food until a threshold protein uptake is achieved (269) has to be taken into 

account when conducting experiments with ad libitum access to food. However, the strict 

protein limitation used in this study deems compensatory feeding to be unlikely to reach the 

protein uptake of the NM feeding regime. Interestingly, cachexia is not only conferred by an 

unmet energy demand but is characterized by distinct modes of action that impair insulin 

signaling through the scavenging of insulin by ImpL2, which results in insulin resistance 

(110). This implies the possibility that the application of DR, which sensitizes cells to insulin 

signaling by upregulating critical pathway components like the insulin receptor itself (105), 

may counteract tumor-induced cachexia. However, this hypothesis did not hold since DR 

subjected flies exhibited extensive wasting, whereas NM fed flies did not, although DR fed 

flies developed significantly less tumor mass. Therefore, there has to be a cachexia-promoting 

interaction between the tumor and the protein restriction. One explanation might be the 

expression of insulin scavenging proteins by Foxo. Brunet et al. (178) discovered a Foxo 

binding site in the promoter region of the insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 1, which 

is the mammalian structural homolog of Drosophila´s ImpL2 (270). Therefore, instead of 
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preventing cachexia by improving insulin signaling, the low insulin signaling during DR 

might induce a negative feedback loop of insulin scavenging proteins in addition to tumor-

induced insulin scavenging and thus may result in the observed cachexia phenotype.  

In summary, subjecting tumor bearing flies to DR significantly reduced the tumor growth and 

tumor-dependent intestinal obstruction, and restored gut functionality. However, DR 

subjection promoted fat and muscle wasting of tumor bearing flies which resulted in their 

premature death albeit the reduced tumor load. This form of tumor induced wasting is 

characterized by an altered metabolism of cancer cells as well as an independence of anabolic 

stimuli combined with a resistance to catabolic stimuli (239). While DR induces a state of 

growth arrest and resource conservation in healthy cells, tumor cells are resistant to those 

inputs and seem to promote wasting in order to enable further tumor growth. Therefore, tumor 

growth under DR conditions is reduced but not eliminated and is kept up at the expense of 

distant tissues. Based on these findings I focused my research on finding a nutritional regime 

that promotes the tumor reducing effects of DR while maintaining nutritional input necessary 

for the preservation of healthy tissues. 

 

4.5.  A recurrent diet limits tumor growth and restores lifespan  

Although dietary restriction has been shown to positively influence tumor development, it has 

not yet found broad application as a sustentative cancer treatment. Compliance with 

permanent DR is low and is not universally applicable, as shown in this study, depending on 

the metabolic state of a patient. Therefore, research has focused on finding substances that 

effectively mimic DR while avoiding actual nutritional restrictions. Metformin, a drug that is 

considered the first line treatment in type 2 diabetes, has continuously been associated with 

reduced cancer risk and tumor formation (271, 272). Metformin mimics DR and limits growth 

in a bipartite way. Firstly, Metformin decreases insulin levels, thereby reducing growth 

promotion through PI3K/AKT and TOR (273). Secondly, Metformin supposedly shifts the 

cellular AMP/ATP ratio through interaction with mitochondrial respiratory chain complex 1 

and thereby induces AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) (274). AMPK in turn induces 

catabolic processes and apoptosis (275), and inhibits TOR by activating its inhibitor TSC2 as 

well as by inhibiting the TOR scaffold protein RAPTOR (276, 277). Resveratrol, another DR 

mimetic, also reduces tumor growth and induces apoptosis by addressing the TOR pathway 
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through the activation of AMPK (278). Aside from DR mimetics, alternative nutritional 

regimes are being investigated in order to provide a form of dietary limitation that increases 

compliance while conveying the effects of permanent DR.  

Feeding regimes that consist of a fasting-mimicking diet and short phases of feeding on a 

fully nutritious diet have recently been shown to exhibit health promoting effects in terms of 

reduced insulin signaling, visceral fat reduction, rejuvenation of the immune system and 

reduced cancer risk (279, 280). Furthermore, a recurring diet consisting of DR alternating 

with refeeding on a fully nutritious diet is also able to mimic permanent DR in terms of 

lifespan extension and reduction in insulin signaling (185). The same study suggests, that the 

observed effects increase with the length of time of feeding on DR and that translational 

alterations induced by DR persist throughout short phases of feeding on a nutrient rich diet. 

Therefore, I applied 3 different recurrent feeding regimes, differing in the time periods spend 

on DR and NM, in order to find a recurrent diet that reduces tumor load in flies expressing 

RAFgof in ISCs and EBs while circumventing the effects of tumor-induced wasting (Fig. 3.11 

B and C). Applying NMDR, a recurrent diet that rhythmically alternated 4 days of feeding on 

NM followed by 3 days of feeding on DR, resulted in an increased maximum lifespan (Tab. 

3.1) and the extension of the lifespan of tumor bearing flies to the level of healthy control flies 

(Fig. 3.14 A). The reverse regime of 4 days DR followed by 3 days NM, termed DRNMi, 

including an initial phase of 5 days DR also restored lifespan to the control level and 

exhibited the highest maximum lifespan throughout all tested regimes (Fig. 3.14 B, Tab. 3.1). 

However, DRNMi resulted in a fast decease of tumor bearing flies within the 1st week of 

tumor induction (Fig. 3.14 A). Therefore, the initial phase was reduced to 3 days DR followed 

by the same rhythm of 3 days NM and 4 days DR, termed DRNM. DRNM effectively 

restored lifespan of tumor bearing flies to the level of healthy control flies (Tab. 3.1, Fig. 3.14 

A, B). Furthermore, subjecting healthy control flies to DRNM resulted in a lifespan extension 

of 47.4% (Fig. 3.14 D). Both the analysis of RAFgof co-expressed Luciferase as well as 

microscopic analysis of saggital sections through the thorax and abdomen of tumor bearing 

flies revealed a significant reduction in esg+ tumor mass similar to the reduction observed in 

DR alone (Fig. 3.15, Fig. 3.16 A). Furthermore, subjecting tumor bearing flies to DRNM 

restored gut morphology and intestinal functionality (Fig. 3.17, Fig. 3.18). 

Surprisingly, the body composition of DRNM fed flies is strikingly similar to the body 

composition of DR subjected tumor bearing flies (Fig. 3.19). However, while DR induced a 
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cachexia-like metabolic state which subsequently resulted in the flies´ premature death, 

DRNM subjected tumor bearing flies experience lifespans similar to those of healthy controls. 

DRNM subjected flies seemed not to suffer from tumor-induced wasting although they still 

experienced substantial body mass catabolism (Fig. 3.19 A-D). This paradox might be 

explained by the cycling of the investigated physiological phenotypes between the limits of 

NM and DR. Measurements of the RAFgof co-expressed Luciferase, which was used as a 

measure for the tumor cell mass, revealed fluctuating Luciferase levels depending on the food 

provided previous to the assessment (Fig. 3.16 B). The Luciferase measurement clearly 

illustrates a cycling of the tumor mass with levels being similar to NM fed tumor bearing flies 

after feeding on NM and significantly reduced levels after periods of feeding on DR. Since all 

experiments on DRNM subjected flies were performed after a period of feeding on DR, the 

observed phenotypes likely represent the lower extreme values of a plastic phenotype that 

responds to its nutrient environment. McLeod et al. demonstrated that the midgut of 

Drosophila quickly responds to nutrient abundance and within 4 days completely restores 

ISCs ablated during protein starvation (281). Furthermore, refeeding after protein depletion 

quickly resulted in the retrieval of organ size and the loss of atrophy markers in mice (280). A 

compensatory increase in Drosophila ISCs is achieved after 24 h of refeeding (282), thus it 

can be hypothesized that intestinal recovery is further accelerated in tumor bearing flies due to 

the already increased number of active ISCs. The long-lasting translational changes induced 

by DR (185) continuously promote health parameters while the tissue loss observed during 

phases of DR most likely recovers during periods of feeding on NM, preventing the 

premature death of tumor bearing flies when subjected to DRNM in comparison to subjection 

to lifelong DR. 

In summary, subjecting flies with RAFgof-induced tumors to a recurrent diet consisting of 

phases of feeding on strict DR and on fully nutritious NM, resulted in the significant 

reduction of tumor load, the resumption of physiological gut functionality and rescued 

survival to the level of healthy control flies. The tumor bearing flies exhibited loss of body 

mass during subjection to DR which was most likely restored during refeeding and thus 

prevented tumor-induced wasting. The recurrent diet presented in this study did not 

completely inhibit tumor growth but rescued lifespan to the level of healthy controls. To 

eliminate malignant cells, treatment options would need to be joined, for example by 

combining surgery and chemotherapy with DRNM. Interestingly, it was shown that fasting 

prior to chemotherapeutic interventions induces differential stress resistance in healthy but not 
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cancer cells (261, 262, 283, 284). Differential stress resistance is largely conferred by proto-

oncogene downregulation. Since tumor cells are largely independent of growth signaling they 

remain activated upon nutrient limitations whereas healthy cells enter into a state of stress 

resistant growth rest (283, 285). However, differential stress resistance is not only conveyed 

by fasting, but was also shown to be accomplished by strict DR (286). The health benefits of 

the presented recurrent regime with phases of strict DR likely expand beyond the level of 

moderate DR and, similarly to fasting, promote health benefits faster while inducing stronger 

physiological responses at the same time (285). The presented recurrent diet therefore is of 

considerable medical relevance not only as subsidiary cancer treatment but in a variety of 

diseases that are responsive to DR, including but not limited to obesity, diabetes and 

cardiovascular diseases. At the same time, this form of recurrent diet presents as an endurable 

form of nutritive intervention and thus will increase patient compliance considerably. 

 

4.6.  DR induces long-lasting transcriptional alterations  

Many of the health benefits that are elicited by continuous DR, including lifespan extension, 

sensitized insulin signaling and reduced metabolic rate, were reproducible through subjection 

to a recurrent feeding regime (185). I analyzed the transcriptomic profiles of healthy flies in 

order to categorize transcriptomic patterns that are responsible for the health benefits induced 

by DR and to identify key genes that enable recurrent diets to mimic lifelong DR. Therefore, 

flies subjected to DRNM were sampled after a period of refeeding and compared to their age 

matched counterparts continuously feeding on NM or DR. 

Clustering of the DEGs of control flies subjected to either feeding regime identified 5 gene 

clusters with distinct expression patterns that were opposing in their expression pattern 

between DR and NM (Fig. 3.20, Tab. 3.2). Out of these, 2 clusters displayed an expression 

pattern shared between DRNM and NM (clusters 3 and 4). Since the DRNM treated flies were 

sampled after a period of feeding on NM these 2 clusters contain genes that react fast to 

fluctuating nutrient abundance. In contrast, the clusters 1 and 2 showed similar expression 

patterns between DRNM and DR and contain genes that remain differentially expressed 

throughout short periods of refeeding. Interestingly, 3 clusters (clusters 1, 3 and 5) were in 

between the opposing expression extremes of DR and NM. These clusters, together with the 

clusters that were similar to DR even after refeeding, contain genes that respond slowly to an 
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increase of nutritional input and are most likely responsible for the growth arrest and the 

cellular resting stage observed upon dietary limitation (180, 182, 258). Therefore, they are 

prime candidates for genes that enable DRNM to mimic continuous DR. These clusters were 

KEGG enriched for Toll and Imd signaling pathway (Tab. 3.2) and are potentially involved in 

effectuating the immune system alterations observed after phases of nutrient scarcity, and the 

long-lasting health benefits of DR and DRNM (287–289). 

This finding is further substantiated by the interaction networks based on the DEGs from 

control flies subjected to NM, DR or DRNM which identified a main network composed of 

two subnetworks. Both the small and the large subnetwork were enriched for Toll and Imd 

signaling pathway (Fig. 3.22, Tab. 3.3). Genes that were differentially expressed between NM 

and DRNM, genes that react fast to nutrient fluctuations, belonged to the large subnetwork 

whereas DEGs of DR and DRNM, genes that react slowly to nutrient fluctuations, mainly 

contributed to the small network (Fig. 3.22). Interactions of DEGs between DR and DRNM 

largely overlapped with those of DR and NM with the latter additionally dispersing 

throughout the whole network. This highlights the distinct expression profile activated by the 

recurrent diet, which accesses the similar metabolic functions through dissimilar pathway 

component interactions. At the same time, the interaction network of tumor bearing flies 

subjected to either regime was reduced to one reduced main network (Fig. 3.23) which can be 

attributed to an impaired ability of tumorous cells to adequately access cellular signaling 

components in order to respond to extrinsic input, and therefore reflects the molecular 

degeneracy of the intestines of tumor bearing flies. 

Health benefits through DRNM are conferred by the regulation of specific target genes. I 

investigated the DEGs of healthy and tumor bearing flies feeding on NM, DR or DRNM in 

order to address 3 main questions: A) Which genes are liable to long-lasting transcriptional 

changes and are potential targets to confer DR related health benefits throughout periods of 

refeeding? B) Are there target genes that are specifically regulated by the recurrent feeding 

regime but not in lifelong DR or NM? C) Are there genes specifically expressed in tumor 

bearing flies subjected to DR that can explain the severe wasting phenotype observed solely 

in these flies? To answer these questions, I generated a Venn diagram based on the DEGs 

between the feeding regimes for both control and tumor bearing flies and additionally merged 

the DR regulated DEGs (Fig. 3.24). The overlap of the control samples revealed 1726 genes 

to be regulated by DR as well as by DRNM, and thus contained genes that remained 
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differentially expressed throughout the refeeding period. Both DR and DRNM induced the 

differential expression of I´m not dead yet, a gene that leads to lifespan extension (290–292). 

Prime candidates for the long-lasting health benefits of DR and DRNM are the transcription 

factor foxo and the ribosomal protein kinase S6K, which were both upregulated in DR and 

DRNM. The two genes are affected through insulin and Tor signaling and induce stress 

resistance and cell growth arrest by activating target genes downstream of the insulin 

signaling (105, 180, 181) and inhibiting ribosome biosynthesis (293). Insulin signaling was 

further boosted by upregulation of the insulin receptor substrate Chico. At the same time, the 

insulin binding protein ImpL2 was downregulated in DR as well as in DRNM. Since ImpL2 is 

a Dilp scavenging protein (110, 270), its downregulation additionally maximizes insulin 

signaling during times of nutrient scarcity but also throughout phases of refeeding.  

Refeeding after nutrient scarcity can result in a boost and rejuvenation of multiple 

physiological aspects like cognition, the immune system and cell proliferation (287–289). In 

this study 888 genes were identified to be uniquely regulated after refeeding in DRNM (Fig. 

3.24). Interestingly, these genes included AMPK alpha and 4E-BP both of which are known 

to induce stress resistance and cell cycle arrest (275, 276). Furthermore, AMPK also induces 

catabolic processes and suppresses TOR signaling by activating its inhibitor TSC (276, 294).  

DR and the recurrent regime presented in this study were able to reduce tumor growth and 

reinstate gut functionality. However, while DRNM rescued the lifespan of tumor bearing flies, 

DR drastically reduced lifespan (Fig. 3.14, Tab. 3.1). I investigated the DEGs uniquely 

regulated in tumor bearing flies after submission to DR and identified 2698 genes (Fig. 3.24) 

exclusive to the observed wasting phenotype. Most interestingly, these genes contained 21 

lethal genes as well as several autophagy-related factors. Autophagy is a catabolic 

mechanism that degrades cytosolic constituents during starvation and entails the loss of lean 

body mass in patients suffering from cancer-induced wasting (295, 296). It has been 

hypothesized that tumors release starvation-mimicking factors that induce systemic autophagy 

in order to access nutrients and sustain tumor growth (295, 297). Intriguingly, both defective 

and excessive regulation of autophagy contributes to severe muscle atrophy (296), making it 

obscure to disentangle their distinct modes of action within the cachexia network. However, 

the hypothesis of DR induced tumor-associated cachexia is further substantiated by the 

upregulated expression of Yki solely in DR fed tumor bearing flies. Activated Yki induces 

ISC proliferation and has previously been established to induce cachexia in Drosophila (110, 

111). Most interestingly, tumor bearing flies exhibited down regulation of drop dead when 
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subjected to DR. Truncation of drop dead results in gross intestinal phenotypes in Drosophila 

including intestinal dysfunction and severe loss of body fat, which eventually results in 

premature death (298). The gene is only induced in tumor bearing flies and not control flies 

subjected to DR. Thus it most likely represents a link between abnormal proliferation and 

dietary intake and greatly contributes to tumor-induced wasting. 

In summary, the transcriptomic analyses identified separate genetic networks in response to 

DR and refeeding. A number of genes induced by DR slowly responds to refeeding and 

therefore most likely contributes to the DR-like health benefits and lifespan extension in 

DRNM. In contrast to that, refeeding during a recurrent diet induces a distinct subset of genes 

that additionally confers stress resistance. The recurrent feeding regime thus not only mimics 

DR but introduces additional beneficial genetic alterations that further prolong health- and 

lifespan. Additionally, the wasting phenotype observed solely in tumor bearing DR subjected 

flies could be related to the induction of autophagy related genes which seemingly result in a 

disbalance of catabolic and anabolic processes and subsequent lean tissue wasting. 

Additionally, the downregulation of drop dead, a gene that induces intestinal malfunction and 

enhanced loss of storage metabolites, not only contributes to the tumor-induced cachexia-like 

phenotype observed in DR subjected flies, but also directly links tumor-diet interactions to 

systemic loss of intestinal functionality. 

 

4.7.  Intestinal tumors result in a dysbiotic shift of the intestinal microbiota 

A functional microbiota is an important player in individual well-being and provides multiple 

health benefits including protection from pathogens (299) and detoxification of otherwise 

harmful toxins (300). Furthermore, bacteria can induce proliferation and shape the intestine 

by influencing its cellular composition (301). The intestines of germ free mice and flies show 

slower cell turnover than their conventionally reared counterparts, indicating a role of the 

microbiota not only as invasive pathogens that induce tissue regeneration but also in 

physiological intestinal homeostasis (302–304). Inducing intestinal tumors by expressing 

RAFgof in Drosophila ISCs and EBs resulted in a higher tumor load in recolonized flies in 

contrast to germ free flies of the same genotype (Fig. 3.25). Bacteria can induce 

overproliferation, for example by stimulating intrinsic growth signaling pathways or by 

inducing DNA damage through the release of toxins or reactive oxygen species (305–307).  
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The intestinal microbiota is an essential part of the digestive system with bacteria altering 

amino acid availability and providing essential amino acids (308–310), breaking down 

complex carbohydrates (311, 312) or providing vitamins to the host (313, 314). The complex 

microbial system is vastly responsive to environmental factors like drug administration (315–

318) and diet (205, 319–321) which sustains microbial growth and acts as a reservoir to 

introduce microbial species. For example, it has been demonstrated that a high fat diet induces 

microbial dysbiosis (322). Furthermore, the shifted microbiota of obese mice is able to induce 

obesity in previously lean mice upon fecal transplantation (323). However, it remains largely 

unclear whether the shifted microbiota marks consequence or causality of obesity. 

Although the role of protein intake on the intestinal microbiota is largely unexplored, recent 

studies provide first insights into the association between protein intake and its effects on the 

microbial community. Interestingly, overall protein intake correlates with taxonomic diversity 

(324, 325) which could also be demonstrated in the present study (Fig. 3.26 A). In opposition, 

specific restriction of tryptophan has recently been demonstrated to increase taxonomic 

richness (326, 327). Beside the contradictory results on taxonomic diversity, protein 

restriction reproducibly increased the intestinal barrier function in pigs and resulted in the 

establishment of a presumably beneficial microbiota (328, 329). Furthermore, since the 

microbiota directly affects amino acid availability in the intestine, it might be accountable for 

DR-dependent health benefits and consequently improved longevity. Interestingly, the 

microbial community in intestines of flies subjected to DRNM fluctuated in terms of 

taxonomic diversity with higher diversity after periods of feeding on NM (Fig. 3.26 A). 

Microbial amendment following the dietary saltations might help establish a health-promoting 

microbial community. Indeed, recent studies on intermittent fasting demonstrated that diet-

induced restructuring of the intestinal microbial community reduced obesity and retinopathy 

in mice (330, 331). During an alternating recurrent feeding regime, times of limited food 

access potentially thin out opportunistic bacterial taxa and enrich those taxa that are required 

for optimal nutrient metabolization and uptake, whereas times of nutrient abundance might 

serve to increment the bacterial pool. Therefore, a recurrent diet might over time maximize 

the inter-coordinated symbiosis between microbiota and host. Interestingly this mechanism 

seems to be impaired in tumor bearing flies independent of the feeding regime. Suggesting 

that the effect of the tumor development on the intestinal microbiota is superior to effects 

generated through varying nutritional intake. The intestinal microbiota is not only passively 

selected through gut acidity and niche availability but is actively regulated by the host through 
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the actions of the host immune system and the release of antimicrobial peptides (AMPs). It is 

likely that tumor bearing flies lose part of the selection mechanism since Foxo, which is 

regulating the expression of various AMPs (332) and is sensitive to a variety of stress factors, 

is dysregulated during tumor development. At the same time, Foxo is a target of the insulin 

and Tor signaling pathway. Therefore, the misregulation of Foxo due to tumorigenesis might 

mask the effects of different food regimes on the development of the microbiota, resulting in a 

dysbiotic shift in tumor bearing flies with little respect to the underlying nutritional regime. 

A shifted microbiota has been associated with a multitude of diseases including inflammatory 

bowel disease (333–335), asthma (336, 337), obesity and diabetes (323, 338, 339), or even 

psychiatric diseases (340, 341). Analysis of the microbial composition of control and tumor 

bearing flies revealed a distinct microbial shift after tumor induction via RAFgof 

overexpression (Fig. 3.27). The tumor tissue was associated with high abundances of α- and 

β-Proteobacteria as well as Lactobacillaceae (Fig. 3.28). Interestingly, all feeding regimes 

showed a distinct transient increase in Burkholderiales after 6 days of tumor induction. It is 

noteworthy, that the order of Burkholderiales is frequently found and significantly enriched in 

colorectal tumors in humans (342–344). After 10 days of tumor induction the microbiota of 

flies feeding on either medium was quite dissimilar to the respective controls without tumors 

(Fig. 3.27). Solely tumor bearing flies that had been subjected to the recurrent DRNM regime 

exhibited a microbiota that was similar to that observed after 3 days and, most interestingly, 

similar to the microbiota observed in healthy control flies when subjected to DR. This 

similarity might reflect the overall improved health status of the DRNM fed flies even after 10 

days of tumor induction. 

In summary, lifelong subjection of control or tumor bearing flies to NM or DR resulted in the 

establishment of distinct microbial communities over time. The identification of 

Burkholderiales, an order that is frequently enriched in human CRCs, as a transiently 

flourishing bacterial unit in tumor bearing flies especially highlights the relevance of 

Drosophila as a model to investigate the molecular and microbial underpinnings pertinent to 

CRC. Most interestingly, an alternating recurrent feeding regime potentially maximizes host-

microbe mutualism by specifically selecting advantageous bacterial taxa during nutrient 

scarcity, and renewing and replenishing the microbial reservoir when food is abundant. 

Therefore, the health benefits and life prolongation through DRNM not only rely on the host 

itself but on the whole metaorganismic entity.  
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5. Conclusion & Outlook 

Tumors are very sensitive to their nutrient environment and nutrition directly affects two 

major prognostic factors, which are tumor growth and systemic organismal wasting. Different 

nutritional regimes positively influence tumor development. Diets that provide 80-90% of 

calories via fats have been proposed to limit tumor growth while nurturing healthy cells by 

limiting the available carbohydrates which are the main source of energy for tumor cells.  

In this study I subjected Drosophila melanogaster that express RAFgof in ISCs and EBs and 

produce a solid intestinal tumor to a diet high in cocoa fat. The intestinal tumors were largely 

unaffected by the diet and developed similarly to those in flies feeding on a control diet. 

Interestingly, the HF fed flies experienced extensive tissue wasting and died significantly 

faster than the controls. In contrast to that, healthy flies subjected to HF diet show reduced 

lifespan which is accompanied by a gain of body mass (345, 346) (summarized in Fig. 5.1). 

However, in tumor bearing flies, the HF diet likely induces insulin resistance in healthy cells 

and thus increases the level of circulating carbohydrates and fostering tumor growth. 

Furthermore, tumors themselves have been shown to release factors that reduce systemic 

insulin signaling, thus the organismal wasting observed in HF fed tumor bearing flies might 

be provoked by fat-mediated insulin resistance that is enhanced by tumor-induced insulin 

insensitivity. 

Protein limited DR is the only regime that consistently results in decreased tumor mass in a 

multitude of tumor models. Additionally, DR increases insulin sensibility and therefore might 

counteract wasting. Subjecting tumor bearing flies to DR resulted in a drastic reduction in 

tumor mass but at the same time, in extensive organismal wasting and subsequent premature 

death. Consequently, I designed a recurrent diet with phases of feeding on a fully nutritious 

diet alternating with phases of strict DR, to exploit the reduced tumor growth due to DR while 

circumventing extensive wasting. Indeed, the tumors of flies subjected to DRNM showed 

reduced growth to the same extent as tumors after subjection to lifelong DR and rescued 

lifespan to the level of healthy controls (summarized in Fig. 5.2). Although not all tumors are 

equally sensitive to nutritional limitations (252), the regime potentially still positively 

influences treatment outcome by boosting organismal health in a twofold manner. Firstly, 

upon experiencing nutrient scarcity healthy cells enter a state of protection called differential 

stress resistance. Due to their independence of external growth signals, tumor cells do not 

enter this protective state and remain vulnerable to chemotherapeutic treatment, while healthy 
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cells largely evade destruction. Strict nutrient restriction prior to chemotherapy sessions has 

been shown to limit side effects and to ameliorate patients´ subject

 

Fig. 5.1: Scheme representing the effects of high fat dieting on lifespan and tissue wasting in h
tumor bearing flies. High fat intake shortens lifespan and leads to increased body mass in healthy flies
Tumor induction reduces the lifespan of flies on
lifespan of tumor bearing flies is dramatically shortened when feeding on a high fat diet with flies additionally 
experiencing extensive tissue wasting

 

Secondly, not only DR confers health be

feeding regime has proven to 

system. Indeed, RNA profiling identified a subset of genes that was specifically regulated 

upon refeeding. Therefore, a recurrent diet combines the limitation of tumor growth and 

increased sensitivity to chemotherapy conferred by protein restriction

rejuvenation and an immune system boost after refeeding.

In summary, the application of the presented rec

DR is of great medical relevance since it combines the benefits of tumor limiting DR with an 
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cells largely evade destruction. Strict nutrient restriction prior to chemotherapy sessions has 

been shown to limit side effects and to ameliorate patients´ subjective well

representing the effects of high fat dieting on lifespan and tissue wasting in h
High fat intake shortens lifespan and leads to increased body mass in healthy flies

Tumor induction reduces the lifespan of flies on low fat diets, but does not induce wasting. However, the 
lifespan of tumor bearing flies is dramatically shortened when feeding on a high fat diet with flies additionally 

extensive tissue wasting (right). 
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endurable feeding regime that likely will increase patient compliance with nutritional 

limitations. It will be critica

induced health benefits. Additionally, it has to be determined whether it is sufficient to limit 

specific amino acids instead of their overall amount, since not all amino acids seem to be 

equally relevant for DR (348, 349)

plans including conventional treatments and a sustentative recurrent feeding regime might 

become a powerful tool to optimize colorectal cancer prognosis and overall survival.

 

Fig. 5.2: Scheme representing the effects of protein restriction and recurrent protein restriction on 
lifespan and tissue wasting in healthy and t
to decreased body mass, recurrent protein restriction further prologs lifespan in healthy flies
lifespan is reduced in tumor bearing flies on fully nutritious diets
low protein diet. Additionally, 
Subjection to recurrent protein restriction restores the life expectancy of tumor bearing flies back to the level of
healthy controls feeding life-long on the fully nutritious medium, and does not promote tissue wasting
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endurable feeding regime that likely will increase patient compliance with nutritional 

limitations. It will be critical to determine the required phase lengths in order to optimize the 

induced health benefits. Additionally, it has to be determined whether it is sufficient to limit 

specific amino acids instead of their overall amount, since not all amino acids seem to be 

(348, 349). In the long-run subjecting patients to personalized therapy 

plans including conventional treatments and a sustentative recurrent feeding regime might 

o optimize colorectal cancer prognosis and overall survival.

Scheme representing the effects of protein restriction and recurrent protein restriction on 
lifespan and tissue wasting in healthy and tumor bearing flies. Low protein intake prologs lifespan and leads 

ecurrent protein restriction further prologs lifespan in healthy flies
duced in tumor bearing flies on fully nutritious diets and is dramatically shortened by feeding on a 
diet. Additionally, low protein fed tumor bearing flies experience extensive tissue wasting.

Subjection to recurrent protein restriction restores the life expectancy of tumor bearing flies back to the level of
long on the fully nutritious medium, and does not promote tissue wasting

endurable feeding regime that likely will increase patient compliance with nutritional 

l to determine the required phase lengths in order to optimize the 

induced health benefits. Additionally, it has to be determined whether it is sufficient to limit 

specific amino acids instead of their overall amount, since not all amino acids seem to be 

run subjecting patients to personalized therapy 

plans including conventional treatments and a sustentative recurrent feeding regime might 

o optimize colorectal cancer prognosis and overall survival. 

 

Scheme representing the effects of protein restriction and recurrent protein restriction on 
Low protein intake prologs lifespan and leads 

ecurrent protein restriction further prologs lifespan in healthy flies (left). While 
atically shortened by feeding on a 

fed tumor bearing flies experience extensive tissue wasting. 
Subjection to recurrent protein restriction restores the life expectancy of tumor bearing flies back to the level of 

long on the fully nutritious medium, and does not promote tissue wasting (right). 
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10. Appendix 

Tab. S1: Product Information on ingredients of standard cornmeal diet. 

Product Company Head Office 

brewer´s yeast Leiber GmbH 
Hafenstraße 24, 49565 Bramsche, 

Germany 

cornmeal Mühle Schlingemann e.K. 
Hochstraße 2-4, 45731 Waltrop, 

Germany 

molasses Biohof Heidelicht Handelsunternehmen 
Am Berge 7, 29581 Groß Süstedt, 

Germany 

sugar beet syrup 
Kanne Brottrunk GmbH & Co. 

Betriebsgesellschaft KG 

Bahnhofstraße 68, 59379 Selm-Bork, 

Germany 

 

 

Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 

 136 mM NaCL 

     7 mM Na2HPO4 

 2.7 mM KCl 

  1.5 mM KH2PO4 

Dissolve in appropriate amount ddH2O, adjust pH to 7.3 using HCl and autoclave. 

 

 

Tab. S2: Bacteria used for recolonization experiments. All strains were a gift from Carlos Ribeiro (194).  

Bacteria Culturing Medium Original Reference 

Acetobacter pomorum mannitol medium (194) Ryu et al. 2008 (350) 

Commensalibacter intestiniA911T mannitol medium (194) Ryu et al. 2008 (350) 

Enterococcus faecalis LB (Sigma-Aldrich, #L3022) Cox and Gilmore 2007 (351) 

Lactobacillus brevisEW MRS (Sigma-Aldrich, #69966) Ryu et al. 2008 (350) 

Lactobacillus plantarumWJL MRS (Sigma-Aldrich, #69966) Ryu et al. 2008 (350) 
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Fig. S1: Lineage tracing in the R3 midgut regi
EBs. Flies of the genotype esgReDDM > RAF
on days three, seven and ten (scale bar 50 µm). The ReDDM system 
RFP as well as cytoplasmatic GFP. During differentiation the short lived GFP fades, therefore, differentiated 
cells retain only RFP. GFP: green fluorescent protein, green; RFP: red fluorescent protein, red; DAPI: nuclei, 
blue. 
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Lineage tracing in the R3 midgut region of control flies and flies expressing 
esgReDDM > RAFgof were shifted to 29 °C to induce overproliferation

on days three, seven and ten (scale bar 50 µm). The ReDDM system (153) identifies ISCs and EBs with n
RFP as well as cytoplasmatic GFP. During differentiation the short lived GFP fades, therefore, differentiated 

GFP: green fluorescent protein, green; RFP: red fluorescent protein, red; DAPI: nuclei, 

 

pressing RAFgof in ISCs and 
overproliferation and dissected 

identifies ISCs and EBs with nuclear 
RFP as well as cytoplasmatic GFP. During differentiation the short lived GFP fades, therefore, differentiated 

GFP: green fluorescent protein, green; RFP: red fluorescent protein, red; DAPI: nuclei, 
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Fig. S2: Lineage tracing in the R4 midgut region of control flies and flies e
EBs. Flies of the genotype esgReDDM > RAF
on days three, seven and ten (scale
RFP as well as cytoplasmatic GFP. During differentiation the short lived GFP fades, therefore, differentiated 
cells retain only RFP. GFP: green fluorescent protein, green; RF
blue. 
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Lineage tracing in the R4 midgut region of control flies and flies expressing 
esgReDDM > RAFgof were shifted to 29 °C to induce overproliferation

on days three, seven and ten (scale bar 50 µm). The ReDDM system (153) identifies ISCs and EBs with nuclear 
RFP as well as cytoplasmatic GFP. During differentiation the short lived GFP fades, therefore, differentiated 

GFP: green fluorescent protein, green; RFP: red fluorescent protein, red; DAPI: nuclei, 

 

pressing RAFgof in ISCs and 
overproliferation and dissected 

identifies ISCs and EBs with nuclear 
RFP as well as cytoplasmatic GFP. During differentiation the short lived GFP fades, therefore, differentiated 

P: red fluorescent protein, red; DAPI: nuclei, 
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Fig. S3: Measurement of the basic metabolic rate of tumor 
indicated food regime. ctrl = control (
20 °C), HF = high fat medium, DR = dietary restriction medium

 

 

Tab. S3: Statistical analysis of the principal component analysis of microbial diversity.
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e basic metabolic rate of tumor bearing and control flies after subjection to the 
ctrl = control (w1118 > EGT;Luc2), NM = normal medium, NMu = NM uninduced (at 

HF = high fat medium, DR = dietary restriction medium. 

: Statistical analysis of the principal component analysis of microbial diversity.

bearing and control flies after subjection to the 
NMu = NM uninduced (at 

: Statistical analysis of the principal component analysis of microbial diversity. 

 


